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Abstract
Autonomous system applications are typically limited by the power supply opera-
tional lifetime when battery replacement is difficult or costly. A trade-off between
battery size and battery life is usually calculated to determine the device capability
and lifespan. As a result, energy harvesting research has gained importance as soci-
ety searches for alternative energy sources for power generation. For instance, energy
harvesting has been a proven alternative for powering solar-based calculators and
self-winding wristwatches. Thus, the use of energy harvesting technology can make it
possible to assist or replace batteries for portable, wearable, or surgically-implantable
autonomous systems. Applications such as cardiac pacemakers or electrical stimu-
lation applications can benefit from this approach since the number of surgeries for
battery replacement can be reduced or eliminated.
Research on energy scavenging from body motion has been investigated to evalu-
ate the feasibility of powering wearable or implantable systems. Energy from walking
has been previously extracted using generators placed on shoes, backpacks, and knee
braces while producing power levels ranging from milliwatts to watts. The research
presented in this paper examines the available power from walking and running at sev-
eral body locations. The ankle, knee, hip, chest, wrist, elbow, upper arm, side of the
head, and back of the head were the chosen target localizations. Joints were preferred
since they experience the most drastic acceleration changes. For this, a motor-driven
treadmill test was performed on 11 healthy individuals at several walking (1-4mph)
and running (2-5mph) speeds. The treadmill test provided the acceleration magni-
tudes from the listed body locations. Power can be estimated from the treadmill
evaluation since it is proportional to the acceleration and frequency of occurrence.
Available power output from walking was determined to be greater than 1mW/cm3
for most body locations while being over 10mW/cm3 at the foot and ankle locations.
Available power from running was found to be almost 10 times higher than that from
walking.
Most energy harvester topologies use linear generator approaches that are well
suited to fixed-frequency vibrations with sub-millimeter amplitude oscillations. In
contrast, body motion is characterized with a wide frequency spectrum and larger
amplitudes. A generator prototype based on self-winding wristwatches is deemed
v
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to be appropriate for harvesting body motion since it is not limited to operate at
fixed-frequencies or restricted displacements. Electromagnetic generation is typically
favored because of its slightly higher power output per unit volume. Then, a non-
harmonic oscillating rotational energy scavenger prototype is proposed to harness
body motion. The electromagnetic generator follows the approach from small wind
turbine designs that overcome the lack of a gearbox by using a larger number of coil
and magnets arrangements.
The device presented here is composed of a rotor with multiple-pole permanent
magnets having an eccentric weight and a stator composed of stacked planar coils.
The rotor oscillations induce a voltage on the planar coil due to the eccentric mass un-
balance produced by body motion. A meso-scale prototype device was then built and
evaluated for energy generation. The meso-scale casing and rotor were constructed on
PMMA with the help of a CNC mill machine. Commercially available discrete mag-
nets were encased in a 25mm rotor. Commercial copper-coated polyimide film was
employed to manufacture the planar coils using MEMS fabrication processes. Jewel
bearings were used to finalize the arrangement. The prototypes were also tested at
the listed body locations. A meso-scale generator with a 2-layer coil was capable
to extract up to 234 µW of power at the ankle while walking at 3mph with a 2cm3
prototype for a power density of 117 µW/cm3.
This dissertation presents the analysis of available power from walking and running
at different speeds and the development of an unobtrusive miniature energy harvesting
generator for body motion. Power generation indicates the possibility of powering
devices by extracting energy from body motion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Health care services are facing a variety of challenges as the world’s population ages
due to increased longevity and declining birth rates [36]. The US alone will have
20% of the population over the age of 65 by 2050. In contrast, Europe will see
rates close to 30% while Japan will arise to almost 40%, as shown in Table 1.11.
It is anticipated that in the near future specialized health care services will be in
higher demand due to this increase. This demand will be characterized not only by
medical resources to attend to this segment of the population but to keep them active
as well. Therefore, the monitoring of physiological responses as well as specialized
drug or other therapy delivery applications will be needed for portable, wearable,
or implantable biomedical autonomous devices. In addition, wireless communication
promises new medical applications such as the use of wireless body sensor networks
for health monitoring [50, 134, 44].
These biomedical devices, however, come with their own issues, mainly power
1Population Division of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations
Secretariat, World Population Prospects: The 2008 Revision, http://esa.un.org/unpp
Table 1.1: Percentage of population over 65-years old1.
Region 1950 2000 2050
USA 8.3 12.4 21.6
Europe 8.2 14.8 27.4
Japan 4.9 17.2 37.8
World 5.2 6.8 16.2
1Population Division of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United
Nations Secretariat, World Population Prospects: The 2008 Revision, http://esa.un.org/unpp
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source challenges. Batteries are commonly used to energize most of these appli-
cations, but they have a finite lifetime. As biomedical devices tend to be relatively
power hungry, a trade-off between battery capacity and size has governed the lifespan,
dimensions, and capabilities for battery-powered devices. New technologies such as
energy harvesting have the capability to effectively power electronic instruments.
Harnessing energy from sources such as motion, sunlight, and temperature changes
has been employed respectively on electronic self-winding wristwatches, solar-powered
calculators, and thermal-powered wristwatches. Therefore, energy harvesting is an
alternative to batteries for energizing electronic devices.
Energy harvesting was the main technology used before the advent of the internal
combustion engine, the power grid, or batteries. For instance, wind turbine farms and
hydroelectric plants are the successors of windmills and water wheels. Small electri-
cal generators were also used in radios and flashlights operated by hand cranking in
the 1940s. Other recent examples include the bicycle dynamo (capable of producing
up to 3W of power) and lever-driven mobile phone chargers (up to 2W of power)
[30, 133]. Industrial applications for recent vibration energy harvesters have been
developed to power autonomous wireless sensor nodes (Ferro Solutions Inc.2, Per-
petuum Ltd.3). Energy scavenging of water flow in oceans and rivers are exploited as
well [125] (similar to an eel swimming, one device uses the traveling vortices in water
to strain piezoelectric polymers). One of the most well-known examples of energy
harvesting from body motion is the self-winding wristwatch mechanism that evolved
from being entirely mechanical (wind-up) to use a hybrid approach (using a miniature
electromagnetic generator to charge a battery).
Wearable microinstruments for environmental monitoring of humidity, tempera-
ture, pressure, and acceleration with data processing capabilities have been success-
fully implemented as watch-sized devices [71, 145, 80]. Such systems are commonly
powered by batteries, and sometimes the battery is larger than the entire system.
This is normally the case for devices that need to be functional for long periods of
time. For example, batteries for cardiac pacemakers occupy half the device’s volume
[68], while their average lifetime is between 5 to 12 years [52]. Implantable biomedical
devices, such as neural prostheses [49, 34, 85] are also dependant on microsystems
for their operation. The use of radio frequency (RF) induction for power and radio
telemetry is the best alternative when wires or batteries are not an option, which
is the case for some integrated neural stimulation microsystems [80]. This approach
uses an external flat antenna and an implanted on-chip antenna. These types of
microsystems could also benefit from energy harvesting to avoid battery limitations.
To address the need for more efficient technology, researchers have tried to employ
energy harvesters for powering biomedical devices, as evidenced by the investigations
2http://www.ferrosi.com
3http://www.perpetuum.co.uk
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of automatic self-winding wristwatches for powering pacemakers [43, 42, 41] or by
using generators placed in shoes for powering artificial organs [6].
The decrease in power consumption by electronic devices has been well docu-
mented in recent years. A custom digital signal processing (DSP) unit consumed
about 18µW of power by 1998 [3]. An updated version from the same group pre-
sented a power consumption of 500 nW by 2005 [4], while another group in 2008
presented a processor called Phoenix using only 30 pW of power [112]. Therefore,
low-power electronics are making progress to extend battery life or even use energy
harvesting as the sole energy source. If electronic self-winding wristwatches can har-
ness body motion to power themselves, in the near future hybrid approaches using
energy harvesters and rechargeable batteries could power more portable applications
or even implantable devices. It is anticipated that hybrid power supplies will be
critical for a wide range of autonomous micro systems [45, 15].
Another concern is the environmental panorama of battery disposal around the
world. Millions of batteries are discarded into sanitary landfills where heavy metals
can result in groundwater contamination. Therefore, solutions that minimize or avoid
battery disposal will certainly provide an environmental advantage.
1.2 Technology Trend
Computer technology has progressed aggressively over the last two decades as shown
in Fig. 1.1, but it is also clear that battery technology has not kept the same pace.
This energy source, although increased in capacity over the years, seems to slow down
the progress for portable electronics to gain a wider adoption. It is evident that ad-
vances in computational capabilities outpace the battery development; hence more
applications could be envisioned if batteries followed the trend of computer technol-
ogy. For instance, the cost of battery replacement prohibits a wider deployment of
wireless sensor networks. As a result, other energy sources are needed to cover the in-
creasing demands of new electronic applications. Energy harvesting can be an option
to solve this problem.
Fig. 1.1 represents the increase in performance for several technologies compared
against those available in 1990, for instance disk capacity increased by a factor of
10,000 between 1990 and 2010 while battery energy density increased only 5X. This
graph is an extension of the one presented by Starner and Paradiso [121] that cov-
ered the period from 1990 to 2003. The reference point for the comparisons was kept
the same as [121]: a high-end portable computer from 1990, with a 80386 processor
running at 16MHz, 8MB of RAM and 40MB of hard disk capacity, using a nickel-
cadmium battery. The latest technologies were compared for each year as multiples
of the reference laptop. Only disk capacity and available RAM data were kept from
Starner and Paradiso from the years 1990-2003 [121]. Specialized computer magazines
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Figure 1.1: Portable computing improvements from 1990-2010. Wireless connectivity only
considers the IEEE 802.11 standard released in 1997. Partial data from [121] and from
specialized computer magazines.
over the internet were used to obtain most of the information. Since there are several
Central Processing Unit (CPU) benchmarking comparisons, the number of million
instructions per second (MIPS) for Intel processors was used as a reference providing
a similar trend line as the one from the work of Starner and Paradiso. The battery
energy density was based on the volumetric energy density (Wh/L) data gathered
from Panasonic4 for nickel-cadmium, nickel-metal hydride, and lithium-ion battery
chemistries, because it was readily available until 2010. Although Starner and Par-
adiso calculated the energy density using J/kg the results are nearly identical. The
IEEE 802.11 standard released in 1997 was included for the wireless network speed
trend.
On the other hand, energy sources other than batteries exist with even higher
power densities, as shown in Fig. 1.2, but most of them are designed for macro-scale
systems and/or require a combustible to operate. The human body is also an alterna-
tive energy source that can provide power densities under 1W/kg (1mW/g) or 1W/L
(1mW/cm3) as shown in Fig. 1.2. Due to the decrease in power consumption of elec-
tronic devices mentioned previously, the available power density levels of 1mW/cm3
or 1mW/g are an interesting option for low-power applications. Since the power is
generated by body motion, the applications that can directly benefit for this approach
are portable electronics and biomedical devices (wearable or surgically-implantable).
4www.panasonic.com
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of power sources, chart adapted from [30].
Fig. 1.3 highlights the power budget for some electronic applications within
the human body generation range. For example, using the previous reference of
1mW/cm3 (or 1mW of power in a volume of 1 cm3) only a few miniature low-power
applications (such as pacemakers, hearing aids, watches, and some consumer devices)
can directly use the energy harvesting approach. However, larger generator volumes
can produce higher power outputs. Continuing with the reference of 1mW/cm3, a
relatively small generator with a volume of 10 cm3 could produce up to 10mW. Ac-
cording to the chart in Fig. 1.3, 10mW can be used to power some remote controls
and communication devices (pagers). Taking as a reference the shoe generator pre-
sented by Kymissis et al [58] with a power generation over 200mW, some radios and
cell phones can be powered by energy harvesting.
Fig. 1.3 describes the power requirements of several electronic products ranging
from medical devices to consumer products (power consumption from one microwatt
up to several watts). This figure also includes the power output of one energy har-
vester (a shoe generator) and several human-operated generators for comparison pur-
poses. Although human-operated generators have a power output enough to energize
power-hungry devices (such as notebook computers), they require active generation.
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of power consumption (horizontal bars) against power generation
(vertical lines) for some electronic devices, chart adapted from [31].
On the other hand, passive generation, although producing a lower power output,
produces an adequate amount to energize low-power electronic applications, includ-
ing some medical devices. Therefore, it is clear that energy harvesting from body
motion has the potential to power some biomedical applications and other low-power
devices.
1.3 Research Objectives
Since there is little research that focuses on energy harvesting from body motion, and
considering the potential uses for such portable, embedded, or surgically-implantable
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devices, this investigation will concentrate on energy scavenging from human activ-
ities. This dissertation considers the potential and limitations of energy harvesting
from low-frequency vibrations. The field, as portrayed in the scientific and techni-
cal literature, will be reviewed for energy harvesting from motion and vibration and
specifically from human body motion. Based on this review and mathematical mod-
eling, a prototype device will be designed and evaluated. The main objective of this
dissertation is to investigate methods for harvesting energy from normal human body
movements and choose a technology that allows the generation of electrical energy.
Recognizing how much energy is available and how it can be harnessed is essential
for developing energy harvesters, therefore the specific goals are:
• Evaluate energy harvesters for body motion: A background on state-of-the-art
energy harvesters is needed to learn their potential and limitations. Gener-
ator designs based on several possible mechanisms will be considered and an
approach for further development will be chosen.
• Determine the available power from body motion: A literature review will be
carried out to learn what previous work has been done. Models that estimate
how much energy is available from body motion need to be elaborated in order to
understand the limits of energy generation from this source. A human subject
investigation will be required to determine body locations and evaluate the
energy generation potential.
• Design, fabricate, and evaluate a chosen approach: Based on the evaluation
of energy harvesters and possibilities of generation from the human body, a
prototype generator will be designed, fabricated, and evaluated to determine if
the predicted performance can be achieved. This evaluation will require human
subject investigation.
1.4 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation is divided into eight chapters that correspond to the motivation
behind it; the societal implications; background on energy harvesting generation and
generators; an estimation of how much power is available from body motion; a genera-
tor design, fabrication, setup, and testing; an analysis and discussion of the prototype
generator; and a conclusion chapter.
Chapter 2 (Energy Harvesting Background). This section reviews the different
approaches presented by researchers on energy harvesting for human-based architec-
tures.
Chapter 3 (Power from Body Motion). This part describes the analysis for avail-
able power from motion and vibration energy harvesting. It also includes recordings
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of acceleration from various body locations while performing different activities. The
results serve to estimate the available power that can be obtained from body motion.
Chapter 4 (Generator Design). This chapter includes generator architecture, mod-
eling of a pendulum-based electromagnetic mechanism, magnetic flux distribution,
simulation of the voltage output, and optimization of the device for several topolo-
gies.
Chapter 5 (Generator Fabrication and Testing). This section provides the de-
scription of the fabrication processes employed to manufacture miniature prototype
devices and results of the testing.
Chapter 6 (Discussion of Results). This chapter presents the analysis and evalu-
ation of the investigation and discussions of the results of previous sections.
Chapter 7 (Societal Implications). This section discusses the societal implications,
both positive and negative, that this kind of technology can pose in society. What
are the worries that people could face when a new technology intended to replace
a previous one is introduced? Will society be concerned with the miniaturization
and pervasiveness of technology? What is the future of this technology? What are
the implications in the developed and developing world? These are only some of the
questions that are analyzed in this section.
Chapter 8 (Conclusion). This chapter provides the summary of this research,
including the prototype generators, while providing recommendations for future work.
Chapter 2
Energy Harvesting Background
2.1 Introduction
Energy harvesting is a research area that is gaining relevance for powering electronic
devices because of the almost infinite lifetime potential. Energy generation from
motion, solar light, and temperature changes has proven to be a viable alternative
to batteries for commercial products, such as hand-cranking radios and flashlights,
solar-powered calculators, and thermal-powered wristwatches. Energy scavenging also
addresses the feasibility of using body motion to power portable, wearable, or im-
plantable systems, such as biomedical applications. On the other hand, the increasing
use miniature low-power electronics and wireless technologies for new medical moni-
toring applications, such as body sensor networks for health-monitoring [50, 44, 134],
will challenge present technologies due to battery finite lifetime and size. A trade-
off between battery size and battery capacity has typically dominated the final size,
lifetime, and capabilities of a system.
This chapter reviews the energy scavenging literature. Energy generation will be
covered for human-based energy harvesters and machine-based scavengers.
2.2 Energy Generation from the Human Body
One of the first reviews on energy generation from the human body was made by
Starner in 1996 [120]. The description included analysis for available power from
body heat (0.2-0.3W on the neck, 0.6-1.0W on the head, and 3-5W on the entire
body surface), respiration (~1W for breathing, ~0.8W from chest movement), blood
pressure (~1W), and other activities, such as typing (0.007-0.02W), bicep curls exer-
cising (~20W), arm lifting (~60W), and walking (~70W). Although those numbers
and locations represent an expected average power limit, devices harnessing those
power levels could interfere severely with everyday activities, but devices harvesting
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a small percentage of those levels would be a feasible option.
Active power generation produces significantly higher power output, as evidenced
by bicycle generators powering small TV sets. For example, an occasional cyclist
can produce close to 150W, but a professional can output on average up to 700W
[30]. Some studies in this area have covered the power outputs expected from some
activities, such as cranking, shaking, and pedaling, as well as the comfort of sustained
generation. In 1999, Jansen and Stevels [48] reported active power generation levels
using lever-driven generators (~6W), crank-driven generators (~21W), and bicycle
pedaling (~100W). Later work from this group [115] studied the power generation
from sustained one-hand cranking. It was presented that power output drops close to
40W from a peak of 150W after 10 minutes of continuous cranking. It was concluded
that 28W on average can be obtained from sustained cranking for 30 minutes, and
that 14W could be converted into electricity if assuming a conversion mechanism
efficiency of 50%. Other examples studied include the peak power from cycling and
rowing as 600W and 800W respectively, but they are reduced to near 20% after 5
minutes of continuous activity1.
Biomechanical motion analysis for energy harvesting from walking at the joints
was examined by Niu et al [83]. The evaluation of a 1Hz gait cycle (~two steps per
second on average) showed that movements from the elbow, knee, and ankle have a
potential for energy harvesting. The negative work required to decelerate the limbs
can be as high as 40% at the ankle and elbow, and 90% at the knee. Then, an electric
generator can reduce the body metabolic load if it assimilates this negative work while
producing energy. Li et al [60] demonstrated this using a knee brace that harnessed
energy only when the limbs decelerated, producing an output close to 5W.
Generator designs based on linear motion (linear generator architecture) have also
been studied. Von Buren et al [135] estimated that a generator with a 1g proof mass
having an oscillation amplitude of 5mm could produce up to 200 µW. Further work
found that these generators can produce up to four times more power if placed on the
lower limbs rather than on upper body locations [136]. It was also mentioned that a
device with a 0.3 g proof mass and a vibration amplitude of 0.5mm can produce close
to 3µW, but if a 2 g mass oscillating 10mm is used instead, the power produced can
be as high as 1.5mW.
2.3 Transduction Techniques
Energy harvesting makes use of several transduction techniques to produce energy.
Generation commonly involves the use of electromagnetic induction, piezoelectric
generation, or electrostatic transduction. Other practical methods include the use of
1http://web.kyoto-inet.or.jp/people/kazuho/manasle/manasle.htm
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thermal gradients, photovoltaic cells, or a combination of the above techniques. A
brief description is given for each of these.
Electromagnetic generation is based on the induced voltage in a coil when a mag-
net moves relative to it. This is produced by the changing magnetic flux as described
by the Faraday’s law of induction (Eq. 2.1):
|E| = |dφB/dt| (2.1)
where |E| is the magnitude of the electromotive force (EMF) in volts, and φBis the
magnetic flux in webers. This change is either due to having a fixed magnet and a
moving coil, or the opposite, a fixed coil and a moving magnet. For a coil, the EMF
depends on the number of coil turns, the strength of the magnetic flux, and the rate
of change of the magnetic flux. A typical architecture might be a magnet attached
to a cantilever beam or spring that oscillates with respect to a coil, or a free sliding
magnet within a helical coil that surrounds the magnet.
Piezoelectric transduction for energy harvesting is based on the produced voltage
when a piezoelectric material is subject to mechanical deformation. The amount
of voltage produced is dependent on the properties of the material, the amount of
deformation, and the direction of the applied forces. A common arrangement for
piezoelectric generators is the cantilever beam architecture. The cantilever beam is
either subject to mechanical deformation, or subject to an external vibration. The
cantilever beam is typically designed with the objective to match its natural resonant
frequency to that of the external vibration.
Energy generation from electrostatic transduction is based on the charging of ca-
pacitor plates. The separation of charged capacitor plates is varied by environmental
motion or vibration, changing the capacitance of the capacitor structure. The change
in capacitance changes the voltage across the capacitor according to the fundamental
capacitor relationship (Eq. 2.2):
Q = CV (2.2)
where the charge on the capacitor Q is equal to the capacitance C times the voltage
V. When the capacitance is decreased (by an increasing separation of the capacitor
plates) the voltage through the capacitor increases (because there is a charge on
the capacitor). Therefore, the mechanical energy due to vibrations or motion that
increases the plate separation is converted into electrical energy.
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2.4 Human-Based Energy Harvesters
The scavenging of body motion for powering portable mechanical devices was first
reported in 1770 when the Swiss watchmaker Abraham Louis Perrelet2 invented the
self-winding mechanism for pocket watches The mechanism was designed to wind
the watch’s mainspring as the person walked. This was achieved using an oscillating
weight inside the watch mechanism. By 1924, John Harwood adapted a similar mech-
anism for wristwatches [24]. His design allowed the mainspring to wind only when
the weight oscillated in one direction. Since spring bumpers limited the swinging to
less than 360º, this design is now known as a bumper wristwatch. By the 1960s, self-
winding wristwatches without spring bumpers, for full rotations, became common,
but it wasn’t until 19863 when the Japanese company Seiko made an updated version
that included a tiny electrical generator.
2.4.1 Electromagnetic Energy Generators
Oscillating rotational generators originated from wristwatch companies. The Japanese
company Seiko presented the Automatic Generating System (AGS) in 1986. This self-
winding mechanism was used on wristwatches under the Kinetic brand name. The
design consisted of a rotating pendulum mass, a gear box train (ratio 1:100), and a
small permanent magnet generator, Fig. 2.1a. Due to wrist position changes, one os-
cillation from the pendulum mass produced 100 rotations on the generator. According
to Paradiso and Starner [87], 5-10µW of power was estimated to be produced when
worn, and 1mW could be obtained when forcibly shaken. Swiss company ETA later
introduced the Autoquartz with a different approach. The pendulum mass wound a
spring connected to a small generator using a gear box train, Fig. 2.1b. Once the
spring was fully wound, it unwound making the generator rotate at 5-15 krpm for a
short time (50ms), generating more than 15V and 6mA (90mW) [87].
Researchers have also investigated commercial wristwatch generators to determine
if it is possible to use them for implantable biomedical applications. For example,
Goto et al. [43, 42] exploited the Seiko’s generator for powering a circuit to pace
the heart of a dog. The generator, when placed for a 30-minute period on the right
ventricular wall of a dog’s heart beating at 200 beats per minute (bpm), was able
to store 80mJ of energy in a capacitor. Another test using a charged capacitor
was capable of pacing a dog’s heart at 140 bpm for 60 minutes consuming 420mJ.
The actual energy requirement of 210mJ for 30 minutes was higher than the energy
produced in the same amount of time, 80mJ. The 13 µJ of energy produced was
2http://www.hautehorlogerie.org/en/players/famous-watchmakers/18th-century/abraham-
louis-perrelet.html Retrieved September 29 2009
3http://www.seikowatches.com/baselworld/2007/press/details/070412_07.html Retrieved
September 29 2009
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(a) Seiko’s Kinetic brand (b) ETA’s Autoquartz design
Figure 2.1: Oscillating rotational generators diagrams from commercial wristwatches.
compared against a cardiac pacemaker requiring only 5µJ (2.5V, 0.4ms and 500Ω
load). This showed the feasibility of generating the power needed for the stimulation.
No long-term studies were presented considering the possible effects of the generator
on the heart wall. Later work from Gorge et al. [41] tried to determine how much
power could be generated using the Seiko’s generator taped to the chest of individuals
working in an office environment. It was concluded that, over a period of 8 hours, the
power generated varied from 0.2 to 2.1 µW, with a mean value of 0.5µW. This power
level was considered to be 10 to 100 times less than required for charging a cardiac
pacemaker battery.
Further studies employing the Seiko generator have also been undertaken. The
analysis performed by Sasaki et al. [109] found that if the right conditions are given to
keep the rotations, this generator can produce up to 10 times more energy than from
swinging motion alone. A swinging motion at 1Hz was found to produce 15 µW while
self-excited rotations were able to produce up to 170µW at 2Hz. The conditions to
maintain these rotations were described as:
|θ˙|t=0 > ω (2.3)
2c
Amaω
< 1 (2.4)
where θ is the rotation angle, ω is the angular speed, c is the electromagnetic damping,
A is the amplitude of the external oscillation, m is the pendulum mass, and a is the
distance between the center of gravity and the axis of rotation. Another promising
linear generator was also presented by this group. It was composed of a permanent
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magnet mass suspended by springs and surrounded by a 400-turn coil. Although the
linear generator had an overall volume of 500 cm3, it was reported that it produced
up to 90mW when excited at its natural resonant frequency of 6Hz with a vibration
amplitude of 5.5mm.
Wang et al [139] have also improved upon the original Seiko design. Their objective
was to increase the power output density from about 7.5mW/cm3 to 50mW/cm3.
This group fabricated a miniature eight-pole permanent magnet generator using an
imbricated-pole stator with a single wire-wound coil to be driven at high speed. A
prototype generated 15mW at 6000 rpm (100Hz) after rectification by a Schottky-
diode bridge for a volume slightly larger than 1 cm3
In addition to the rotational design from wristwatches, linear displacement gener-
ators, similar to the commercial shake-driven flashlights, have also been investigated
for body motion. Duffy and Carroll [25] described one such design situated inside a
shoe sole. The generator was composed of two opposing magnets attached together
inside a container with three wrapped coils, about 45mm long and 13mm in diam-
eter, Fig. 2.2a. The shoe generator produced 8.5mW when tested at a frequency of
5Hz. A second generator design consisting of a set of fixed magnets facing a moving
magnet with a coil in between was also tested. This set was able to produce up
to 230 µW of power at a frequency of 5Hz. Further work [21] evaluated different
rectification circuits: half-wave and full-wave designs versus doubler and quadrupler
voltage multipliers. The doubler was found to produce a higher voltage and power
output. A six-coil design with sliding magnets produced peak-to-peak voltages of
4V (400mVrms) when tested at 2Hz. The voltage doubler offered a rectified power
output close to 1mW when using a 0.1 F double-layer capacitor, although up to 2mW
was expected. It was assumed that this was due to the capacitor taking longer to
charge.
Backpacks have also been used for energy generation. Rome et al. [102] employed
the up-and-down movement of backpack loads to generate energy. This backpack
design was divided in two frames, a vertical-moving structure where the load was
placed, and a fixed frame attached to the individual. A toothed rack on the moving
frame was connected to a gear box on the fixed structure, which was attached to a
DC generator, Fig. 2.2b. When the movable structure traveled 4.5 cm the generator
could rotate up to 5000 rpm due to the gear box. Power generation up to 7.4W was
reported when carrying heavy loads (38 kg). In addition, the load peak force from the
movable design decreased up to 12% when compared to a fixed cargo. This decrease
in the metabolic cost increased the efficiency of the overall energy generation process.
Other studies made by Niu and Chapman [82] evaluated arm swinging, foot move-
ment, and trunk displacement as potential locations for energy harvesting. Their
proposed design, as shown in Fig. 2.3a, used a linear electromagnetic generator
tested on the mentioned body locations. An average power output of 10mW and an
open-circuit peak voltage of 7V were reported for the device placed on the arm. A
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(a) located inside the shoes, design adapted
from [21]
(b) Attached to a backpack frame,
design adapted from [102]
Figure 2.2: Inertial linear-based generators
backpack-situated generator produced 50-80mW with a peak voltage of 20V (open-
circuit), while the power output for the harvester worn on a shoe was 8 0mW for an
open-circuit peak voltage close to 27V. Power was measured after rectification while
charging a battery. It was reported that impedance matching would increase the
power by a factor of three.
Linear electromagnetic generators have also been optimized for energy harvesting
while walking, as performed by von Büren and Tröster [137]. The generator consisted
of an air-core tubular structure having a flexure bearing, and a free-sliding magnet
stack surrounded by coils, Fig. 2.3b. Energy harvesters having a volume of 0.25 cm3
were analyzed with different quantities of magnets (6-9) and coils (6-10). The power
output varied according to the body location, but on average 2-25µW were recorded.
A comparison was offered with a lithium-ion battery having an energy density of
0.3Wh/cm3. The battery would be depleted in a 4-year period if 2µW is drawn, or
its energy would be completely consumed in 4 months if the power drain is 25 µW. A
prototype with a volume of 0.5 cm3 (15mm long, 6mm diameter) having 6 magnets
and 5 coils was tested below the knee while walking for an average output power of
35µW and a peak power of 1mW (electrical efficiency of 66% on a 10Ω load).
Another study employing a linear electromagnetic generator (55mm long, 17mm
diameter) using a free sliding magnet surrounded by coils was presented by Saha et
al. [107]. Two different configurations using magnetic springs (magnets located at the
ends to repel the free-sliding magnet) were presented. A first configuration having
fixed magnets at the ends (top and bottom of the tubular structure) was placed in
a backpack. It provided 0.3mW when walking and 2.46mW when slowly running.
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(a) Design adapted from [82] (b) Design adapted from [137]
Figure 2.3: Linear electromagnetic generators
A second configuration with the top fixed magnet removed produced 0.95mW when
walking and 2.46mW when slowly running. The second arrangement had a higher
sliding magnet displacement for a 300% increase in power output while walking and
32% increase while slowly running. The energy stored in a Li-MnO2 coin coil cell
battery reached 3.54 J after one hour of walking. The energy generated exceeded the
power consumption of 700 µW (2.5 J in 1hr) for a wearable system composed of a
light sensor, microphone, accelerometer, microprocessor, and RF transceiver.
McCarthy et al. [72] optimized a shake-driven flashlight design for energy har-
vesting while walking. The optimization was performed varying the coil number of
turns for a fixed length and the length of the coil for a fixed number of turns. The al-
ternative coil shapes given by the optimization process offered at least a 10% increase
in energy generation while increasing the length by 17%. Combining the optimal coil
and magnet length the energy generation improves over 18%. A test at 4Hz for the
optimized model provided energy levels close to 0.14 J.
Li et al. [60] presented a knee-mounted brace for biomechanical energy harvesting
during walking. A gear-train and a small permanent magnet generator were fitted on
a custom knee brace, as shown in Fig. 2.4. This generator was designed to harness
the energy from leg deceleration rather than for continuous generation, similar to
the generative braking process of hybrid cars. The gait process is divided into two
stages: swing and stance. At the swing phase when the leg is moved forward, the
body uses energy to decelerate the limb. This generator, when operated under the
right conditions, was able to produce a power peak close to 20W and an average
power output of 4.8±0.8W. This generative breaking was reported to use less than
one watt of metabolic power to produce one watt of electrical power, while if used
continuously more than two watts of body work are needed to generate only one watt
of usable power.
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Figure 2.4: Knee-mounted biomechanical energy harvester with generator details, design
adapted from [60].
2.4.2 Piezoelectric Energy Generators
Electronic implants with piezoelectric generators for energy harvesting have also been
studied. A patent granted in 1969 to Wen H. Ko described one of the first attempts to
harness heart motion for electric generation4. This generator described by Professor
Ko was a piezoelectric rectangular-shaped cantilever beam with an added weight at
its free end, Fig. 2.5a. The structure when vibrating at a suitable frequency produced
a signal rectified by a voltage doubler. This design was intended to power an electrical
implant such as a cardiac pacemaker. This piezoelectric device was tested on a dog’s
heart beating at 80 bpm producing a 4V output voltage on a 105Ω load for 160 µW
of power. Edward A. Schroeppel’s patent described a different approach when trying
to harness the heart motion to power a cardiac pacemaker circuit5. This patent
described a piezoelectric strip inside a catheter for human heart insertion, Fig. 2.5b.
4Ko, W. H. 1969, Piezoelectric energy converter for electronic implants, U.S. Patent
3,456,134. The image in this patent was not identified as copyrighted material ac-
cording to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Manual of Patent Ex-
amining Procedure (Latest Revision July 2008), Appendix R Patent Rules, found at
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/documents/appxr_1_71.htm, retrieved in July 10,
2010.
5Schroeppel, E. A., 1987, Pacing lead with piezoelectric power generating means, U.S.
Patent 4,690,143. The image in this patent was not identified as copyrighted mate-
rial according to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Manual of Patent Ex-
amining Procedure (Latest Revision July 2008), Appendix R Patent Rules, found at
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/documents/appxr_1_71.htm, retrieved in July 10,
2010.
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(a) Piezoelectric energy converter for electronic im-
plants. 10 refers to a piezoelectric ceramic cantilever
with mass, 18, on one end packaged in a water-tight
case, 15. US Patent 3,456,134
(b) Pacing lead with
piezoelectric power gener-
ating means, US Patent
4,690,143
Figure 2.5: Piezoelectric generators patents4,5 for heart implants.
When the heart is beating it bends the catheter which stresses the piezoelectric strip
generating an output signal.
Another piezoelectric generator for powering artificial organs harnessing the foot
fall during gait was presented by Antaki et al. [6]. This generator consisted of
two hydraulic cylinders placed in a shoe insole containing lead zirconate titanate
(PZT) piezoelectric stacks, Fig. 2.6a. The hydraulic cylinders had pulse-amplifiers
beneath the toes and heel region for transforming the low-frequency footfall into
high-frequency pulses. A 1/17 scale prototype was evaluated producing 150-675mW
for walking (5.7±2.2mWkg/L) and 675-2100mW (23.6±11.6mWkg/L) for simulated
jogging, while up to 6.2W could be expected from a 75 kg individual.
Another generator to be placed inside the shoe using the bending of piezoelectric
materials was developed by Kymissis et al. [58]. They have introduced the concept
of parasitic power generation capturing the energy that otherwise would be wasted
or dissipated. For example, a 68 kg individual walking at 1Hz with a 5 cm vertical
displacement represents 67W of power employed [121]. Trying to harvest all the en-
ergy would severely interfere with the gait process, but using the deformation that
a sports shoe suffers (<1 cm) seemed practical. Kymissis et al. presented two differ-
ent piezoelectric designs to be compared against an electromagnetic generator, Fig.
2.6b. The first configuration was made of a stack of Polyvinylidinefluoride (PVDF)
sheets shaped similar to a shoe sole to be stressed under bending (the outside layers
were stretched while the inner layers were compressed). This arrangement provided
±60V with an average power output of 1.1mW. The second configuration was de-
signed to harness the heel strike using a unimorph strip (steel spring bonded to a
PZT piezoelectric material sheet). The steel was bent stressing the PZT when there
was a heel strike, generating peak voltages up to 150V and power outputs up to
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(a) Piezoelectric stack actuated by hydraulic
amplifiers, design adapted from [6]
(b) A PVDF stack under bending and a PZT
unimorph for heel strike, design adapted from
[58]
Figure 2.6: Shoe-mounted piezoelectric energy generators
1.8mW. The electromagnetic design was made from a lever-driven flashlight gener-
ator mounted in a shoe. A hinged plate attached to the flashlight lever exploited
3 cm of walking stroke producing an average power output of 230mW, although in-
terfering with the normal gait. The piezoelectric shoe generators were also used as
RFID transmitters sending a 12-bit serial ID at 310MHz every 3-6 steps up to a 20m
distance. Later work described a power output of 1.3mW for the PVDF stack, and
8.4mW for two back-to-back unimorphs [113]. Similar work from this group used push
buttons with piezoelectric materials. These push buttons (commercial piezoelectric
strikers connected to amorphous-core transformers) produced 0.5mJ of energy at 3V
for transmitting 12-bit ID code over 30m several times [86].
Impact forces have also been used for energy harvesting with piezoelectric materi-
als. For example, a linear impact-based generator was proposed by Renaud et al. [97]
for harnessing limb motion. This design consisted on a free-sliding mass (750mg) with
piezoelectric cantilever beams at the ends for 10mm displacement, Fig. 2.7a. When
the sliding-mass impacts the cantilever beams they resonate generating energy for an
estimated power output of 40 µW. Further work [96] tested a prototype (25 cm3, 60 g
sliding-mass) that produced 47µW when turned over every second, and generated
600µW at 10Hz for a 10 cm linear displacement amplitude. A similar approach was
also presented by Cavallier et al. [22] but using tin balls and several PZT cantilever
beams in a circular package (2mm high, 14mm diameter), Fig. 2.7b. In spite of
the fact that the objective was to compare the efficiency of PZT cantilever beams
versus stacks of PZT-Silicon-PZT, the study demonstarted the use of low frequencies
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(a) Design adapted from [97] (b) Design adapted from [22]
Figure 2.7: Impact-based piezoelectric generators
to excite vibrations in structures at higher frequency without the need of frequency
tuning. The evaluation of the prototype was performed using one element tested at
a frequency of 6Hz generating 62 nW (the complete generator with all the elements
could generate around 0.5µW).
Prosthetic knee implants is another area where piezoelectric generation has been
studied, as evaluated by Platt et al. [92, 91]. Piezoelectric transduction benefits
from the knee location because forces can be up to three times higher than body
weight. A laboratory test was elaborated using three piezoelectric stacks (1x1x2 cm),
Fig. 2.8a. The prototype was capable of producing 850µW of continuously regulated
power (19% electrical efficiency, 20% electromechanical efficiency).
A study of backpack straps as locations for piezoelectric stacks was undertaken
by Feenstra et al. [27]. The tension force on the straps, with the stacks placed in
series, was mechanically amplified and converted into compressive load, Fig. 2.8b.
176µW of power was reported when walking on a treadmill with a 40 lb load, while
the maximum power output is expected to be on the order of 400µW.
Muscle-powered piezoelectric generation was presented by Lewandowski [59]. The
generator was devised to be positioned in series with a muscle-tendon to use the
muscle contraction for piezoelectric stack compression. Power generation would ben-
efit more from electrically-stimulated muscle rather than natural muscle contractions.
Hence, individuals with extensive paralysis are preferable since electrically-stimulated
muscle would not interfere with natural muscle movement or other activities. In addi-
tion, the power needed to electrically stimulate the muscles is minimal in comparison
with the power that a muscle can generate when using this generator. The forearm
muscle (brachiocardialis), the dorso-lateral muscle on the trunk (latissimus dorsi),
and the calf muscle (gastrocnemius) are capable of forces of 50N, 100N, and 250N
respectively. These forces on a piezoelectric stack (5x5mm cross-sectional area, 1Hz,
and 250ms) can produce power outputs of 8 µW (2.5 cm long, at brachiocardialis),
54µW (4 cm long, at latissimus dorsi), and 690 µW (8 cm long, at gastrocnemius). A
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(a) Inside a knee implant,
design adapted from [92]
(b) Along backpack straps, design adapted
from [27]
Figure 2.8: Embedded piezoelectric generators
PZT stack prototype (5x5x18mm) produced up to 80µW for a 250N force. Muscle,
tendon, and bone attachments were not mentioned in this investigation.
ZnO nanowires have also been suggested for energy generation [61, 142, 143].
Gao et al. [35] indicated that the use of flexible substrates would enable the use
of piezoelectric nano arrays for bendable power sources in implantable biosensors.
50mV are known to be generated by a single nanowire, thus arrays of nanowires
could produce enough from energy harvesting. Such nano arrays have reported power
densities of 100-200 µW/cm2 [35].Power densities close to 83nW/cm2 for nanowires
stimulated by ultrasonic waves have also been reported [60].
2.4.3 Electrostatic Energy Generators
Tashiro et al. [124] developed a variable-capacitance-type electrostatic generator for
harnessing the ventricular wall motion of a dog’s heart using a honeycomb structure,
as shown in Fig. 2.9a. The motion of the left ventricular wall was measured for
testing a prototype resonating at 6Hz. This prototype was made of stacked strips
(50 layers, 20 cells per layer) of corrugated polyester film with evaporated aluminum
(50mm x 30mm x 30µm) and a mass (780 g) on top. An accelerometer placed on a
dog’s heart was used to drive a test setup with the same motion. The power output
from the generator driven with the replicated heart motion was employed to pace the
dog’s heart at 180 bpm for over two hours. 36µW of power on average was obtained
while 18 µW was required for the stimulation pulse.
Mitcheson et al. [77] reported an electrostatic non-resonant prototype employ-
ing a variable-gap parallel-plate capacitor. Two hundred fifty Volts were generated
for a pre-charge of 30V producing 0.3 µJ per cycle. This arrangement followed the
coulomb-force parametric-generator (CFPG) architecture (using the contact force to
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(a) variable-capacitance generator, adapted
from [124]
(b) Variable-gap parallel-plate ca-
pacitor, adapted from [74]
Figure 2.9: Electrostatic generators
damp the movement) described in [76] and was reported as suitable for large ampli-
tudes and low frequencies. Energy is produced only when the inertial force is larger
than the damping force. A capacitor plate (200mm2) with a proof mass made of
stacked silicon plates (10x11x0.4mm) was fabricated for a maximum displacement
of 450 µm. The final discharge of 250V was produced by a capacitance change from
15 pF to 127 pF (11 pF parasitic capacitance). Other work from this group presented
a modified version of this parallel-plate capacitor, as shown in Fig. 2.9b. 120 nJ
of energy and voltages up to 220V were reported per cycle (using 30V of charging
voltage), although up to 2.6 µJ per cycle could be obtained for an optimized device
(80µW of power at 30Hz). It is expected that if using gold as the proof mass material,
the power output could be increased up to 10 times.
Arakawa et al. [7] used an electret-based approach to avoid the need of pre-
charging. An overlapped area capacitor using amorphous perfluoropolymer (CY-
TOP), as the electret, was presented. This electret material choice presented a charge
density up to 0.68mC/m2 which produced 6 µW with a sinusoidal input oscillation
of 1mm at 10Hz. Later work from this group was presented by Tsutsumino et al.
[130]. They were able to reach a charge density as high as 1.37mC/m2 using corona
discharging on a 15µm film with 1000V of average surface voltage. Thirty eight
microwatts of power output was achieved at 20Hz and 2mmp−p vibration amplitude
(150V sinusoidal peak-to-peak waveform). When compared against Teflon AF, CY-
TOP presents a surface charge density, σ, about 3X larger. A 9X increase in power
generation could be expected since power output is proportional to σ2. The surface
charge density was sustained for more than 100 days, and it was stable up to its glass
transition temperature, ~108◦C. The capacitor plates consisted of rectangular areas
(10x20mm) covered with electrodes (1mm wide, 30µm gap) and separated by an air
gap (100µm), Fig. 2.10a. One milliwatt of power can be generated for a prototype
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(a) Overlap-area capacitor, design
adapted from [130]
(b) Liquid electret power generator
(LEPG), design adapted from [16]
Figure 2.10: Electret generators
having 200 µm wide electrodes (50µm gaps) and oscillations of 1mmp−p at 20Hz.
Boland et al. [16] used fixed electret plates with liquid droplets in between, called a
liquid electret power generator (LEPG). The electret plates were covered with Teflon,
and the dielectric was made of liquid droplets in addition to air, Fig. 2.10b(b). Polar
liquids present high dielectric constants producing large capacitance changes when air
is replaced by droplets. When the generator vibrates, the liquid droplets change the
capacitance of this arrangement producing energy. The prototype was reported to
produce 0.11µW of power at 60Hz, although it could produce up to 10µW of power.
2.5 Energy Generation Summary
Figures 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13 summarize the findings of energy harvesters for body
motion. Fig. 2.11 shows a review of energy generators by the frequency of operation,
whereas Fig. 2.12 provides a representation of the energy harvesters by volume.
Fig. 2.11 is mainly dominated by electromagnetic and piezoelectric transduction
generators at frequencies close to 1Hz, making them preferable over electrostatic
generators. Filled symbols show the trend that larger devices are able to produce
a higher power output. Devices operating at 1Hz were reported to produce from
less than 1µW up to 7W of power, at the expense of the generator’s size. Fig.
2.12 describes better this trend where larger devices were reported to produce a
larger power. According to this chart, devices on the order of 1 cm3 were reported
to produce from less than 1µW up to ~1mW for generators operating at frequencies
close to walking. Fig. 2.13 summarizes that generators operating at 1Hz presented
power densities between ~1 µW/cm3 up to ~1mW/cm3.
The shaded area in Fig. 2.11 represents the range of frequencies commonly as-
sociated with body motion activities. Those generators that are found inside this
region are potential candidates for portable devices and/or biomedical applications.
Although piezoelectric generators presented a relatively large power output, a per-
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Figure 2.11: Summary of energy harvesters by frequency of operation. Shapes represent
the transduction technology with the filled symbols for generators with volume greater than
10 cm3 and the open symbols representing generators with volumes less than 10 cm3. The
shaded area represents frequencies associated with body motion from 1 to 3Hz.
centage of them were designed to be placed inside shoes which might not be the
most desirable location. The clear-shaded area in Fig. 2.12 corresponds the zone
for miniature systems with energy harvesters smaller than 1 cm3 (1µW-1mW power
output). The designs from von Buren and Tröster [137] and Renaud et al [97] are
suitable solutions for portable or implantable devices in that size range, although
power output is below 50µW, whereas Feenstra et al [27] device produced a higher
output it is designed to be placed in backpack straps. The darker-shaded region en-
compasses devices with volumes in between 1-10 cm3, which is populated with a larger
variety of energy harvesters. Generators in this region can be selected according to
the application constraints since power output goes from less than one microwatt to
several milliwatts. Devices with volumes over 10 cm3 seem to be more appropriate for
portable or wearable systems because of the larger dimensions.
Fig. 2.13 describes better the energy generation panorama for generators oper-
ating at frequencies between 1-3Hz. The chart does not include all the reviewed
generators since not all publications provided the power output or the device’s vol-
ume to estimate the power density values. It can be appreciated that generators
are capable of producing power densities as high as 1mW/cm3 for devices with a
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Figure 2.12: Summary of energy harvesters by generator’s volume. Shapes represent the
transduction technology with the filled symbols for generators with operating frequencies
greater than 3Hz and the open symbols representing generators operating at frequencies less
than 3Hz. The clear shaded area represents volumes smaller than 1cm3 while the darker
area is for volumes between 1 to 10 cm3.
volume smaller than 10 cm3, while most devices were found in the range of 100 to
1000µW/cm3. From this chart, most electrostatic energy harvesters were found to
produce less than 100µW/cm3, making this transduction technique less competitive
in comparison to electromagnetic or electrostatic generation. Therefore, the power
density chart makes it easier to design systems for a given set of constraints.
Form the charts, electromagnetic and piezoelectric generators were found to pro-
vide the largest amount of power per unit volume, with electromagnetic devices hav-
ing a relatively higher output. Most of the evaluated harvesters were generators
with linear displacement, whereas human motion is three dimensional presenting lin-
ear displacements and rotations. Thus, generator designs that harvest energy from
more than one direction or that harness the joint rotations could be better suited
for body motion. In this case, electromagnetic generation with rotational architec-
tures could have an advantage over piezoelectric devices with linear designs. Only
the impact-based piezoelectric design from Cavallier et al [22] takes advantage of a
three dimensional motion approach, but its power output was too low (<0.1µW).
These charts can help to determine technologies and constraints for different ap-
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Figure 2.13: Summary of reported energy harvesters by power density. Shapes represent
the transduction technology with the filled symbols for generators with volume greater than
10 cm3 and the open symbols representing generators with volumes less than 10 cm3. The
shaded area represents frequencies associated with body motion from 1-3Hz.
plications. Although devices with volumes over 10 cm3 can produce milliwatts of
power, devices with dimensions on the order of 1 cm3 present potential applications
due to their reduced sizes for embedded or surgically-implantable applications. Actual
technology limits power output for the latter to hundreds of microwatts.
As summarized in Fig. 2.13, electromagnetic generators with rotational designs
were found to have high power densities (ETA’s watch, Seiko’s watch, Wang et al
design[139]) in small volumes (<10 cm3). Since the size of generators can be reduced
by means of MEMS technology, smaller energy harvesters for body motion can be
fabricated with high power density using rotational electromagnetic generation.
Chapter 3
Power from Body Motion
3.1 Introduction
Energy harvesting is the process in which energy is produced from external sources,
such as air or water flow, vibrations or motion, solar energy, or thermal gradients.
The term is usually applied to power generation for small, portable, wearable, or
autonomous devices. Kinetic or inertial energy harvesting uses external vibration
or motion to generate energy. This external vibration can be in the form of engine
or machine-based vibrations (constant frequency vibrations), while motion can be
associated with human activities, environment movement, or oscillations with low-
frequency, large amplitude, and broad frequency spectra. Energy scavenging from
kinetic generators uses the external vibration or motion to produce electricity. The
kinetic energy is transferred to a proof mass where several transduction techniques
can be employed to transform it to electrical energy. These devices are typically
designed to match their natural resonant frequency with that of the energy source to
maximize their power output. Linear-based energy harvesters are found to be well
suited for machine vibrations because mechanical vibrations are relatively uniform
(constant frequency) with a main vibration axis.
Mechanical vibration has an energetic content in the form of kinetic energy. A
better estimation of the available energy leads to a better match of energy harvesters
for a given external source. One of the questions that needs to be solved is how much
energy is available in order to determine how it can be harvested. In order to solve
that question, the transduction generation (how to transform one form of energy into
another) needs to be analyzed to determine if there are generation limits. Kinetic
energy harvesting is studied later to define the parameters that need to be considered
for this evaluation.
Body motion has a high kinetic energy content due to the relatively abrupt move-
ments, acceleration changes, and relatively large displacements. In order to analyze
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how much energy is available from human activities, a walking and running tests
were performed at several treadmill speeds. Acceleration and step frequency were
recorded to evaluate how much energy is available at different body locations. En-
ergy harvesters can then be designed to scavenge this energy for powering portable
electronics or implantable biomedical devices.
3.2 Transduction Limits
Transduction generation limits are defined as energy per volume, or energy density,
and expressed with the lower case letter u. Maluf and Williams [69] offered one of
the first descriptions for the transduction limits for thermal, electromagnetic, piezo-
electric, and electrostatic generation. The thermal approach is based on the thermal
expansion ute (for one dimension) defined as
ute =
1
2Y (α∆T )
2 (3.1)
where Y is the Young’s modulus, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion (the volu-
metric thermal expansion is approximately 3α), and ∆T is the temperature difference.
Different materials will have different energy densities based on their properties, this
is shown in Fig. 3.1a. This energy density can reach values near 400mJ/cm3 depend-
ing on the material considered for a temperature difference of 25◦C. A temperature
difference between the 37◦C from the human body and a 22◦C environment leads to
a 15◦C gradient. This gradient still provides energy densities of tens of mW/cm3.
However, the requirement of a thermal gradient limits where such a generator can be
placed. Generators placed against the skin use the difference in temperature between
the body and the surrounding environment. Inside the human body such a generator
would be severely limited since it is estimated that gradients will never exceed 0.2◦C
[65]. In addition, harvesting the thermal expansion of a material is not a simple task.
Thermoelectric energy conversion makes use of a temperature gradient to cre-
ate an electric potential for thermoelectric materials. The Carnot efficiency ηc(ηc =
(Thigh− Tlow)/Thigh) provides a limit for this generation. If body temperature (37◦C)
and a cool room (25◦C) are considered, the efficiency of the generation is only 5.5%.
Yet, commercial thermoelectric generators are able to produce 60µW/cm2 for a tem-
perature gradient of 5◦C from body heat waste [87].
The energy density for an electromagnetic generator [69] is defined as
uem =
1
2
B2
µ0
(3.2)
where B is the magnetic field, and µ0 is the permeability of free space (µ0= 4pix10−7H/m).
Assuming a maximum value of 1T for the magnetic flux B yields to a maximum the-
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Table 3.1: Piezoelectric material properties.
Material Y (GPa) σy (MPa) d33 (p m/V) k33 (CV/Nm) ε/0
PZT-7011 90 80 153 0.52 425
PZT-5021 62 80 450 0.65 1950
PZT-5071 62 80 820 0.75 4400
PMN-PT281 300 80 1700 0.9 5500
PMN-PT301 210 80 2200 0.94 7000
PZN-8%PT2 8.3 80 2200 0.94 5100
1Morgan Electro Ceramics plc
2[99]
oretical of 400mJ/cm3, as shown in Fig. 3.1b. A modest value of 0.1T has an energy
density of 4mJ/cm3, which can be considered as a practical obtainable value.
The maximum energy density for a piezoelectric material [105] is given as
upe =
1
2
σ2yk
2
Y
(3.3)
where σy is the yield strength of the material, k is the electromechanical coupling co-
efficient, and Y is the modulus of elasticity. The previous expression is also presented
as
upe =
1
2
σ2yd
2
ε
(3.4)
where d is the piezoelectric charge constant, and ε is the permittivity or dielectric
constant. Using the properties of a high performance piezoelectric material, such
as the single crystal PZN-8%PT (Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3- PbTiO3, [99]) the theoretical
maximum value is 343mJ/cm3. Employing the properties of a common piezoelectric
material, such as PZT-5H (Pb(Zr,Ti)O3, PZT-501 from Morgan Electro Ceramics
plc) with a safety factor of 2, an energy density of 19mJ/cm3 can be considered as
a practical value. The trend for the piezoelectric materials of Table 3.1 is shown in
Fig. 3.1c.
The energy density for electrostatic generation [69], such as a capacitor, is defined
as
ues =
1
2E
2 (3.5)
where  is the dielectric constant, and E is the electric field. Using the permittiv-
ity of the free space (0 ≈ 8.85 × 10−12A2s4/(kgm3)) and a maximum electric field
of 100MV/m (or a field of 100V over 1 µm) gives a theoretical maximum value of
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Figure 3.1: Transduction generation limits.
44mJ/cm3, as shown in Fig. 3.1d. A modest E of 30MV/m produces of 4mJ/cm3,
which can be considered as a practical value.
In summary, assuming a frequency of 1Hz (similar to human walking), the elec-
tromagnetic transduction is limited to a maximum theoretical value of 400mW/cm3
(4mW/cm3 practical value), piezoelectric generation can be as high as 343mW/cm3
(19mW/cm3 practical), while electrostatic transduction is limited to 44mW/cm3
(4mW/cm3 practical), see Table 3.2. These findings were also presented earlier by
Roundy [106] in terms of energy as mJ/cm3.
The transduction technology does not limit how much energy can be harvested
since over 1mW of power can be produced by walking from a 1 cm3 generator (ac-
cording to Table 3.2). Therefore, the next questions to answer are: How much energy
is actually available and how much can be scavenged?
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Table 3.2: Estimated power density limits for different transduction methods during human
walking generation.
Transduction
technique
Maximum estimated
value (mW/cm3)
Practical value
(mW/cm3)
Electromagnetic 400 4
Piezoelectric 343 19
Electrostatic 44 4
Figure 3.2: Energy harvester geometries: (a) cantilever beam, (b) out-of-plane plate, (c)
free-sliding mass, (d) in-plane plate, (e) spring-mass system, (f) oscillating rotational, and
(g) continuous rotation generator. Designs adapted from [147, 8].
3.3 Kinetic Energy Harvesting
Energy harvesting generators typically follow a cantilever-beam architecture with a
proof mass at the end of the beam, although several other geometries are also known,
as shown in Fig. 3.2. The transduction from kinetic energy to electrical energy usually
consists of electromagnetic, piezoelectric, or electrostatic techniques. Electromagnetic
generation uses the relative displacement between a magnet and a coil to induce a volt-
age, piezoelectric generation uses the straining of the material to produce a voltage,
whereas electrostatic transduction uses the changing distance of the parallel plates
of a capacitor (or change of dielectric properties) to increase the voltage (potential
energy) of a charged capacitor. Mitcheson et al. [76] classified the kinetic gener-
ators according to the damping mechanism used. Hence, generators are classified
according to the damping by a force proportional to the velocity, velocity-damped
resonant-generators (VDRG), or by a constant force, Coulomb-damped resonant-
generators (CDRG). Coulomb-force parametric-generators (CFPG) is the category
for non-resonant generators damped by a constant force. Electromagnetic and piezo-
electric transduction are the common methods for VDRGs, while CDRGs and CFPGs
usually employ electrostatic transduction.
A typical schematic of a kinetic energy generator is shown in Fig. 3.3. This
arrangement, a spring-mass system, consists of a proof mass m, a spring with con-
stant k, and a damper d (that encompasses frictional and energy generation damping
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Figure 3.3: Kinetic energy harvester schematic.
terms). The spring-mass system is represented as
mz¨(t) + dz˙(t) + kz(t) = −mω2Y0sin(ωt) (3.6)
where z is the relative displacement, ω is the frequency in rad/s, and Y0 is the vibration
amplitude. The steady state solution, as presented by Rao [95], for a sinusoidal-driven
input function is
z(t) = Zsin(ωt− φ) (3.7)
where the amplitude Z is
Z = Y0
ωr√
(1− ω2r)2 + (2ζtωr)2
(3.8)
where ωr represents the ratio of input frequency to natural resonant frequency ωr =
ω/ωn, ωn is the natural resonant frequency (ωn =
√
km), ζt is the total damping ratio
(ζt = dt/(2mωn)), dt represents the total damping, and φ is the phase angle
φ = tan−1
(
dtω
k −mω2
)
(3.9)
The power dissipated from the system represented in Fig. 3.3 into the damper is
[26]
Pd =
mζtY
2
0 ω
2
rω
3
[1− ω2r ]2 + [2ζtωr]2
(3.10)
For Eq. 3.10, the maximum power is found when the vibration frequency matches
the natural resonant frequency (ωr = 1). The previous expression becomes
Pd =
1
2mY
2
0 ω
3
n
1
2ζt
(3.11)
Using the expression a = Y0ω2, where a is the acceleration of the system, the Eq.
3.11 can be rewritten as
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Pd =
1
2m
a2
ω
1
2ζt
(3.12)
where the last term is also known as the Q factor
Q = z
Y0
= 12ζ (3.13)
The equation 3.12 can also be written as
Pd =
1
2m
a2
ω
Q (3.14)
If considering that the total damping is composed of the electrically produced (ζe)
and the mechanically produced (ζm), ζt = ζe + ζm, the Eq. 3.12 can be written for
the electrical component as
Pe =
1
2m
a2
ω
ζe
2(ζm + ζe)
(3.15)
3.4 Power Limits
Using the simplified model from Fig. 3.3, the available power from a system vibrating
at resonance is [76]
Pavailable =
1
2Y
2
0 ω
3m
z
Y0
(3.16)
The expression from Eq.3.16 is also equivalent to Eq. 3.11 using Eq. 3.13,
Pavailable =
1
2
a2
ω
mQ (3.17)
which is basically Eq. 3.14.
Yeatman et al. [146] described four limiting parameters for energy generation: the
proof mass m, the input displacement amplitude Y0, the proof mass displacement z,
and the vibration frequency ω. For example, from Eq. 3.16, high-frequency vibrations
would produce a higher power output, but high-frequency acceleration is commonly
related to small displacements and relatively low accelerations. In considering the
inherent relationship between acceleration a, frequency ω, and displacement Y as
a = ω2Y , the limiting parameters are further restricted. Since the acceleration,
frequency and displacement are given by the external vibrating source, rather than
being of free selection, the energy generation parameters are reduced to three. Using
Eq. 3.19 the relevant factors are the acceleration-squared-to-frequency (which is an
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Table 3.3: ASTF, or σω values, calculated from various motion sources.
Vibrating Source σω (m2/s3)
Base of a 3-axis machine tool1 0.230
Blender casing1 0.054
Cloth dryer machine1 0.016
Washing machine1 0.0004
Small microwave oven1 0.007
Home breadmaker1 0.001
HVAC vents in office building1 0.0001-0.006
Walking (measured on the head)2 0.5-3.0
1Calculated from [106]
2Calculated from [46]
input source constraint), the proof mass m (a sizing factor), and the Q factor (a
generator design constraint).
The acceleration-squared-to-frequency term will be referenced as ASTF or σω,
which will also be considered as a figure of merit for the energetic content of the
source (m2/s3 units), and equal to
σω =
a2
ω
(3.18)
The Q factor is a dimensionless parameter that relates the total energy stored to
the energy lost in a single cycle. The Q factor is then a measure of the quality of an
energy harvester. Conversely, the ASTF or the σω term represents the energy level
from the source. Therefore, energy harvesters are ultimately limited by the level of
energy from the source (σω ) and by the energy generation process (Q factor). Thus,
Eq. 3.19 can be written as
Pavailable =
1
2mσωQ (3.19)
Roundy [106] provided some examples of the peak acceleration and its correspond-
ing frequency for several applications, these results are tabulated for σω values and
summarized on Table 3.3. A study by Hirasaki et al. [46] provided values from ac-
celeration and frequency from human walking to tabulate the σω term presented in
Table 3.3. From these results, the ASTF (or σω values) for machine-based vibrations
are relatively low (1). In contrast, σω values from body activities, such as walking,
are relatively high (>1).
Stephen [122] reported that electromagnetic energy harvesting can deliver a max-
imum power that corresponds to 50% of the maximum available power. Therefore,
the expression for maximum power that can be delivered into the electrical load is
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Figure 3.4: Maximum power available for linear-vibration generators at resonance from
human-based motion and machine-based vibration.
Pmax elect =
1
4mσωQ (3.20)
Arranging the Eq. 6.4 to be divided by the generator volume V to obtain volu-
metric power density from ρ = m/V , where ρ is the proof mass density, leads to
Pmax elect
V
= 14ρσωQ (3.21)
A plot of Eq. 3.21 is shown in Fig. 3.4. A proof mass density of 10 g/cm3 was used
(for simplicity and because it is similar to that of molybdenum). Two distinct zones
are displayed, the first is for the human-based motion harvesters assuming Q~1 and
σω~1, while the second is for machine-based vibration generators assuming Q~100
and σω~0.01. The σω values from Table 3.3 served as reference for the Fig. 3.4.
Figure 3.4 indicates the maximum power that can be delivered into an electric
load for a system vibrating at its resonant frequency. If the energy from body motion
can be harnessed by operating at resonance, then power densities comparable to
generators from machine vibrations can be reached. From the Fig. 3.4, it seems
reasonable to generate power from body motion with power densities on the order of
mW/cm3. Therefore, human-based generators are still an untapped source of kinetic
energy.
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3.4.1 Body Acceleration Measurement
A test to evaluate σω was performed to determine how much power can be generated
from body motion. Walking and running were chosen as the most representative
body motion activities. The test conducted measured acceleration and frequency
values at several body locations from walking and running at different speeds. These
acceleration and frequency readings are needed to estimate σω, and then to estimate
the maximum available power.
In order to proceed, a human investigation protocol was approved by the Michigan
Technological University Institutional Review Board. The test was performed on
11 healthy individuals while walking and/or running on a motor-driven treadmill
(Stairmaster 2100 Treadmill). Ten individuals agreed to perform the walking test
(5 women, 5 men, age 29.4±5.8, weight 62.9±12.8 kg, height 1.68±0.1m) and 10
subjects agreed to participate on the running test (5 women, 5 men, age 28.7±7.0,
weight 63.2±12.4 kg, height 1.69±0.1m). The motorized treadmill was run at speeds
of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0mph (0.45, 0.67, 0.89, 1.12, 1.34, 1.56, 1.79m/s)
for the walking test, and to 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, and 5.0mph (0.89, 1.12, 1.34,
1.56, 1.79, 2.01, 2.24m/s) for the running test.
As a comparison, average walking speed has been reported to be 3.4mph (~1.5m/s)
for younger pedestrians and 2.8mph (~1.3m/s) for older pedestrians (over 65 years
old), while the 15th-percentile was 1.25m/s for younger pedestrians and 0.97m/s
for older pedestrians [56]. Long distance jogging speed was found to be 7.7mph
(~3.4m/s) for men and 6.5mph (~2.9m/s) for women [123]. For simplicity, 3.1mph
(~1.4m/s) will be considered as the average walking speed, while 7.4mph (~3.3m/s)
will be the average running speed. In contrast, top runners can go as high as 23mph
(~37 kph, ~10.3m/s). Therefore, the tested walking speeds varied from relatively
slow (1mph) to moderately fast (4mph), while running speeds were relatively slow
(2-5mph).
The body locations chosen, as shown in Fig. 3.5, were: ankle, knee, hip, wrist,
elbow, upper arm near the joint at the shoulder (will be called shoulder for simplicity),
chest, back of the head, and side of the head. Joint locations were preferred because
of the large acceleration changes they experienced [83]. For example, normal walking
accelerations are usually below 5G for the foot, and up to 10G while running (1G
= 9.8m/s2) [53]. The earth’s gravitational acceleration G (upper case letter) is used
to avoid confusion with g as a mass unit. Runners experience different vertical peak
accelerations at different body locations: between 0.8-4.0G at the head, 0.9-5.0G at
the back, and from 3.0-12.0G at the ankle [17]. Gait-related motion is also found
to consist mainly of low frequencies (<50Hz). For instance, physiological tremor is
under 25Hz and shock transmissibility of biomaterials is in between 25-60Hz [53].
Thus, accelerometers with a frequency sensitivity of up to 50Hz, and a range of ±5G
for walking, and ±12G for running were used for the tests.
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Figure 3.5: Body locations and coordinate system.
A wearable sensor platform was assembled using a portable data logger and data
acquisition system (DATAQ DI-710-ULS) placed in a small backpack. Accelerometers
were chosen according to the previous considerations and commercial availability.
The chosen accelerometers were: 3-Axis ±3G ADXL335 (Analog Devices), 3-Axis
±6G MMA7260Q (Freescale Semiconductor), and 2-Axis ±18G ADXL321 (Analog
Devices). The accelerometers were connected to the data logger and sampled at a
frequency of 960Hz per channel. A 50Hz lowpass filter was used to avoid aliasing.
Based on preliminary tests, the 3-Axis ±6G MMA7260Q was used at the leg locations
(ankle, knee, and hip) for walking while the 2-Axis ±18G AXDL321 was employed at
the same locations for running. The 3-Axis ±3G ADXL335 was placed at the other
body locations for the walking and running tests. The accelerometers were contained
inside small rigid plastic packages (3.4x4x0.8 cm). These units were fixed with Velcro
strips and an elastic bandage wrapped on the body. Accelerometer X, Y, and Z axes
were oriented respectively into forward, vertical, and lateral directions, as shown in
Fig. 3.5. Acceleration measurements were recorded for periods of 60 seconds for each
treadmill speed.
The acceleration waveforms from the custom sensor system were compared against
a reference accelerometer to verify the accuracy of the recordings. A Sun SPOT (Sun
Small Programmable Object Technology by Sun Microsystems) sensor node unit,
or mote, with an integrated 3-axis ±2G LIS3L02AQ accelerometer was used as a
reference. Since the Sun SPOT mote has the accelerometer built inside the unit, the
test accelerometer was not affixed at the same point, but placed in close proximity
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Figure 3.6: 3-Axis ±6G MMA7260Q accelerometer on a breakout board on top of a Sun
SPOT mote. AA battery is included for size comparison.
(~5mm on top of the Sun SPOT accelerometer, as shown in Fig. 3.6). Fig. 3.7 shows
the results of the comparison between the test sensor (3-axis ±3G ADXL335) and the
reference sensor (3-axis ±2G LIS3L02AQ) when manually shaking them. The signals
were recorded independently using the Sun SPOT for the ±2G LIS3L02AQ sensor
and the DATAQ DI-710-ULS for the ±3G ADXL335 accelerometer. The acceleration
waveforms were later synchronized and plotted on the same axis. The two waveforms
were found to match closely, as shown in the Fig. 3.7. The reference sensor presented
a cutoff acceleration at 2G because of the ±2G limit from the Sun SPOT unit. The
Z-axis test readout had also a slight variation in response to the 5mm offset mounting
distance. The 3-Axis ±6G MMA7260Q and 2-Axis ±18G ADXL321 sensors were
also compared against the reference accelerometer, as shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig.
3.9. The output signals from these two accelerometers were also found to match well,
which verifies the accuracy of the custom sensor system.
3.4.2 Body Acceleration Results
The stride frequency results are presented in Fig. 3.10 for the walking and running
tests (error bars represent one standard deviation). Step frequencies for the walking
test varied relatively linearly from 1.2 to 2.2Hz (1-4mph). A 1% variation in the
step frequency was found when this test was compared against that of Hirasaki et
al [46], as shown in Fig. 3.10. The average walking velocity of 1.4m/s (~3.1mph)
was found to have an associated step frequency of 1.9±0.1Hz, while the running test
showed an almost constant step frequency of 2.5Hz. The shaded regions were added
for comparison purposes for older and younger pedestrian average walking speeds.
The acceleration results for the different body locations are presented in Fig. 3.11
for the walking test and in Fig. 3.12 for the running test for each individual axis.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between the ±3G test sensor (3-axis ±3G ADXL335) and the
Sun SPOT reference sensor (3-axis ±2G LIS3L02AQ).
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between the ±6G test sensor (3-axis ±6G MMA7260Q) and the
Sun SPOT reference sensor (3-axis ±2G LIS3L02AQ).
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between the ±18G test sensor (2-axis ±18G ADXL-321) and the
Sun SPOT reference sensor (3-Axis ±2G LIS3L02AQ).
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Walking, 10 Subjects, Age:29.4±5.8, Height:1.68±0.1m, Weight:62.9±12.8kg
Running, 10 Subjects, Age:28.7±7.0, Height:1.68±0.1m, Weight:63.2±12.4kg
Hirasaki et al Study, 9 Subjects, Mean Age 31, Mean Height 1.68m
Figure 3.10: Step frequency for the walking and running test on a treadmill. Error bars
represent one standard deviation. Darker-shaded area represents the 15th-percentile up to
the average walking speeds for older pedestrians (over 65 years old), while the clear-shaded
area includes for the 15th-percentile up to the average walking speeds for younger pedestrians
(14-64 years old). Average walking speeds of older and younger pedestrians from [56].
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Fig. 3.13 compares the results of both tests. It is shown that high energetic locations
(those that undergo abrupt movements, such as the ankle and knee) exhibit larger
accelerations than other body locations.
The larger accelerations were seen on the knee (~1 to ~ 3G) and ankle (~2G to
~4.5G) locations for the forward direction while walking, Fig. 3.11. The vertical axis
acceleration variation for the same locations ranged from ~1 to ~2.5G for the ankle,
and from ~0.5 to ~2.5G for the knee (walking test). Most other body locations had
accelerations while walking ranging from ~0.3G up to about 0.5-1G. These values
are similar in magnitude at most locations of the vertical and lateral axis (except
ankle, knee, and the hip to some extent). Lower body locations (ankle, knee, and
hip) had a larger acceleration component along the vertical axis. Acceleration for
the average walking velocity of 1.4m/s (~3.1mph) was close to 0.5G for most body
locations (except the ankle and knee).
Acceleration readings were larger for running than for walking, Fig. 3.13. Forward
and vertical axes presented larger accelerations than the lateral axis. While running,
lateral axis accelerations (0.2-1.2G) exhibited little variation at all speeds, Fig. 3.12.
The forward direction had acceleration readings from ~4-7G for the ankle, and from
~2-3.5G for the knee and wrist. The other body locations ranged from ~0.7 to
~1.5G along the forward axis, while varying from ~1.5 to ~2.5G for the vertical
direction. The higher accelerations were found along the vertical direction rather
than the forward axis, except for the ankle.
Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the individual acceleration variation with error bars
representing one standard deviation. Fig. 3.16 compares the acceleration variation
between the walking and running tests. The larger acceleration variation for the
running test can be mainly explained by the different foot-strike patterns and reaction
force distributions [55], by the difference in test subject’s height and weight (ranging
from 1.50-1.83m and from 44-78.9 kg, respectively), and by the running shoe type.
3.4.3 Evaluation of Available Body Power
The acceleration and the step frequency results from the walking and running tests
are essential to evaluate the energetic figure of merit σω for each body location at
different speeds. Once the σω is known, an estimation of the maximum available
power can be determined for the body locations at different speeds. The evaluation
of σω for the walking test is shown in Fig. 3.17, while the running test is in Fig. 3.18.
The energetic figure of merit, σω, comparison for walking and running is shown in
Fig. 3.19, and this factor is found to increase with increasing walking and running
speeds and is below 1 for most body locations. The ankle location during walking
presents σω values over 5 for the forward axis, between 1-4.5 for the vertical direction,
and between 0.5-1.5 for the lateral axis, while the knee presents slightly lower values
in some cases, Fig. 3.17. The running test provided larger values of the energetic
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Figure 3.11: Acceleration readings from the walking test at each body location in G
(1G = 9.8m/s2). Walking test: 10 subjects, age: 29.4±5.8, height: 1.68±0.1m, weight:
62.9±12.8 kg.
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Figure 3.12: Acceleration readings from the running test at each body location in G
(1G = 9.8m/s2). Running test: 10 subjects, age: 28.7±7.08, height: 1.68±0.1m, weight:
63.2±12.4 kg.
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Figure 3.13: Acceleration readings comparison from the walking (gray color lines) and
running (black color lines) test at each body location in G (1G = 9.8m/s2). Walking test:
10 subjects, age: 29.4±5.8, height: 1.68±0.1m, weight: 62.9±12.8 kg. Running test: 10
subjects, age: 28.7±7.08, height: 1.68±0.1m, weight: 63.2±12.4 kg.
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Figure 3.14: Average acceleration distribution for treadmill walking in G (1G = 9.8m/s2).
Error bars represent one standard deviation. Walking test: 10 subjects, age: 29.4±5.8,
height: 1.68±0.1m, weight: 62.9±12.8 kg.
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Figure 3.15: Average acceleration distribution for treadmill running in G (1G = 9.8m/s2).
Error bars represent one standard deviation. Running test: 10 subjects, age: 28.7±7.08,
height: 1.68±0.1m, weight: 63.2±12.4 kg.
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Figure 3.16: Average acceleration distribution and comparison for treadmill walking (gray
color lines) and running (black color lines) in G (1G = 9.8m/s2). Error bars represent
one standard deviation. Walking test: 10 subjects, age: 29.4±5.8, height: 1.68±0.1m,
weight: 62.9±12.8 kg. Running test: 10 subjects, age: 28.7±7.08, height: 1.68±0.1m,
weight: 63.2±12.4 kg.
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Figure 3.17: Energetic figure of merit for each body location while walking.
figure of merit: over 5 at the ankle, knee, and wrist for the forward and vertical axis
(except the wrist). The other locations for the forward and vertical axes present σω
smaller than 1, while the vertical axis registers values over 2. Locations with a higher
energetic figure of merit will present a higher available power, as described by Eq.
6.4. Table 3.4 summarizes the σω for the average walking speed of 1.4m/s (~3.1mph)
and the moderate running speed of 2.2m/s (5mph) at different body locations.
Available power can be estimated from Eq. 6.4 using the findings from the ener-
getic figure of merit σω. A first estimation is made assuming a generator with a 1g
proof mass and a Q factor of 1, as shown in Figures 3.20 and 3.21. Fig. 3.22 ex-
hibits a comparison between the walking and running results. From the walking test,
available power levels below 0.5mW are expected for most body locations, while the
ankle and knee positions are able to provide power levels over 0.5mW, as shown in
Fig. 3.20. During the running test, the available power increases to over 0.5mW for
most of the body locations along the vertical axis, while the ankle and knee present
significantly higher values. Table 3.5 summarizes the calculated available power for
the average walking speed of 1.4m/s (~3.1mph) and the moderate running speed of
2.2m/s (5mph) at the body locations evaluated (assuming 1g mass and Q factor of
one).
A second estimation is based on the power density metrics from Eq. 3.21 assuming
a proof mass density of 10 g/cm3 and a Q factor of one. Figures 3.23 and 3.24 shows
the power densities for each body location at the different walking and running speeds.
Fig. 3.25 presents a comparison between the power densities of walking (gray color
lines) and running (black color lines). Table 3.6 summarizes the available power
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Figure 3.18: Energetic figure of merit for each body location while running.
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Figure 3.19: Energetic figure of merit comparison for each body location while walking
(gray color lines) and running (black color lines).
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Table 3.4: Energetic figure of merit, σω, for the average walking speed of 1.4m/s (3.1mph)
and for the moderate running speed of 2.2m/s (5mph).
Walking Running
Body
Location
Forward
Axis
(m2/s3)
Vertical
Axis
(m2/s3)
Lateral
Axis
(m2/s3)
Forward
Axis
(m2/s3)
Vertical
Axis
(m2/s3)
Lateral
Axis
(m2/s3)
Ankle 10 2.7 1.3 27 17 0.2
Knee 4 1.6 1.3 7 10 0.1
Hip 0.6 1.0 0.3 1.7 6 0.8
Chest 0.4 0.4 0.1 1 5 1
Wrist 0.15 0.23 0.07 6 3 0.8
Elbow 0.15 0.18 0.05 1.3 3 0.6
Shoulder 0.15 0.15 0.05 2 3 1.3
Side of
Head
0.1 0.28 0.05 0.5 2.5 0.3
Back of
Head
0.1 0.32 0.08 0.4 2.7 0.3
density from Eq. 6.4 assuming a density of 10 g/cm3 and a Q=1. From these results,
most body locations provide under 1mW/cm3 from walking, while supplying over
1mW/cm3 from running. The ankle location has an associated power density as high
as 25mW/cm3 from walking, and as high as 68mW/cm3 from running.
3.5 Power Generation from the Human Body
A linear energy harvester could use the forward, vertical, or lateral motion of a walking
or running individual to generate power according to the analysis in the previous
section. Larger amounts of power output can be achieved if energy is harvested from
several axes at the same time. A generator design employing the three acceleration
components for energy generation would be relatively difficult to accomplish while
remaining small in size (with relatively large dimensions along the three axes). An
energy harvester using two of the acceleration axes would benefit from a planar design
which is more appropriate for surgical implantation or for portable electronics. A
planar topology can be accomplished by using two individual linear generators, one
linear generator aligned to the resultant acceleration vector, or a rotational approach.
Since the lateral axis has smaller acceleration components, a resultant vector
formed by the forward and vertical axis will have a larger magnitude. This resultant
acceleration is shown in Fig. 3.26. The results exhibit an increase between 10-50%
in magnitude when compared to the acceleration component from the forward axis
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Figure 3.20: Available power at different body locations from walking for an energy har-
vester with 1 g proof mass and Q factor of one.
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Figure 3.21: Available power at different body locations from running for an energy har-
vester with 1 g proof mass and a Q factor of one.
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Figure 3.22: Available power comparison at different body locations from walking (gray
color lines) and running (black color lines) for an energy harvester with 1g proof mass and
a Q factor of one.
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Figure 3.23: Available power density at different body locations from walking for an energy
harvester with ρ = 10g/cm3 and a Q factor of one.
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Figure 3.24: Available power density at different body locations from running for an energy
harvester with ρ = 10g/cm3 and a Q factor of one.
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Figure 3.25: Available power density comparison at different body locations from walking
(gray color lines) and running (black color lines) for an energy harvester with ρ = 10g/cm3
and a Q factor of one.
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Table 3.5: Available power for the average walking speed of 1.4m/s (3.1mph) and for the
moderate running speed of 2.2m/s (5mph) assuming 1 g mass and a Q factor of 1.
Walking Running
Body
Location
Forward
Axis
(mW)
Vertical
Axis
(mW)
Lateral
Axis
(mW)
Forward
Axis
(mW)
Vertical
Axis
(mW)
Lateral
Axis
(mW)
Ankle 2.5 0.7 0.3 6.8 4.3 0.05
Knee 1 0.4 0.3 1.8 2.5 0.03
Hip 0.15 0.3 0.08 0.4 1.5 0.2
Chest 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.3 1.3 0.3
Wrist 0.04 0.06 0.02 1.5 0.8 0.2
Elbow 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.3 0.8 0.2
Shoulder 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.5 0.8 0.3
Side of
Head
0.03 0.07 0.01 0.1 0.6 0.08
Back of
Head
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.1 0.7 0.08
Table 3.6: Available power density for the average walking speed of 1.4m/s (3.1mph) and
for the moderate running speed of 2.2m/s (5mph) assuming a density of 10 g/cm3 a Q
factor of 1.
Walking Running
Body
Location
Forward
Axis
(mW/cm3)
Vertical
Axis
(mW/cm3)
Lateral
Axis
(mW/cm3)
Forward
Axis
(mW/cm3)
Vertical
Axis
(mW/cm3)
Lateral
Axis
(mW/cm3)
Ankle 25 6.8 3 68 43 0.5
Knee 10 4 3 18 25 0.3
Hip 1.5 2.5 0.8 4 15 2
Chest 1 1 0.3 2.5 13 2.5
Wrist 0.4 0.6 0.2 15 8 2
Elbow 0.4 0.5 0.1 3 8 1.5
Shoulder 0.4 0.4 0.1 5 8 3
Side of
Head
0.3 0.7 0.1 1 6 0.8
Back of
Head
0.3 0.2 0.2 1 7 0.8
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Figure 3.26: Resultant acceleration in G for the walking and running tests (1G =
9.8m/s2). The last image includes a comparison between walking (gray color lines) and
running (black color lines).
(Figures 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13). As a result, this also increases the magnitudes of the
energetic figure of merit, the available power (m=1g and Q=1), and the available
power density (ρ=10 g/cm3 and Q=1), as shown in Figures 3.27, 3.28, and 3.29.
Tables 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 summarize the energetic figure of merit, available power
(assuming m=1g and Q=1), and available power density (assuming ρ = 10 g/cm3
and Q=1) ) for the average walking speed of 1.4m/s (~3.1mph) and the moderate
running speed of 2.2m/s (5mph) at the different body locations. Thus, if a generator
employs the resultant acceleration, the available power increases significantly when
compared to one-axis linear generators. Using average walking and assuming a gen-
erator with m=1g and Q=1, the available power is estimated to be over 0.1mW
for most body locations, while the ankle and knee locations can have power levels
over 1mW. While running, the power output increases to over 1mW for most of the
body locations. Available power density is found to be over 0.5mW/cm3 for most
body locations while walking (ankle and knee present higher magnitudes). Running
gives power density levels over 3mW/cm3 for all body locations (the ankle location
can be over 100mW/cm3). Some biomedical devices have power requirements similar
to what is theoretically available (Cardiac pacemakers require an average of 0.1mW,
while hearing aids consume around 0.05mW [29]). Therefore, some biomedical ap-
plications can benefit directly from this energy harvesting approach for their power
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Figure 3.27: Resultant figure of merit σω for the walking and running tests. The last
image includes a comparison between walking (gray color lines) and running (black color
lines).
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Figure 3.28: Available power from the resultant acceleration for the walking and running
tests. The last image includes a comparison between walking (gray color lines) and running
(black color lines).
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Figure 3.29: Available power density from the resultant acceleration for the walking and
running tests. The last image includes a comparison between walking (gray color lines) and
running (black color lines).
Table 3.7: Energetic figure of merit, σω, for the resultant acceleration at the average
walking speed of 1.4m/s (3.1mph) and in parentheses for the moderate running speed of
2.2m/s (5mph).
Body
Location
σω from Walking
(m2/s3)
σω from Running
(m2/s3)
Ankle 13 45
Knee 6 18
Hip 1.6 7.5
Chest 0.8 5.5
Wrist 0.4 9
Elbow 0.3 4.5
Shoulder 0.3 5
Side of the Head 0.4 3
Back of the Head 0.4 3
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Table 3.8: Available power for the resultant acceleration at the average walking speed of
1.4m/s (3.1mph) and in parentheses for the moderate running speed of 2.2m/s (5mph),
assuming m=1 g and Q=1.
Body
Location
Available Power from
Walking (mW)
Available Power from
Running (mW)
Ankle 3.2 11
Knee 1.5 4.5
Hip 0.4 1.9
Chest 0.2 1.4
Wrist 0.1 2.2
Elbow 0.07 1.1
Shoulder 0.07 1.2
Side of the Head 0.1 0.8
Back of the Head 0.1 0.8
Table 3.9: Available power density for the resultant acceleration at the average walking
speed of 1.4m/s (3.1mph) and in parentheses for the moderate running speed of 2.2m/s
(5mph), assuming ρ=10 g/cm3 and Q=1.
Body
Location
Power Density from
Walking (mW/cm3)
Power Density from
Running (mW/cm3)
Ankle 3.3 110
Knee 15 45
Hip 4 19
Chest 2 14
Wrist 1 22
Elbow 0.7 11
Shoulder 0.7 12
Side of the Head 1 8
Back of the Head 1 8
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source.
This approach is also found to be in agreement with the results presented by the
suspended-load backpack generator from Rome et al [102]. This backpack used a
38 kg load that generated up to 7.4W of power. Based on Eq. 6.4 and assuming σω
~1 (Table 3.4) and Q ~1 could provide a maximum power of 9.5W. The difference
between the reported and estimated value can be explained by the efficiency of the
generator, and the actual Q and σω values. As it could be expected, larger energy
harvesters can produce a larger power output, thus generators can be sized according
to the power required for implantable or portable electronics.
As a comparison, power can be estimated using the mechanical work W and the
frequency f as
P = Wf (3.22)
where the work W of a mass m along a distance d against the Earth’s gravity g is
W = mgd. Considering the average vertical displacement while walking to be 5 cm
[102], the work done by a 1g mass is ~0.5mJ. Then, the power associated at a walking
frequency of 2Hz is ~1mW, but only half of that can be converted into electricity
[122]. This result is at the same power level as the one presented in Table 3.5. In
summary, a 1 g proof mass generator traveling 5 cm at 2Hz has an available power
content of ~0.5mW. Thus a larger device would produce more than 0.5mW, and a
smaller energy harvester would produce only a fraction of that.
The power evaluation was elaborated assuming a proof mass of 1 g, a proof mass
density of 10 g/cm3, and a Q factor of 1. A larger proof mass or material density
provides a larger power output, but power generation is also limited by the Q factor
and the energetic figure of merit σω. The Q factor for a linear generator is also the
ratio of the proof mass displacement to the source displacement, as mentioned in Eq.
3.13. A Q factor of 1 implies that the proof mass translation is equal in magnitude
to the external displacement. A 5 cm vertical displacement for a generator does not
seem unreasonable for a Q of 1, but having a Q of one for a 1m stride distance in a
cm-sized generator is unrealistic. A linear generator would have a reduced Q factor
in such conditions since it has limited displacement, but a rotational device could
have larger Q factors since it does not have that constraint. Therefore, actual power
output can differ from that summarized in Tables 3.8 and 3.9, and Figures 3.28 and
3.29.
3.6 Power Generation Summary
Energy generation is summarized for walking conditions of older (over 65 years old)
and younger (14-64 years old) pedestrians in Figs. 3.30, 3.31, 3.32, and 3.33. Average
walking speed for older pedestrians was reported as 1.3m/s with the 15th-percentile
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as 0.97m/s, while for average walking speed was described as 1.5m/s with the 15th-
percentile as 1.25m/s. [56]. In the figures, darker-shaded area represents the 15th-
percentile up to the average walking speeds for older pedestrians, while the clear-
shaded area includes from the 15th-percentile up to the average walking speeds for
younger pedestrians. Although the treadmill test included the average walking speeds
for older pedestrians, it might not accurately represent this segment of the population.
Fig. 3.30, 3.31, and 3.32 represent the available power density for generators
moving along the vertical, forward, and lateral axes, respectively. Fig. 3.33 shows
the available power density for a generator combining the vertical and forward axes.
The available power density from walking is mainly concentrated in two distinctive
zones, one for lower body locations (ankle, knee, and hip) and the other for the upper
body locations (chest, wrist, elbow, shoulder, and head). For the vertical axis the
available power density presented the largest values, from ~0.2-1mW/cm3 for the
upper body and ~1-10mW/cm3 for the lower body. In contrast, the forward axis has
three distinct regions with available power density values from ~0.1-0.2W/cm3 for
the upper body (excluding the chest), from ~0.5-1mW/cm3 for the chest and hip,
and from ~5-20mW/cm3 for the ankle and knee locations. The upper body locations
for the lateral axis were found to have power densities with little change from ~0.1-
0.2mW/cm3, while the leg locations (excluding the hip) were from ~2-3mW/cm3.
When analyzing the available power density for the combined axes from Fig. 3.33,
the upper body is found to offer from ~0.5-1mW/cm3, while the leg locations increase
the power density as much as from ~1-5mW/cm3 for the hip, from ~6-15mW/cm3 for
the knee, and from ~20-40mW/cm3.
These figures indicates that while walking at average speeds the upper body loca-
tions can provide power densities on the order of hundreds of µW/cm3, while the leg
locations can provide 10X higher power densities for linear generators. The analysis
for the running test showed that the power density can be as high as 10X larger when
compared against the same locations while walking (Fig. 3.25). However, actual
available power can differ from the theoretical model. A combined axis generator
should be able to produce as much as twice those values. Therefore, a generator de-
sign harnessing motion from two axes, or the rotational design found in self-winding
wristwatches, can provide a better power output than a single axis design.
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Figure 3.30: Available power density for average walking conditions along the vertical axis.
Darker-shaded area represents the 15th-percentile up to the average walking speeds for older
pedestrians (over 65 years old), while the clear-shaded area includes from the 15th-percentile
up to the average walking speeds for younger pedestrians (14-64 years old). Average walking
speeds of older and younger pedestrians from [56].
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Figure 3.31: Available power density for average walking conditions along the forward axis.
Darker-shaded area represents the 15th-percentile up to the average walking speeds for older
pedestrians (over 65 years old), while the clear-shaded area includes from the 15th-percentile
up to the average walking speeds for younger pedestrians (14-64 years old). Average walking
speeds of older and younger pedestrians from [56].
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Figure 3.32: Available power density for average walking conditions along the lateral axis.
Darker-shaded area represents the 15th-percentile up to the average walking speeds for older
pedestrians (over 65 years old), while the clear-shaded area includes from the 15th-percentile
up to the average walking speeds for younger pedestrians (14-64 years old). Average walking
speeds of older and younger pedestrians from [56].
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Figure 3.33: Available power density for average walking conditions along from the resul-
tant acceleration from vertical and forward axes. Darker-shaded area represents the 15th-
percentile up to the average walking speeds for older pedestrians (over 65 years old), while
the clear-shaded area includes from the 15th-percentile up to the average walking speeds
for younger pedestrians (14-64 years old). Average walking speeds of older and younger
pedestrians from [56].
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Chapter 4
Generator Design
4.1 Introduction
The design of kinetic energy harvesters for body motion is challenge because tra-
ditional generator architectures typically use the cantilever beam design, which is
well-suited for high-frequency environments (>100Hz) and small displacement ap-
plications (<1mm). In addition, this type of generator relies on large quality (Q)
factors that are tuned to a fixed frequency range. On the other hand, human activi-
ties are characterized by large amplitudes and low frequency content (<10Hz). This
kind of motion source makes it difficult to design a small generator that matches a
person’s broad frequency content while doing everyday activities (walking, jogging,
office work, etc) with large Q-factors.
4.2 Design
The proposed design resembles the mechanism found in automatic self-winding wrist-
watches which is a proven design for powering them. In order to produce energy,
this kind of input mechanism is connected to a small generator through the use of
a gearbox. The gearbox is used to increase the rotational speed of the generator,
similar to some electric self-winding wristwatches or large turbine for wind farms. To
simplify the entire mechanism, sometimes the gearbox is omitted (as in small wind
turbines) at the expense of having a larger generator (a larger number of magnets
and coils). The size of the generator can be reduced by means of MEMS technology
to a large number of magnets and coils in a reduced space for small applications at
the meso-scale. Therefore, it seems natural to integrate the decades-old technology of
self-winding wristwatches with recent MEMS-technology for some applications where
the space is limited. In addition, some electric self-winding wristwatches are limited
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by the cogging torque1 (torque due to the interaction between the magnets on the
rotor and the iron, or soft-magnetic material, on the stator). This reduces the sensi-
tivity of the device, generating power only when there is enough energy to overcome
this cogging torque.
Since wristwatch-based electromagnetic generators were found to provide large
power densities from body motion (as described in Section. 2.5 on page 23) and gen-
erator designs harnessing motion from more than a single axis should provide a larger
power output (last chapter, Section 3.6), then, the non-resonant planar rotational
design presented here was determined to be satisfactory for body motion,
The proposed generator is composed of an eccentric weight rotor with multiple
NdFeB permanent magnet (PM) pole-pairs and stacks of planar coils on the stator
(ironless to avoid the cogging torque), as shown in the exploded view in Fig. 4.1.
This eccentric rotor induces a voltage on the coil when it swings (or rotates) due
to an external movement, a behavior akin to self-winding wristwatches. Although
broad research has been carried out for energy harvesting activities; little has been
presented for rotational generators that convert energy from human-based activities
[103, 8, 12]. The advantages from this design are:
• Pendular mechanism: A rotational or pendular design is sensitive to a change of
position or to an external motion if used as an electrical generator. In addition,
planar coils can be used as the stator while permanent magnet materials can
be accommodated in the rotor making a flat design. A rotational mechanism
requires less traveling space than a linear design.
• Planar geometry: A planar design, such as the pendular mechanism, occupies
less space and is suitable for portable devices and/or surgically implanted de-
vices due to its low profile.
• Electromagnetic transduction: A rotational design is easier to implement with
electromagnetic transduction. As evaluated from the Energy Harvesting Back-
ground Chapter, piezoelectric transduction uses the material deformation to
induce a electrical potential which is difficult to achieve with an rotational ar-
chitecture, and electrostatic energy generation produces a smaller amount of
power. Planar coils and axially magnetized magnets are easier to implement for
a planar architecture.
• Planar coil: A planar stator having planar coils are simpler to fabricate, less
costly, and can be mass produced with intricate geometries using standard pho-
tolithography techniques. The proposed gear-shaped pattern is found suitable
1Cogging torque is caused by be disruption of the magnetic circuit in a moving rotor by the
variation of the energy stored in the magnet and armature.
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Figure 4.1: Simplified schematic of the proposed design.
to be elaborated with microfabrication technologies. The simplicity of this de-
sign makes it possible to fabricate coils by stacking several layers of flexible films.
Although, planar coils can be stacked in order to achieve a better performance
they have less wire-density as traditional wire-wound coils.
• Iron-less stator: Since the stator does not use a soft-magnetic material there is
no cogging torque (due to the attractive force between the permanent magnet
and the soft-magnetic material) while simplifying the coil fabrication process.
This in addition increases the movement sensitivity of the pendular-mechanism
since small changes in position from the external motion causes the generator
to oscillate. However, a coreless design has a weaker magnetic field and larger
leakage flux when compared against a design with a soft-magnetic material.
4.3 Induced Voltage Model
The modeling for the voltage simulation is based on the geometry of the coil area
under one permanent magnet (PM) pole-pair. The coil pattern is based on a design
resembling a gear shape. For simplicity, the number of coil sectors matches the number
of PM pole-pairs, that is, a sector-shaped area corresponds to one PM pole-pair.
This pattern is presented in Fig. 4.2a. This coil pattern has the added advantage, in
contrast of the standard coil patter from Fig. 4.2b, of minimizing the electrical wiring
to only two connection pads for electrical connections. This simplifies the fabrication
process for stacking multiple coils while keeping a simple design.
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(a) Gear-shaped design (b) Standard coil pattern
Figure 4.2: Coil designs vs. contact pads.
The model for the voltage modeling is based on the analysis of one coil segment
under one PM pole-pair, as shown in Fig. 4.3. For instance, the analysis is elaborated
for the coil segment 123456 (darker colored segment from Fig. 4.3). Current is induced
on the coil segment 123456 when the generator oscillates (or rotates) with an angular
velocity ω (rad/s) under a magnetic flux distribution Bz (T). Using Fleming’s right-
hand rule (for generators) the current direction is depicted as shown in the diagram.
Since segments 12, 34, and 56 are parallel to the rotor tangential velocity there is no
voltage induced on them. Thus, voltage is induced only on the radial coil segments
(23 and 45) when the magnets from the rotor pass over the coil. This geometry
also allows the coil to be designed with radial segments of equal length. Hence, the
analysis of the radial segments 23 and 45 follows as
e =
∮
~v × ~B (4.1)
where the expression for a radial segment is
eba =
rb∫
ra
(rωeˆt)× (−Beˆz) · (dreˆr) (4.2)
then, the induced voltage e32 and e54 are
e32 = ωB
r3∫
zr2
r dr = −12ωBz
(
R2max − r2
)
(4.3)
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e54 = ωB
r5∫
zr4
r dr = 12ωBz
(
r2 −R2max
)
= −12ωBz
(
R2max − r2
)
(4.4)
the induced voltage in the coil segment 123456 becomes then e61 = e32 + e54
e61 = −ωBz
(
R2max − r2
)
(4.5)
where Rmax = r + l + δ(N − 1) = r + d, and N is the number of coil turns, therefore
R2max − r2 = (r + d)2 − r2 = d2 + 2dr (4.6)
for the previous loop (N=2 )
(Rmax − δ)2 − (r − δ)2 = (r + d− δ)2 − (r − δ)2 = d2 + 2d (r − δ) (4.7)
thus, for the loop N
(Rmax − (N − 1) δ)2 − (r − (N − 1) δ)2 = d2 + 2d (r − (N − 1) δ) (4.8)
The induced voltage for the coil sector area having N turns follows as e = e1 + e2 +
· · ·+ eN
e1 = −ωBz [d2 + 2dr]
e2 = −ωBz [d2 + 2d (r − δ)]
...
eN = −ωBz [d2 + 2d (r − (N − 1) δ)]
(4.9)
e = −ωBz [d2 + 2dr + d2 + 2dr − 2dδ + · · ·+ d2 + 2dr − 2d (N − 1) δ] (4.10)
e = −ωBz [Nd2 + 2Ndr − 2dδ − · · · − 2d (N − 1) δ] (4.11)
e = −ωBz [Nd2 + 2Ndr − 2dδ(1 + 2 + · · ·+ (N − 1))] (4.12)
using the triangular number2 definition
Tn = 1 + 2 + 3 + · · ·+ (n− 1) + n = n(n+ 1)2 (4.13)
2A triangular number is a number that can be represented in the form of a triangular grid of
dots where the first row contains a single point and each subsequent row contains one more point
than the previous one.
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Figure 4.3: Layout of a coil sector corresponding to one PM pole-pair with 5 wires depicted.
and replacing Eq. 4.13 in the last term of Eq. 4.12 leads to
e = −ωBz
[
Nd2 + 2Ndr − 2dδ
(
(N−1)N
2
)]
(4.14)
e = −ωBzNd [d+ 2r − δ(N − 1)] (4.15)
Then, the induced voltage expression for p pole-pairs of permanent magnets and L
number of coil layers finally become
et = −ωBzpdNL [d+ 2r − δ(N − 1)] (4.16)
A simpler analysis corresponds to a coil design where the magnets only cover the
radial segments segments of the coil which have equal lengths, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
For instance, modifying Eq. 4.5 to include the N turns, the p pole-pairs, and the L
number of coil layers leads to this expression
et = −ωBzpNL
(
R2 − r2
)
(4.17)
Therefore, from Eq. 4.16 or Eq. 4.17 the induced voltage will be proportional
to the angular speed, the magnetic field, the number of pole-pairs, the number of
turns per coil, the number of stacked coil layers, and the radial segment length. The
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Figure 4.4: Diagram of the simplified coil design.
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Figure 4.5: Axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machine topology.
following sections will analyze the magnetic field modeling, the kinematics of the
generator, and the coil geometry to optimize the induced voltage generation.
4.3.1 Magnetic Field Model
This magnetic flux model analysis is based on the axial flux permanent magnet
(AFPM) machine design with ironless stator at the macro scale. This design is used
to obtain a relatively large magnetic flux in machines with large air gaps [62]. Fig.
4.5 shows the topology and distribution of the magnetic flux in such a design. One
advantage of this approach is the shorter axial length for planar machines, where
designs can be stacked for a higher power delivery. Another advantage is the elimi-
nation of the cogging torque since the stator is ironless, increasing the sensitivity of
the generator to external motion sources.
The simplified model for the magnetic flux distribution using a single rotor, as
shown in Fig. 4.6, represents one pole-pair of permanent magnets on top of a single
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Figure 4.6: Magnetic flux distribution for a single wire and one pole-pair under a si-
nusoidal field. The image represents a lateral view of a permanent magnet pole-pair over
a perpendicular wire loop for one pole-pair angle θp. The sinusoidal shape describes the
distribution of the magnetic field.
wire loop (or turn coil). Pole-pair refers to a set of two magnets with opposing
orientations of magnetic poles. A sinusoidal distribution for the magnetic flux (Fig.
4.6) in the air gap has been assumed for the modeling as suggested by [51, 62, 140, 141]
since the waveform for a similar machines was found to be quasi-sinusoidal. The pole-
pair angle θp refers to the angular distribution of one permanent magnet pole-pair as
θp = 360o/p, where p is the number of pole-pairs.
Therefore, the axial distribution of the magnetic flux can be represented by this
model
Bz = Br sin(p θ(t)) (4.18)
where Br is the remanent magnetization, or magnetic field of the magnets mea-
sured in Teslas (T), p is the number of pole-pairs, and θi(t) is the angular position
of the generator. Eq. 4.18 shows that the magnetic flux distribution is position
dependent.
In order to understand the spatial distribution of the magnetic flux, finite element
analysis (FEA) simulations using ANSYS were performed for several permanent mag-
net (PM) arrangements. A 3D model of the magnetic flux was produced for pole-pairs
composed of discrete PM (2x1x1mm) and for a sector-shaped PM. The modeling was
performed for 20 pole-pairs (40 individual magnets for the discrete case), with a mean
radius of 11mm, and for single and double rotor (single and double permanent magnet
layers). NdFeB (N50 Grade) permanent magnets were used as these were available
(1x1x1mm). Fig. 4.7 shows the results at a distance of 0.5mm over the surface of
the PM for one-rotor configuration with a maximum magnetic flux of 0.25T (and
in between 0.08-0.2T for most of the area). In contrast, a two-rotor arrangement
of discrete PM provides a 100% increase in magnetic flux (0.5T peak, and between
0.17-0.39T for most of the area) in between layers separated by 1mm (at a point
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Figure 4.7: Magnetic field distribution (Teslas) for a one-rotor design at a distance locate
at 0.5mm over the surface for one pole-pair arrangement (two discrete permanent magnets,
2x1x1mm).
located 0.5mm in between the rotors where the planar coil is to be situated). The
one-rotor sector-shaped PM area shows that it can provide a maximum flux density
of 0.3T, while a two-rotor configuration reaches up to 0.6T. Hence, the 3D modeling
reveals that if a sector-shaped PM is used, a 20% increase in magnetic flux can be
expected when compared to the discrete PM.
Fig. 4.11 shows the result of modeling the magnetic flux distribution at a point
located 0.5mm over the magnet surface for a one-rotor sector-shaped PM along the
perimeter of 11mm radius arc. The vertical component of the magnetic flux is seen
with a sinusoidal shape as suggested previously for similar AFPM machines in [51,
62, 140, 141].
In summary, a two-rotor design separated by 1mm provides twice the magnetic
field in between the rotors (at a distance of 0.5mm) than the magnetic field at a
distance of 0.5mm for one-rotor design. A rotor design that uses sector-shaped areas
for the permanent magnets offers 20% higher magnetic field than a rotor design made
of prismatic magnetic pieces. Although this model does not include leakage flux or
field fringing effects due to adjacent magnets, it provides a clear distinction between
the use of a single and or dual rotor and the difference when using a sector shaped
magnetic area as opposed to prismatic-shaped magnetic materials.
Therefore, a generator with sector-shaped permanent magnets will have 20%
increase in magnetic flux when compared to prismatic permanent magnets, and a
double-rotor design should benefit of having twice the magnetic field of a single-rotor
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Figure 4.8: Magnetic field distribution (Teslas) in between a two-rotor design separated by
1mm for one pole-pair arrangement (two discrete PM, 2x1x1mm).
Figure 4.9: Magnetic field distribution (Teslas) for a one-rotor design at a point located
at 0.5mm over the surface for one pole-pair sector-shaped area.
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Figure 4.10: Magnetic field distribution (Teslas) in between a two-rotor design separated
by 1mm for one pole-pair sector-shaped area.
Figure 4.11: Magnetic field distribution at 0.5mm over one-rotor design of a sector-
shaped PM and 11mm of radius. The vertical axis is the magnetic field in Teslas while the
horizontal axis is the distance along the middle region in mm.
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design for twice the induced voltage, according to the Eq. 4.16 or Eq. 4.17.
4.3.2 Generator Kinematics
The proposed generator has a mechanism that resembles an oscillating pendulum.
While the mathematics of pendulums can be quite complex, some assumptions can
be made to simplify the modeling. For example, a simple pendulum is an ideal
model where a pendulum is assumed to be composed of a bob (proof mass) that is
connected to a massless rod or cord, and there is no friction while in motion. From
Fig. 4.12 and from Newton’s second law, the pendulum equation can be written as
F = ma = −mg sinθ (where m is the mass, and g is the acceleration due to gravity,
and θ is the angular position). Considering the relation between the angle θ and the
arc length s (s = l θ), where v = ds/dt = l dθ/dt, and a = d2s/dt2 = l d2θ/dt2, this
results in
−mg sinθ = ml d
2θ
dt2
(4.19)
as the equation of motion, which can also be rewritten as
d2θ
dt2
+ g
l
sinθ = 0 (4.20)
For the conservation of energy for this ideal system, the potential energy (∆U =
mgh) must equal the kinetic energy (∆K = 1/2mv2). Then, 1/2mv2 = mgh or
v =
√
2gh = l dθ/dt (4.21)
From Fig. 4.12 h = y1 − y0 = l(cosθ− cosθ0), thus, when replacing h in the previous
equation leads to
dθ
dt
=
√
2g
l
(cosθ − cosθ0) (4.22)
The solution for the Eq. 4.22 is not straightforward, but if using the traditional
approach of the small angle approximation (θ  1 or sinθ ≈ θ), the solution becomes
θ(t) = θ0cos
(√
g
l
t
)
(4.23)
where the natural frequency for the ideal pendulum (ω0) is expressed as the term√
g/l, with units of rad/sec, and of period T in sec as
T0 = 2pi
√
l/g (4.24)
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Figure 4.12: Ideal Pendulum.
The proposed generator, however, does not behave as an ideal pendulum. Real
operation has a damping component (due to friction and energy harvesting), forced
oscillation (due to external forces), as well as large amplitude oscillations and non-
harmonic content if used for body motion or other high energetic energy sources.
The modeling of a compound (real or physical) pendulum still gives insight about
the kinematics. To estimate the induced voltage for an electrical generator, the an-
gular speed must be known. Therefore, the kinematic analysis will help to determine
the best parameters for its design.
A compound pendulum can be used as the model for an arbitrarily-shaped pen-
dulum. The natural frequency for a compound pendulum is
ω0 =
√
(mgL)/I (4.25)
where L is the distance from the pivot to the center of mass, and I is the moment of
inertia.
The simplest case of a damped harmonic oscillator resembles partially the pendu-
lum behavior. The equation that represents a damped harmonic oscillator is
d2x
dt2
+ 2ζω0
dx
dt
+ ω20x = 0 (4.26)
where ω0 is the undamped angular frequency of the system with mass m, and ζ is the
damping ratio (ζ = c/(2mω0)). The underdamped case (0 ≤ ζ < 1) has the solution
[95]
x(t) = e−ζω0t[Acos(ωdt) +Bsin(ωdt)] (4.27)
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where ωd is the natural damped frequency
(
ωd = ω0
√
1− ζ2
)
, and A and B are de-
termined by the initial conditions as A = x(0) and (ζω0x(0) + x˙(0))/ωd.
One of the main differences between the ideal pendulum (linear model) and a large
amplitude oscillating pendulum (nonlinear model) is the frequency variation. While
for the ideal pendulum (small amplitude oscillations) the period is constant (constant
ω0) a pendulum under large amplitude oscillations has a period that increases with
increasing amplitude (variable ω). Re-writing Eq. 4.22, as explained by [9], produces
dt
dθ
= 1√
2
√
l
g
1√
cosθ − cosθ0
(4.28)
The solution for Eq. 4.29 is found after integrating over one complete cycle for
dt = 1√
2
√
l
g
1√
cosθ − cosθ0
dθ (4.29)
Since the pendulum period T oscillates through one complete cycle as T = (θ0 →
0◦ → −θ0 → 0◦ → θ0), or using twice the half-cycle simplification as T = 2(θ0 →
0◦ → −θ0), or by further simplification using four times the quarter-cycle as T =
4(θ0 → 0◦). Then, the integration of Eq. 4.29 is performed over four times the
quarter of a period, leading to
T = 4 1√
2
√
l
g
∫ θ0
0
1√
cosθ − cosθ0
dθ (4.30)
that can be rewritten in terms of elliptic function of the first kind (Jacobi’s elliptic
function) as
T = 4
√
l
g
∫ pi/2
0
1√
1− k2sin2(ϕ)
dϕ (4.31)
or more simply as
T = 4
√
l
g
F
(
sin
θ0
2 ,
pi
2
)
(4.32)
where F (k, ϕ) is the Legendre’s elliptic function of the first kind. Using Eq. 4.24 in
to Eq. 4.32 leads to the simplified expression
T = 4ToF (k, ϕ) (4.33)
Eq. 4.32 can also be expanded in a series as [9]
T = 2pi
√
l
g
∞∑
n=0
( (2n)!
(2n · n!)2
)2
· sin2n
(
θ0
2
) (4.34)
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Figure 4.13: Variation of the pendulum period T (from large amplitude oscillations)
against the period T0 (from the small angle approximation).
Fig. 4.13 shows the deviation of T (for large amplitude oscillations) from T0 (for
the small amplitude pendulum, with constant Period T0). At 30◦ the deviation is
1.7%, at 60◦ the deviation is 7.3%, but at 90◦ the deviation reaches 18%. Then, the
pendulum period T can be up to 20% larger than the ideal pendulum period T0 when
modeling the kinematics of the generator as a compound pendulum3 (instead of an
ideal pendulum with a concentrated mass) moving with amplitudes larger than 10◦.
Since the proposed generator is intended to be used on the human body and
subject to irregular motion it is difficult to anticipate the device performance. Then,
a design approach based on basic kinematics is used to avoid the complex nonlinear
behavior of a compound pendulum moving with large oscillations. Generators can
be modeled with the proof mass released from an angle until the oscillations decay.
For this, the angular speed for the design modeling can be determined using the
damped harmonic oscillator approach from Eq. 4.27, while the induced voltage from
Eq. 4.16 or Eq. 4.17 will have a shifting period as presented in Eq. 4.33. A generator
configuration is presented in Table 4.1 for this model. The resonant frequency for
this system was calculated as 2.4Hz.
The modeling of the angular position and angular velocity of the prototype based
on the configuration from Table 4.1 is presented in Fig. 4.14a. This simplified model
was based on Eq. 4.27. Fig. 4.14b shows the change in frequency for large amplitude
oscillations. At a small initial amplitude angle the frequency is 2.41Hz; at a 30◦ angle
the frequency is 2.37Hz (1.7% deviation); at a 60◦ angle the frequency is 2.24Hz (7.3%
deviation); and at a 90◦ angle the frequency changes to 2.04Hz (18% deviation). At
45◦ there is only a 3.4% deviation, while a 5% change happens at around 55◦, and
3A compound pendulum differs from the ideal pendulum model since it can be an arbitrarily
shaped rigid body swinging by a pivot.
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Table 4.1: Generator configuration
Element Symbol Value
Pole-Pairs p 20
Coil Turns N 4
Number of Layer L 2
Coil Linewidth w 200µm
Wire Radial Length d 3.3mm
Generator Radius Rmax 12.7mm
Proof Mass m 3.2g
Magnetic Field Br 0.2T
a 10% change happens at 75◦. Therefore, when comparing the model against the
experimental results some differences will be evident.
A model that describes accurately the large amplitude pendulum include three
damping terms (quadratic, linear, and velocity independent terms) was presented by
Squire [119] as
d2θ
dt2
+ a
∣∣∣∣∣dθdt
∣∣∣∣∣ dθdt + bdθdt + c sign
(
dθ
dt
)
+ ω20
(
θ − 16θ
3
)
(4.35)
where θ is the pendulum vertical angle, t is time, a (quadratic term), b (linear term),
and c (velocity independent term) are the damping coefficients (other publications
use β and γ such as β = a and 2γ = b), sign represents "the sign of", and ω20 (θ − 1/6θ3)
is the restoring term (a simplification of ω20sin(θ) from Eq. 4.20). The linear and
quadratic terms are associated respectively with the viscous (low Reynolds number)
and turbulent (high Reynolds number) components of the damping force [40], while
electromagnetic damping is also associated with the linear term [119]. The veloc-
ity independent term is included due to the dry friction (Coulomb damping) of the
bearings [119].
4.3.3 Coil Geometry
In order to determine the internal resistance for the power generation analysis the
geometry needs to be determined. For this, the coil pattern shown in Fig. 4.3
depicting one pole-pair (sector-shaped) needs to be analyzed. For the arrangement
provided in Fig. 4.3, the number of turns N is either constrained by the maximum
number of turns that can be placed in a given space (maximum possible perimeter) or
constrained by physical restrictions in the coil dimensions. One of these parameters
is the arc length per pole-pair (Cmin) as follows
Cmin = 2(g/2 + δ(N − 1) + w + g/2) = 2Nδ (4.36)
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Figure 4.14: Pendulum model for a proof mass released from a 90◦ angle.
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where g is the gap distance, w is the linewidth dimension, δ is the minimal wire
separation (linewidth + gap), and N the number of turns, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The
perimeter length C (C = pCmin) , where p is the number of pole-pairs, must match
the perimeter of a minimum radius rmin, as C = 2pirmin, where rmin = r−δ(Nmax−1)
where r is the base radius (Fig. 4.3) and Nmax is the maximum number of turns per
coil, the relation becomes
Nmax =
pi(r + δ)
δ(p+ pi) (4.37)
where the maximum number of turns N is the integer value of Nmax.
The radial segments are designed to be of equal length, and each segment has a
length equal to l + δ(N − 1), where N is the number of turns per coil per layer L.
The total length of the radial segments lr of one pole-pair is
lr = 2(l + δ(N − 1)) (4.38)
The arc segments are calculated based on the angles αi and γi (θp = αi+2γi = αi+βi),
where θp is the angle describe by one pole pair, and α and β follow the description
from Fig. 4.3. The individual outer arc lengths (Cαi) are calculated as Cαi = Riαi
while the individual inner arc length (Cβi) as Cβi = Riβi. The total length of the arc
segments (lc) of one pole-pair is
lc =
(
N∑
i=1
(Cαi + Cβi)
)
(4.39)
while the total wire length (Ltot) per p pole-pairs and L layers is Ltot = pNL(Lr + lc).
Therefore, if the planar coil has a cross-sectional area Awire with a wire resistivity
ρwire in Ωm, then the total internal resistance of the planar coil (Rcoil) in ohms is
Rcoil =
ρwireLtot
Awire
(4.40)
The geometry analysis for the coil in Fig. 4.4 assumes a circular coil-ends design.
Since the radial segments are of equal magnitude, the estimation of the coil-ends arc
segment lengths is needed to calculate the internal coil resistance. Following the Fig.
4.15 nomenclature, the length of an outer arc segment so is so = Ωoro, while the inner
arc segment length si is si = θiri. The angles are calculated as
α = tan−1
 r
2
√
R2 − r2/4
 (4.41)
β = pi/2− α (4.42)
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θ = pi − 2tan−1(r/
√
4R2 − r2) (4.43)
Ω = pi + 2tan−1(r/
√
4R2 − r2) (4.44)
The variation of the inner radius ri and outer radius ro follow as
ri1 = δ − δ/2
ri2 = ri1 + δ = 2δ − δ/2
...
rin = nδ − δ/2
(4.45)
while the outer radius expression follows the previous form as
ron = nδo − δo/2 (4.46)
but with an outer gap distance δo calculated as
δo = smax/(2N + 3) (4.47)
where the smax term was obtained from
smax = pi2R/p (4.48)
therefore, the arc-segment lengths for inner arcs (sin) and outer arcs (son) are
sin = δ(n− 1/2)(pi − 2tan−1(r/
√
4R2 − r2)) (4.49)
son = δo(n− 1/2)(pi + 2tan−1(r/
√
4R2 − r2)) (4.50)
while the total wire length (Ltot) per p pole-pairs and L layers is
Ltot = pL
(
2Nd+
∑
(sin + son)
)
(4.51)
Coils can have different configurations for varying number of pole-pairs with the
same number of radial segments and same overall dimension as shown in Fig. 4.16.
A relatively large number of pole-pairs (PP) produces smaller coil-end lengths gen-
erating smaller electrical resistance, but at the expense of having smaller magnetic
regions with a reduced magnetic field. On the other hand, a smaller number of pole-
pairs suggests a larger magnetic region which provides larger magnetic gradients but
at the expense of having larger electrical resistance, as shown schematically in Fig.
4.16.
Since voltage is only induced on the radial wire segments (perpendicular to the
velocity component), there is an optimal radial wire length (or minimal permanent
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Figure 4.15: Simplified coil design geometry.
(a) 20 pole-pairs schematic. (b) 10 pole-pairs schematic. (c) 5 pole-pairs schematic.
Figure 4.16: Comparison of coil designs with varying pole-pairs for the same number of
radial wires (40 radial segments) and the same outer and inner diameter dimensions.
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Figure 4.17: Optimal radial length for a generator with a diameter of 25mm.
magnet radial length) that maximizes the length of radial wire segments for a given
configuration. Fig. 4.17a depicts an example for a generator with a diameter of
25mm. Fig. 4.17b shows that the wire linewidth does not influence the optimal
radial length but it does affect the total radial wire length. Fig. 4.18 indicates the
optimal radial length for several rotor diameters.
Based on the Eq. 4.51 and Eq. 4.40, the estimation of the coil resistances is
presented in Fig. 4.19. From the figure, a larger number of pole-pairs leads to a
smaller internal coil resistance. The ratio of coil-ends length to radial-wire length
illustrates what was described in Fig. 4.16. The coil resistance increases almost
exponentially for pole-pair numbers smaller than 10, or when the ratio of the end-
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Figure 4.18: Optimal radial length as a function of rotor diameters.
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Figure 4.19: Variation of coil resistance, ratio of coil-end length to radial-wire length, and
number of turns for varying pole-pair numbers of a 25mm diameter generator with 5mm
long radial wires.
coils to radial-wires becomes larger than one. Thus, this ratio should be kept as small
as possible to minimize coil internal resistance. Fig. 4.20 presents a comparison of
several optimized dimensions with the one presented in Fig. 4.19. It can be observed
that while the non-optimized generator gets the ratio of coil-end to radial-wire length
close to 1, the optimized iterations are closer to 0.5 for the 10 pole-pair designs.
4.3.4 Power Evaluation
Power can be calculated from the diagram presented in Fig. 4.21 as a simplification
of the generator circuit, the resulting current I can be found by Ohm’s law as
I = V
RC +RL
(4.52)
where RC is the coil electrical resistance and RL is the load resistance, then, the
power dissipated into the load RL is equal to
PL = I2RL =
(
V
RC +RL
)2
RL (4.53)
The previous equation helps to determine the power produced by the generator. If
applying the maximum power transfer theorem (which establishes that in order to
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Figure 4.20: Variation of coil resistance, ratio of coil-end length to radial-wire length, and
number of turns for varying pole-pair numbers of several optimized generator dimensions
(Fig. 4.18) vs. a non-optimized generator (25mm diameter, 5mm radial wires) with 100 µm
wire linewidth.
V
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RL
Figure 4.21: Generator diagram.
obtain maximum power the resistance of the load must match the internal resistance,
this is RC = RL) then the power delivered is equal to PL = V 2/(4RL).
Iron-cored permanent magnet machines (motors and generators) have core losses
due to the flux pulsations between the magnets and the iron. Core-less designs, such
as the one presented, do not suffer from this but are subject to eddy current losses.
Eddy currents depend on the geometry of the wire cross-section and the magnetic
flux variation [51]. A basic approach considers the eddy current loss (Pe) in a single
round conductor with a transverse alternating field as [140]
Pe =
pild4B2maxω
2
32ρ (4.54)
where l is the length, d the diameter, Bmax is the peak value of the magnetic field,
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Figure 4.22: Induced voltage for a proof mass released at a 90◦ angle with the generator
configuration of Table 4.1.
ω is the electrical angular frequency, and ρ is the conductor resistivity. However, a
coreless winding arrangement with magnetic axial flux has a tangential component of
flux density which can lead additional eddy-current loss [20]. Finite element analysis
is usually performed in order to make a better estimation of the eddy current loss, as
presented in [20, 140]. The estimation of this parameter will help to determine the
performance of this generator design in operation. As stated in Eq. 4.54 reducing
the diameter d (using a smaller wire) diminishes this loss for a given configuration,
but at the expense of increasing the coil resistance.
4.3.5 Induced Voltage
Using the Eq. 4.16, the data from Table 4.1, and the model from Fig. 4.14 a model
for a mass released at a 90◦ can be modeled as show in Fig. 4.22. The configuration
given in Table 4.1 was also used to model the induced voltage for a 10-layer coil with
varying wire linewidth and to estimate the power output assuming a matching load
(Eq. 4.53). The results are summarized in Table 4.2. The 50 µm wire linewidth
although providing a higher induced voltage has a higher internal coil resistance.
The main advantage of the 50µm wire linewidth over the other designs is the larger
voltage output that makes it easier to use AC rectification for motion sources other
than decaying oscillations from a 90◦ angle release. Therefore, planar coils should be
fabricated with the smaller wire linewidth in order to induced a higher voltage.
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Table 4.2: Modeling results for the induced voltage of a proof mass released at a 90◦ angle.
Coil Configuration Induced Voltage
(mVrms)
Power Output
(µW)
200µm linewidth, 10 layers 40.5 8.2
100µm linewidth, 10 layers 81 8.2
50µm linewidth, 10 layers 162 8.2
(a) Stacked proof mass. (b) Protruded proof mass.
Figure 4.23: Proof mass location.
4.4 Generator Sizing
Previous section found the optimal wire length for a given rotor diameter (as shown
in Fig. 4.18) determines the rotor dimensions but not the proof mass size. Since the
rotor is composed of two components, the multiple pole permanent magnet ring and
the proof mass, an optimization of the dimensions is needed. Two basic geometries
will be analyzed for the proof mass location on this generator, as shown in Fig. 4.24:
placing the proof mass on top of the multi-pole (PM) ring or a protruding proof mass
placed on the PM ring periphery. The proof mass diameter is the same as the PM
ring diameter for the stacked design while the outer ring diameter is the inner proof
mass diameter for the protruding design. Stacking the proof mass provides a smaller
area but a thicker device, while a protruding mass allows for a thinner design but with
a larger footprint. Therefore, the selection of the proof mass location and dimensions
are critical for this design.
The generator dimensions are ultimately constrained by the pendulum frequency
and pendulum torque. The generator frequency in Hz is based on the description of
Eq. 4.25 as
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Figure 4.24: Proof mass location nomenclature.
f0 =
1
2pi
√
mgyc
I
(4.55)
where the mass of the system (m), the distance to the centroid of mass (yc), and
the moment of inertia (I ) are intrinsically related to the dimensions and material
properties. The power generation capabilities from rotational systems is related to
the torque (τ) and the angular velocity (ω) as
Pg(t) = τ(t) · ω(t) (4.56)
Therefore, determining an operational frequency and available torque helps for
the optimization of the generator. Using the nomenclature in Fig. 4.24 to evaluate
the terms from Eq. 4.55 leads to the moment of inertia for the multi-pole PM ring
(Ir) as
Ir =
1
2pihrρr(R
4
r − r4r) (4.57)
where ρ indicates the material density, h the thickness, Rr is the external ring radius,
and rr is the internal ring radius (r subscripts are used for the ring while m subscripts
are used for the proof mass). Similarly, the moment of inertia (Im) for the stacked
proof mass (4.23a) is
Im =
1
4pihmρm(R
4
m − r4m) (4.58)
whereas for the protruded mass (Fig. 4.23b) is
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Im =
1
4hmρmθm(R
4
m − r4m) (4.59)
where θm is the proof mass angle for a more general case. The total moment of inertia
is
I = Ir + Im (4.60)
The multi-pole PM ring mass (mr) is
mr = piρrhr(R2r − r2r) (4.61)
while the proof mass (mm) for the stacked design is
mm =
1
2piρmhm(R
2
m − r2m) (4.62)
and the proof mass for the protruded design is
mm =
1
2ρmhmθm(R
2
m − r2m) (4.63)
whereas, the total mass (m) is found as
m = mr +mm (4.64)
The evaluation of the proof mass centroid distance (ym) is needed to determine
the center of mass of the compound system, this can be found for the stacked mass
as
ym =
4
3
1
pi
(
R3m − r3m
R2m − r2m
)
(4.65)
while for the protruding mass is
ym =
4
3
1
θm
sin
(
θm
2
R3m − r3m
R2m − r2m
)
(4.66)
then, the center of mass of the system can be calculated from
yc =
ymmm
m
(4.67)
The above expressions can be replaced in Eq. 4.55 to determine the resonant
frequency. The torque evaluation can be obtained from
τ = myc (4.68)
replacing Eq. 4.67 in Eq. 4.68 leads to the simplified expression
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τ = ymmm (4.69)
Therefore, the evaluation of the Eq. 4.55 and 4.69 will follow to determine the
generator sizing.
Traditional linear-based generators are designed with a frequency that matches
the driving frequency in order to optimize the energy generation process. Then, it
is convenient to design the generator with a target frequency because the chosen
mechanism is based on a pendulum design. Although a body motion generator will
operate on a broad frequency range, a dominant frequency mode for the most common
body activity can produce the most energy. Since the most consistent activities for
the frequency content are walking and running, they are analyzed for this purpose.
Based on the treadmill test results, summarized in Fig. 3.10 on page 40, an average
frequency of 1.9Hz is associated with average walking speeds in between 1.3-1.4m/s
while 2.5Hz was found to be associated for the moderate running speeds (it varied
from 2.4 to 2.6Hz while running in between 2-5mph). Therefore, 1.9Hz was chosen
as the generator target frequency for walking whereas 2.5Hz was the target frequency
for running activities.
The evaluation of Eq. 4.55 and Eq. 4.69 was initially done for a 25mm stacked
mass design with various proof mass densities (1mm ring and proof mass thicknesses).
Material properties for a permanent magnet ring made of neodymium (NdFeB) and
proof mass made of steel, brass, lead, and tungsten is modeled in Fig. 4.25. The
models were done for a single rotor (single PM ring and a single proof mass) and for
one double-rotor made of brass. The available torque for power generation was found
to be proportional to the material density. A design with double-rotor was found
to have the same resonant frequency as a one-rotor design but double the available
torque at the expense of a thicker device. Then, high density materials are the most
adequate for the power generation.
The line at 1.9Hz helps to determine the inner radius dimension for this design,
which translates it to a 6.3 gfmm available torque for the brass mass. The torque is
expressed in grams-force millimeters because it is easier to understand the physical
meaning. Assuming that the generator can rotate at a constant speed equal to the
resonant frequency of 1.9Hz, the 6.3 gfmm available torque gets converted in 737µW
of rotational mechanical power. This available torque sets a limit for the electrical
generation, a higher mechanical power available means that more electrical power can
be converted. Thus, a design using two-rotors or using tungsten as the proof mass
material will double the available mechanical power.
Solutions of the Eq. 4.55 and Eq. 4.69 for the 1.9Hz and 2.5Hz design frequencies
are presented in Fig. 4.26. Points that lie on the 1.9Hz and 2.5Hz lines are possi-
ble radii combinations that satisfy the first optimization condition. This solution is
plotted on the three dimensional results shown in Fig. 4.27a. Points that lie below
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Figure 4.25: Frequency and torque evaluation for a 25mm diameter rotor with a stacked
mass and various proof mass densities.
Table 4.3: Stacked brass proof mass solutions for one-rotor design.
PM Ring
Diameter
(mm)
1.9 Hz (Walking)
Available Torque
(gfmm)
2.5 Hz (Running)
Available Torque
(gfmm)
20 2.3 4.5
25 6.3 11.5
30 12.5 -
the lines in Fig. 4.27a are designs with resonant frequencies smaller than the de-
sign frequency while points above the lines represent designs with frequencies higher
than the target frequency. Solutions were later analyzed for those producing a higher
torque, as shown in Fig. 4.27b. This topology of a stacked proof mass can provide
for a walking generator (1.9Hz) more than twice the torque of a running generator
design (2.5Hz).
Since it is difficult to appreciate the results on the 3D model, solutions for 20, 25,
and 30mm rotor diameters are presented in Fig. 4.28. For the stacked proof mass ge-
ometry, smaller rotor diameters produce relative higher frequency designs and larger
rotor diameters provide a larger available torque, this is summarized in Table 4.3. A
5mm increment in the rotor diameter produces close to twice the available torque.
Therefore, larger rotor diameters will be preferred but the generator design will de-
pend then on the available space for a given application. As described previously,
dual-rotor designs can double this available torque as well as having a higher density
material for the proof mass.
Solutions for the protruding proof mass model (Fig. 4.23b) were also analyzed
for the 1.9Hz and 2.5Hz design frequencies, as shown in Fig. 4.29 and Fig. 4.30.
Solutions showed that a 180◦ semi-circles presented a higher available torque than
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Figure 4.26: Solutions for the 1.9Hz and 2.5Hz design frequencies. Combinations of inner
and outer radii that lie on the lines represent solutions for the 1.9Hz and 2.5Hz designs.
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Figure 4.27: Modeling results for a stacked proof mass generator design for several dimen-
sions. The thick lines represent the solutions for the 1.9Hz and 2.5Hz target frequencies.
The model corresponds to generators with a 1mm thick neodymium PM ring and a 1mm
thick brass proof mass. The surface coloring represents the vertical axis results with red
representing the highest results and blue representing the lower results.
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Figure 4.28: Three solutions for the stacked proof mass model presented in Fig. 4.27.
Horizontal dotted lines represent the 1.9Hz and 2.5Hz design frequencies while the vertical
lines represent the available torque for the 1.9Hz and 2.5Hz designs.
Table 4.4: Protruded brass proof mass solutions for one-rotor design with 180◦.
PM Ring
Diameter
(mm)
1.9 Hz (Walking)
Available Torque
(gfmm)
2.5 Hz (Running)
Available Torque
(gfmm)
20 2.5 5.3
25 6.5 16.5
30 13 68
designs with smaller sector-shaped angles, as shown in Fig.4.29 and Fig. 4.30. Results
from the protruded proof mass model were found to be comparable to the stacked
proof mass model as summarized in Table 4.4. Although the torque model for the
25mm protruded mass was found to be 50% higher than the 25mm stacked model
for the design frequency of 2.5Hz.
Both proof mass placements (stacked and protruded) were found to produce sim-
ilar torques for their optimal dimensions. A higher available torque was found to be
a practical design choice since the higher the torque the higher the possibilities of
converting the mechanical power into electrical energy. The choice for the proof mass
placement depends on the physical application constraints: a protruded model is best
suited for a thinner profile while a smaller footprint can be achieved with a stacked
design.
4.5 Summary
The induced voltage was found to be proportional to the device angular speed, the
magnetic field strength, and the geometry of the planar coil. Models for stacked and
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(b) Torque solution for the 20mm diameter PM
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(c) Frequency solution for the 25mm diameter
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(d) Torque solution for the 20mm diameter PM
ring
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(e) Frequency solution for the 30mm diameter
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Figure 4.29: Protruded proof mass solutions for 20mm, 25mm and 30mm of PM ring
diameter for the design frequency of 1.9Hz. Curved line is the 1.9Hz solution for each
design.
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(b) Torque solution for the 20mm diameter PM
ring.
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(c) Frequency solution for the 25mm diameter
PM ring
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(d) Torque solution for the 20mm diameter PM
ring
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(e) Frequency solution for the 30mm diameter
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(f) Torque solution for the 30mm diameter PM
ring
Figure 4.30: Protruded proof mass solutions for 20mm, 25mm and 30mm of PM ring
diameter for the design frequency of 2.5Hz. Curved line is the 2.5Hz solution for each
design.
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protruded proof mass were elaborated with design frequencies of 1.9Hz and 2.5Hz.
1.9Hz was determined as the average walking speed from the results presented in
the Section 3.4.2 (on page 38), while 2.5Hz was the average walking speed for the
performed treadmill test.
Next chapter will fabricate and evaluate several prototypes to determine their
performance. Devices will be fabricated at the meso-scale and evaluated in laboratory
environment as well as on human subjects. The prototypes will be evaluated to
validate the models presented in this chapter.
Chapter 5
Generator Fabrication and Testing
5.1 Introduction
Prototypes were fabricated at the meso-scale (cm-sized) to provide a set of testbeds
where the designs could be analyzed. The meso-scale fabrication comprised the rotor,
stator, and casing elements. CNC machining (a traditional manufacturing technique
for prototyping) was employed mostly for the structural elements, while photolithog-
raphy (a MEMS-based fabrication technique) was used for the planar coil fabrication.
5.2 Fabrication
Two main techniques employed for the fabrication of prototypes were photolithogra-
phy and CNC machining.
5.2.1 Photolithography
The planar coil was made of commercial copper-clad polyimide film using photolithog-
raphy. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the clean room fabrication steps. SC1827 photoresist,
EVG620 mask aligner, and MF319 developer were used for this process. The copper-
clad polyimide employed had 18 µm thick copper on top of 20µm or 25µm thick
polyimide. Masks were fabricated by photo plotting, limiting the coil dimensions to
feature sizes of 100µm. The Fig. 5.2 shows details of one of the fabricated planar
coils.
Three different coil iterations were fabricated, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The first coil
iteration was done with 200 µm linewidth to test the coil design and the manufacturing
process. The second coil iteration was made with 2mm nominal radial length wires
(100µm and 200µm linewidth) to match the radial dimension of the test magnets
(2x1x1mm). The third version was elaborated with 5.1mm nominal radial length
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(c)
(f)(d) (e)
(b)(a)
Substrate Photoresist Application
Substrate CleaningMetal EtchingPhotoresist Development
UV Light
Mask
UV Light Exposure
Photoresist
Metal Layer
Figure 5.1: Planar coil fabrication process.
wires in order to match the permanent magnet length (5.1x1.1x1.1mm). The copper-
clad was not entirely etched for second iteration as it was for the first iteration in
order to simplify the fabrication process. This was reverted for the third coil iteration
since this can produce eddy currents1 that increase the system damping.
Multi-layer coils were fabricated by stacking several layers of planar coils and
bonding them with cyanoacrylate while applying pressure to ensure a compact as-
sembly. This technique provided a relatively stiff 2-layer coil assembly with the gluing
agent being as thin as 2µm. In contrast, commercial bonding films were found to
as thin as 12.5 µm. This process provided 6X thinner assemblies. A 10-layer coil
was constructed with this technique for a thickness of 430µm by using 20 µm thick
polyimide substrates with 18µm copper-clad. Fig. 5.4 shows one of the 10-layer coil
fabricated.
Coil nomenclature is based on the geometry of the coil ends of the planar coil
(linear, triangular, or circular ends), coil linewidth, radial length (R-r, from Fig. 4.3),
number of turns, and number of layers. For example, a coil labeled as L200U20M4T-
2L represents a straight-end (linear ends) coil with 200µm linewidth, 20mm radial
length, 4 turns, and 2 stacked layers. Fig. 5.8 provides a coil nomenclature example.
The stator nomenclature includes the number of pole-pairs, the number of stators
used and magnet dimensions. For instance, a stator represented as 20P2R5X1MM
has 20 pole-pairs, 2 rotors, with individual magnets of 1.1x1.1x5.1mm (5X1MM for
simplicity).
1Eddy currents are induced electrical currents in conductors when exposed to a changing magnetic
field due to relative motion; or due to variations of the field with time, such as a moving magnet
and a fixed coil.
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Figure 5.2: Detail of a 200 µm linewidth and 4 turns copper planar coil on polyimide
substrate, (L200U20M4T).
(a) First coil iteration, 0.5mm
nominal radial wire length.
(b) Second coil iteration, 2mm
nominal radial wire length.
(c) Third coil iteration, 5.1mm
radial wire length
Figure 5.3: Coil iterations for 20 pole-pairs arrangements.
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Figure 5.4: A 430 µm thick 10-layer coil assembly (L100U51M8T-2L). A 25 cents coin
was added for size comparison purposes.
5.2.2 CNC Machining
The rotor and the casing for the meso-scale prototypes were CNC machined using
commercial PMMA and/or polycarbonate. Fig. 5.5 shows a picture of CNC machined
rotors and casing structure. The rotors depicted were machined with slots for the
insertion of individual magnet pieces. The observed casing structure has a set of
alignment holes in addition to orifices for bolted assembly on this particular prototype.
Commercially-available neodymium (NdFeB) permanent magnets (PM) were used.
Eccentric mass elements were added to the rotor disc to complete the assembly. Ball
bearings or jewel bearings finalized the design.
5.2.3 Prototypes
Micro Vibrational Power Generator or µV PG is the acronym termed for this generator
design. Prototypes have an additional nomenclature due to several iterations of the
devices, including different planar coils and stator assemblies. A first test-of-concept
iteration (µV PG− 0.5) used a wire-wound coil, half rotors, and ball bearing design.
The half rotor design was used to avoid an additional proof mass. This design is
shown in Fig. 5.6.
Later iterations employed planar coils and full rotors. The iteration µV PG− 1.X
was used for the following designs:
• µV PG−1.0, single rotor with 20 pole-pairs (individual 1x1x1mm PM and 2mm
radial-length coil) and single ball bearing, Fig. 5.7.
• µV PG−1.1, single rotor with 20 pole-pairs (individual 1x1x1mm PM and 2mm
radial-length coil) and dual ball bearings.
• µV PG−1.2, single rotor with 20 pole-pairs (individual 1x1x1mm PM and 2mm
radial-length coil) and jewel bearings.
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(a) 25mm rotors for the 1mm cube magnets. (b) Packaging enclosure and alignment fixture.
A 25 cents coin was added for size comparison
purposes.
(c) Two rotors for the 1.1x1.1x5.1mm magnets
(2 magnets shown), one rotor for the 1x1x2mm
magnet configuration (middle rotor, assembled
with 1mm cube magnets). A 25 cents coin was
added for size comparison purposes.
(d) Packaging, 10-layer coil, brass mass, and
rotor with 1.1x1.1x5.1mm magnets. A 25 cents
coin and a AA battery were added for size com-
parison purposes.
Figure 5.5: CNC-machined components.
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(a) Diagram (b) Photo
Figure 5.6: µV PG−0.5 prototype (2 half-rotors, 6 round magnets per rotor, 12 wire-wound
coils, and ball bearing).
(a) Diagram (b) Photo
Figure 5.7: µV PG− 1.0 prototype (1 rotor, 20 pole-pairs, 80 1x1x1mm PM, ball bearing
design).
• µV PG−1.3, single rotor with 20 pole-pairs (individual 5.1x1.1x1.1mm PM and
2mm radial-length coil) and jewel bearings.
• µV PG− 1.4, dual rotor with 20 pole-pairs (individual 5.1x1.1x1.1mm PM and
2mm radial-length coil) and jewel bearings.
• µV PG− 1.5, dual rotor with 20 pole-pairs (individual 5.1x1.1x1.1mm PM and
5.1mm radial-length coil) and jewel bearings.
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Figure 5.8: Coil nomenclature example. L200U05M4T coil: linear ends, 200 µm linewidth,
0.5mm nominal radial length (1.3mm radial length including the coil ends), and 4 turns.
Table 5.1: µVPG-0.5 prototype parameters.
Element Description
Permanent Magnet 12 (NdFeB N48 ) PM, φ1/16" x 1/32"
Wire-Wound Coil 12 coils,φ80µm (AWG 40) x 80 turns, 13Ω total
Pendulum Length 5mm
Proof Mass 0.35 g
Resonant Frequency 5.8Hz
5.3 Prototype Testing
5.3.1 First Prototype: µVPG-0.5
The µVPG-0.5 prototype, shown in Fig. 5.6, was the first design tested for a proof-
of-concept generator with arbitrarily-chosen dimensions. This design had generator
volume of 0.68 cm3 (6mm radius) made of CNC-machined PMMA and assembled
with ball bearings, 12 NdFeB PM (Grade N48, 1/16” diameter x 1/32”) for two semi
rotors, and 12 wire-wound copper coils (80 turns, enameled copper wire, 40AWG,
~80µm diameter, coil resistance 13Ω). Rotor separation was 2mm. The natural
resonant frequency was calculated to be 5.8Hz, for a proof mass of 0.35 g. The natural
frequency (ωn) was calculated from ωn =
√
mgleq/I, where m is the proof mass, g is
the acceleration due to gravity, leq is the equivalent length for a compound pendulum,
and I the moment of inertia. Table 5.1 summarizes the prototype parameters.
This prototype was tested on a laboratory shaker (sinusoidal input waves from 1 to
5Hz with 0.5Hz increments under varying resistance loads) while the induced voltage
was measured. Fig. 5.9 shows the voltage, power, and acceleration results for this test
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Figure 5.9: Test results for the µVPG-0.5 prototype on a laboratory shaker.
(acceleration varied from 60mG to 750mG, where 1G=9.8m/s2). The voltage and
power are larger for frequencies closer to the generator natural frequency, 1.94mVrms
and 0.093µW at 5Hz and 12Ω (~0.14µW/cm3 of power density), although shaker
acceleration increased almost proportionally to frequency. The instantaneous voltage
output at 5Hz and 12Ω load, is shown in Fig. 5.10, presenting a maximum peak
voltage of 6.3mV and maximum peak power of 0.096 µW. Coil fabrication was chal-
lenging with diameter dimensions smaller than 2mm, and thicknesses smaller than
1mm. Planar coils are considered to offer cost-effective fabrication since they do not
require dedicated tooling or equipment for testing multiple geometries.
As a comparison, the mechanism of a self-winding wristwatch with an electrical
generator (Seiko wristwatch, Kinetic brand, Fig. 5.11) was also examined on a labo-
ratory shaker (voltage from the generator was measured under sinusoidal input waves
from 1 to 5Hz, and varying resistance loads). Results for this experiment are shown
in Fig. 5.12. It can be seen that there is little variation in voltage output under vary-
ing loading, although power transfer is higher for a load matching the coil resistance
(330Ω), from Eq. 4.53. Given the proof mass dimensions (27mm diameter, 4.7 g), the
natural frequency is estimated to be 3.8Hz. This might explain the larger voltages
between 3-5Hz, although this design does not oscillate freely due to cogging torque2.
Frequencies between 3-5Hz produce more than three times the power results obtained
at 2Hz, although acceleration content also increased more than 10 times for this test.
This commercial generator does not seem to be optimized for the ~2Hz range of body
motion for average walking speeds. At 2Hz with acceleration of 120mG the power
output is near 30 µW, while it peaks at 4Hz and 620mG producing 580µW of power.
2Cogging torque is due to the interaction between the permanent magnets of the rotor and the
iron (soft-magnetic material) of the stator .
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Figure 5.10: Instantaneous voltage for the µVPG-0.5 prototype on a laboratory shaker at
5Hz and 12Ω load.
Figure 5.11: Commercial self-winding wristwatch generator (Seiko wristwatch, Kinetic
brand).
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Figure 5.12: Test results from a commercial wristwatch on a laboratory shaker.
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5.3.2 Second Prototype: µVPG-1.0
Since the µVPG-0.5 prototype was tested successfully as an energy generator, a sec-
ond prototype was fabricated in order to determine new design topologies. A complete
circular rotor was selected to double the number of magnets and coils for energy gen-
eration (doubling the induced voltage when compared to the first prototype). One
mm cube magnets were used instead of disk magnets. A soft-magnetic material sheet
was used to facilitate the assembly of the rotor magnets since the 1mm cube mag-
nets repeal each other when placing two in a row for a 2mm radial magnet segment.
Planar coils were fabricated by photolithography to create thinner geometries and
simplify manufacturing, changing the design from several individual coils to one coil.
The diameter was arbitrarily chosen to be 25mm, and one ball bearing set was used
to complete the assembly for a volume of 1.5 cm3 (considering only the rotor, proof
mass and planar coil). The separation between the rotor and stator was required to
be at least 1mm at the widest point to avoid friction between the rotor and the coil
due to rotor tilt. The tilt was produced by torque of the eccentric mass along the
shaft when using a single ball bearing set. A subsequent prototype used dual ball
bearings to avoid this assembly problem.
The µVPG-1.0 prototype, as shown in Fig. 5.7, was also tested on a laboratory
shaker (sinusoidal input, 1-7Hz with 0.5Hz increments, varying load conditions). Fig.
5.14 shows the laboratory shaker setup used with the generator mounted on the second
shaker. Fig. 5.13 shows the induced voltage output results for a L200U05M-1L-
20P1R2x1MM assembly (linear coil ends, 200µm linewidth coil, 18 µm thick copper,
0.5mm nominal radial-wire length, 1-layer coil, 20 pole-pairs, one 25mm diameter
PM ring rotor, and 2x1x1mm magnet sets by using 1mm magnet cubes). The coil
resistance was measured as 3.2Ω. A 2 g proof mass was used for this test providing a
calculated resonant frequency of 2.7Hz for this system. Due to the 0.5Hz frequency
increments, there is an optimal point at 2.5Hz for this generator when the external
frequency matches the resonant frequency of the pendulum arrangement. A sub-
harmonic appears to be present at a frequency of 1.5Hz.
Power output results are presented in Fig. 5.15. Although results are less than
1µW, power output increased twice (to 0.26µW from 0.093µW) while the operating
frequency was reduced in half (to 2.5Hz from 5Hz) with a smaller acceleration (to
150mG from 750mG) when compared to the first prototype. Acceleration increased
almost proportionally with frequency, with two outliers at 2 and 7Hz. The 2Hz test,
although having a higher acceleration content than the 1.5 and 2.5Hz test points
does not seem to have any influence the voltage generation results since the induced
voltage was smaller. At 7Hz the influence is evident; a smaller shaker acceleration
induced a smaller voltage. Power output was the highest for a matching load of 3Ω.
Voltage peaked at 2. 5Hz with 1.8mVrms while it was fairly constant at higher fre-
quencies with a voltage slightly larger than 30% from the peak value. This suggests
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Figure 5.13: Voltage output results for the µVPG-1.0 prototype on a laboratory shaker.
Figure 5.14: Laboratory shaker setup.
the possibility of non-harmonic energy generation at frequencies higher than the res-
onant frequencies with a power generation of 10% of the peak value. The wide peak
shape in the voltage output result plot is indicative of the non-linear behavior of the
system. Since the generator resembles a pendulum, it is a non-linear system when
driven to large amplitude oscillations. In addition, the shape of the resonance curve
becomes distorted (foldover effect). This nonlinear resonance3 produces some effects
that modify the shape of the resonance curves that can explain the wide shape.
5.3.3 Third Prototype: µVPG-1.1
µVPG-1.1 prototype was built with dual ball bearing sets in order to avoid the
shaft tilt observed in the single bearing design. The use of two radial ball bearings
3Elmer, Franz-Josef, Nonlinear Resonance, http://www.elmer.unibas.ch/pendulum/nonres.htm
Retrieved in 2010-06-27.
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Figure 5.15: Power output results for the µVPG-1.0 prototype on a laboratory shaker.
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Figure 5.16: Shaker acceleration in G for the µVPG-1.0 prototype (1G=9.8m/s2).
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(a) A soft-magnetic material can be ob-
served on the rotor under the eccentric
brass mass.
(b) Rotor detail with the 1mm cube mag-
nets placed radially. The ball bearing set
can be observed near the tip of the shaft.
Figure 5.17: µVPG-1.1 prototype photos.
with the eccentric mass placed in between was deemed as a practical solution to
avoid the tilt and place the magnet surface closer to the coil, as shown in Fig. 5.17.
The rotor diameter continued to be 25mm with a 2 g eccentric mass (calculated
resonant frequency of 2.6Hz). A soft-magnetic material sheet was used to facilitate
the assembly of the rotor magnets since the 1mm cube magnets repeal each other
when placing two in a row for a 2mm radial magnet segment (see detail in Fig. 5.17).
Separation between the rotor and stator was 0.5mm.
The µVPG-1.1 prototype was tested on a laboratory shaker (sinusoidal input,
1-6Hz with 0.5Hz increments, varying load conditions). Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19
present the induced voltage for a L200U20M-4L-20P1R2x1MM assembly (linear coil
ends, 200µm linewidth coil, 2mm nominal radial-wire length, 4-layer coil, 20 pole-
pairs, one PM ring rotor, and 2x1x1mm magnet sets by using 1mm magnet cubes).
The coil internal resistance was measured as 15.9Ω.
As with the previous prototype, the 0.5Hz frequency increment provides a max-
imum voltage at 2.5Hz while the resonant frequency was calculated as 2.7Hz. The
coil tested had near twice the radial wire length covered by the magnets for 1.5X
increase in the induced voltage (when compared to the L200U05M coil), and since
a 4-layers were employed instead of one, the increase was estimated to be 6X when
compared to the L200U05M-1L-20P1R2x1MM test from the previous prototype (to
~12mVrms peak from ~2mVrms peak) and found to be ~6X. Power was calculated
to be 2 µW at 2.5Hz for a load of 15Ω, that is near 6X the previous prototype power
peak (0.3µW). Voltage output for frequencies larger than 2.5Hz was higher than 50%
of the peak RMS voltage, while the power generation was slightly higher than 25%
of the peak power.
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Figure 5.18: Voltage output results for the µVPG-1.1 prototype on a laboratory shaker for
varying frequency and loading conditions.
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(c) Shaker acceleration in G
(1G=9.8m/s2).
Figure 5.19: Results for the µVPG-1.1 prototype on a laboratory shaker for a load of 15Ω
with 0.5Hz frequency increments.
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A preliminary test to determine the viability of the design for energy generation
from the human body was performed with the generator placed at several body lo-
cations (knee, hip, abdomen, chest, wrist, and forehead) while free walking along a
hallway. The results are shown in Fig. 5.20. Only open-circuit voltage was measured.
There were three distinct energy generation zones according to the RMS voltage read-
ings: The highest induced voltage location was the knee with 7.4mVrms; the second
was composed by the wrist, elbow, and forehead with induced voltages at 3mVrms;
the third was formed by the chest and abdomen at ~1.5mVrms. The induced voltage
values are found to correlate well with the results from the availability of power from
body motion in Chapter 3.
A test of a planar coil with a smaller linewidth dimension was performed to eval-
uate this prototype and to determine the induced voltage for a coil with double the
amount of radial wires. The L100U20M9T-2L coil was used (linear ends, 100µm
linewidth, 20mm nominal radial length, 9 turns, and 2-layer coil). Results for a vary-
ing load and frequency (0.5-5Hz with 0.5Hz increments, and with 0.1Hz increments
in between 2-3Hz) are presented in Fig. 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23. When compared to
the L200U20M4T-4L coil, the voltage output and power output are essentially the
same, although voltage was slightly larger (14mVrms) since the L100U20M9T-2L coil
had an extra wire turn per layer. Power was slightly smaller since the internal coil
resistance was larger (29Ω), as shown in Fig. 5.22. The shaker acceleration (Fig.
5.23) was similar to the previous test up to 3Hz, it was almost constant with respect
to frequency at higher frequencies. Power output was reduced to near 20% of its peak
value at 3Hz while being close to 10% of the peak value at 5Hz. The natural resonant
frequency was determined to be 2.7Hz with a second peak located at 1.5Hz, which
seems to correspond to a sub-harmonic located near 1.35Hz. Power generation was
found to be larger at frequencies higher than the resonant frequency as compared to
frequencies below it, except at the subharmonic point where it was close to 30% of
the peak value.
The L100U20M9T-2L coil was tested again to determine the nature of the sub-
harmonic behavior. Results for open-circuit voltage with varying frequency (0.5-5Hz
with 0.1Hz increments) are presented in Fig. 5.24. It can be observed that the fre-
quency behavior for this generator gave a natural resonant frequency peak at 2.7Hz,
a first subharmonic at 1.5Hz and a second subharmonic at 1Hz. The acceleration
was maintained fairly constant for this test, although it was the highest for the test
1 at 1Hz, which can explain why this peak is as high as the 1.5Hz peak while it was
smaller in the previous test (Fig. 5.21). Fig. 5.25 shows the power calculated for the
Test 3. Power generation is identical to Fig. 5.22 except that the shaker acceleration
was near 0.12G while in the previous test it was increased to 0.27mG, which explains
the lower voltage and power output results.
Another test was performed with a 10-layer coil to evaluate the voltage gener-
ation with thicker coils. A L200U20M4T-10L coil with 0.5mm thickness was used
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Figure 5.20: Results for the µVPG-1.1 prototype while free walking.
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Figure 5.21: Voltage output results for the µVPG-1.1 prototype on a laboratory shaker for
varying frequency and loading conditions.
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Figure 5.22: Power output results for the µVPG-1.2 prototype on a laboratory shaker.
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Figure 5.23: Shaker acceleration in G for the µVPG-1.1 prototype using the L100U20M9T-
2L coil (1G=9.8m/s2).
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(b) Test 1 shaker acceleration in G
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(c) Open-circuit voltage test 2.
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(d) Test 2 shaker acceleration in G
(1G=9.8m/s2).
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(e) Voltage for test 3.
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(f) Test 3 shaker acceleration in G
(1G=9.8m/s2).
Figure 5.24: µVPG-1.1 prototype using the L100U20M9T-2L coil.
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Figure 5.25: Power output for the test 3 with a load of 28Ω.
(44Ω measured coil resistance). Voltage output was expected to increase 2.5X when
compared to the 4-layer coil, although the increase in coil thickness was expected to
reduce the magnetic flux on the more distant coil layers. Frequency varied from 0.5-
5Hz with 0.1Hz increments, as shown in Fig. 5.26 for the open-circuit and loaded
case. The voltage output peaked at 2.7Hz with 24.5mVrms and 0.3mG of shaker
acceleration.
The nonlinear effects of the large amplitude pendulum oscillations also bring in
another effect, the subharmonic resonance4 . These are additional peaks appearing
at driving frequencies that are fractions of the resonant frequency. Therefore, the
peaks presented at 1.5Hz, 1Hz, 0.8Hz, which seem to correspond to the frequencies
1/2ωn, 1/3ωn, and 1/4ωn, where ωn is the resonant frequency of the generator, seem
to be a product of the superharmonic resonance. Voltage output increase 2.1X rather
than 2.5X when compared to L200U20M4T-4L coil results, the difference is due to
the increased coil thickness that produces a reduced voltage on the more distant coil-
layers. Fig. 5.27 shows the power calculated. A peak power of 3.45 µW at 2.7Hz and
a second peak of 1µW (30% from the peak value of 34.5µW) at 1Hz was found. Power
produced for frequencies larger than 2.7Hz was larger than 0.5µW for frequencies up
to 4.6Hz.
4The term is known as superharmonic resonance, but here it is described as subharmonic since
subharmonic frequencies are involved, and also to avoid the confusion with the word superharmon-
ics. The resonance with one of the higher harmonics is called superharmonic resonance when the
driving frequency is a fraction of the resonant frequency. Since nonlinear oscillators do not oscillate
sinusoidally, the final oscillation is a sum of harmonic oscillations with frequencies that are integer
multiples of the resonant frequency. This is explained by the Fourier series where a periodic function
can be represented by the (infinite) sum of sines and cosines functions.
Elmer, Franz-Josef, Nonlinear Resonance, http://www.elmer.unibas.ch/pendulum/nonres.htm
Retrieved in 2010-06-27
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(b) Shaker acceleration in G for the open-
circuit voltage test (1G=9.8m/s2).
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(c) Loaded circuit.
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(d) Shaker acceleration in G for the loaded
test (1G=9.8m/s2).
Figure 5.26: Voltage output results for the µVPG-1.1 prototype on a laboratory shaker for
the L200U20M4T-10L coil with varying frequency and a 44Ω load.
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Figure 5.27: Power output results for the µVPG-1.1 prototype on a laboratory shaker for
the L200U20M4T-10L coil with varying frequency and a 44Ω load.
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(a) A brass vee jewel assembly (the brass
screw on the shaft) for adjustment can be
observed on the prototype.
(b) Prototype components including ro-
tors with different mass and two different
coils.
Figure 5.28: µVPG-1.2 prototype photo.
5.3.4 Fourth Prototype: µVPG-1.2
The prototype µVPG-1.2 was built to test the jewel bearings as opposed to the ball
bearing sets. Jewel bearings are used in the wristwatch industry and in sensitive
measuring equipment for their low friction, with friction coefficients as low as 0.10-
0.15 for steel on sapphire5. The watch industry has used them for more than a century
for low-load and low-speed applications, and they are also considered as maintenance-
free bearings in precision mechanisms. Preliminary tests showed that the oscillation
time was least twice what it was when compared to the previous prototype under the
same conditions. This prototype is shown in Fig. 5.28.
This prototype was tested for suitability of energy generation from body motion.
A preliminary test was performed using a L200U20M4T-2L coil at two body locations,
hip and ankle. Results are presented in Fig. 5.29 for a coil with a measured internal
resistance of 10Ω and an external load of 10Ω. RMS voltage output was found to be
slightly larger than the previous walking test, although only a 2-layer coil was used.
Power output was calculated to be 1.5µW at the hip location while free walking and
2.3µW at the ankle location. A larger number of coil layers, larger magnet area,
and larger number of wires per coil (with reduced wire linewidth) should increase the
induced voltage and the power generated in future prototypes.
5http://www.birdprecision.com/PDFs/jewelbearings.pdf, Retrieved in 2010-06-27.
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(a) Instantaneous voltage output at the
hip. Average voltage was 8.3mV.
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(b) Instantaneous power output at the hip.
Average power was 1.5 µW.
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(c) Instantaneous voltage output at the an-
kle. Average voltage was 10.4mV.
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(d) Instantaneous power output at the an-
kle. Average power was 2.3 µW.
Figure 5.29: µVPG-1.2 prototype results while free walking.
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5.3.5 Fifth Prototype: µVPG-1.3
After evaluating the increase in induced voltage due to increasing wire length and
number of turns per coil, a fifth prototype with larger magnets was examined. Dis-
crete 5.1x1.1x1.1mm magnets as opposed to the 2x1x1mm previous magnets should
provide better area coverage resulting in a higher induced voltage. A coil with 2mm
nominal radial length had wires that measured 3.1mm whereas the previous proto-
type’s rotor arrangement only provided a radial coverage of 2mm in length. The new
rotor was expected to provide at least a 50% increase in the induced voltage.
A free walking test with the generator placed on several body locations (ankle,
knee, hip, wrist, and elbow) for 10 seconds was performed. A L200U20M4T-2L coil
and a single rotor, 1.6 g proof mass, and 20 pole-pairs with 5x1mm individual magnets
(20P1R5X1MM) finalized the generator components. These results are presented in
Fig. 5.30. The locations with higher energetic figure of merit, σω, presented the
highest induced voltages. The leg locations presented the higher induced voltages
(the ankle being the highest, and the hip the lowest), while the arm locations (with
the elbow being the highest) were second. The induced voltage from the wrist location
during free walking was the smallest, and this seems to indicate that this topology
is not the best design for this location, although, if forcibly shaken, induced voltage
can surpass the ankle result.
Power output results from the Fig. 5.31 indicate at least a 50% increase in power
generated was obtained when compared to Fig. 5.29 for the previous prototype. For
example, the power output was as high as 3.9 µW for the ankle (from 2.3 µW for Fig.
5.29). Therefore, further prototypes with a planar coil having larger radial dimensions
and/or dual-rotors for increased flux density and higher proof-mass should produce
a higher power output.
5.3.6 Sixth Prototype: µVPG-1.4
Fig. 5.32 shows the µVPG-1.4 prototype built with a generator volume of 2 cm3 (the
volume of the stator and rotor without the casing) and with two rotors to increase
the magnetic flux (as indicated by the results from Section 4.3.1 on page 69). Twenty
PM pole-pairs for the rotor assembly were made of discrete NdFeB magnet pieces
(1.1x1.1x5.1mm) inserted radially in a slotted 25mm CNC machined PMMA disk.
Two eccentric proof masses (1.6 g each, made of brass) were added to the two-rotor
assembly. Two PMMA casing structures were fabricated with a cavity for the gener-
ator parts. This prototype was assembled by placing a planar coil in between the two
rotors (1mm gap separation) using an alignment fixture. Jewel bearings were used
to provide low-friction rotor support. Coil resistance for each layer was calculated
as 4.4Ω (200µm linewidth), but measured as 4.9Ω. The difference is explained by
copper undercutting while etching as evidenced by micrograph analysis, as shown in
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(a) Voltage output at the ankle.
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(b) Voltage output at the knee.
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(c) Voltage output at the hip.
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(d) Voltage output at the elbow.
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(e) Voltage output at the wrist.
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(f) Voltage output at the wrist while
hand shaking.
Figure 5.30: Open-circuit results for the µV PG− 1.3 prototype while free walking.
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(a) Voltage output at the ankle.
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(b) Voltage output at the knee.
Figure 5.31: µV PG− 1.3 prototype generation results with a 10Ω load while free walking.
Figure 5.32: µVPG-1.4 prototype photo (L200U20M4T-2L-20P2R5X1MM).
Fig. 5.33. On average, the nominal 200µm linewidth was reduced to around 180µm,
while the nominal spacing increased to 120µm from 100µm for this design.
This prototype was tested on the body locations described in Fig. 3.5 on page 37:
ankle, knee, hip, chest, wrist, elbow, upper arm (named shoulder for simplicity),
side of the head, and back of the head of one individual. In order to provide a
better comparison platform, the tests were performed on a motor-driven treadmill
(Stairmaster 2100 Treadmill) at several walking speeds 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5
and 4.0mph (0.45, 0.67, 0.89, 1.12, 1.34, 1.56, 1.79m/s). The DATAQ DI-710-ULS
wearable sensor platform, described in the Section 3.4.1 on page 36, was used to record
the waveforms. A L200U20M4T-4L (linear end, 200 µm linewidth, 20mm nominal
radial length, 4 turns, and 4-layers) coil with internal resistance of 20Ω was used.
Generated voltage measurements were recorded for periods of 60 seconds for each
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Figure 5.33: Micrograph analysis for a L200U20M4T coil, 5X magnification.
treadmill speed for a matching load of 20Ω. The device was encased in a custom-
made package which was strapped to the body.
Results are presented in Fig. 5.34 and Fig. 5.35. The results exhibit three
distinct zones for energy generation (high, medium, and low energy zones). The high
energy zone is composed by the ankle and knee locations; the medium energy region
is made at the hip, chest, elbow, and shoulder locations; while the low energy part is
constituted at the wrist, side of the head, and back of the head. At walking speeds
between 1mph to 4mph the voltage varied from 1 to 10mV for the lower region, and
ranged from 10 to 50mV for the medium zone, and from 40 to 100mV for the upper
region.
Fig. 5.35 includes a shaded area describing the average walking speeds for younger
(14-64 years old) and older (more than 65 years old) pedestrians for establishing
further comparisons. At the evaluated walking speeds (1mph to 4mph) the generated
power ranged from 0.01 to 1 µW for the less energetic region (wrist, side of the head,
and back of the head), and varied from 1 to 20µW for the medium energy zone (hip,
chest, elbow, and shoulder), and from 20 to 100µW for the highest generating region
(ankle and knee). A maximum power of 234µW (137mVrms) was obtained when
walking at 3mph (1.34m/s) with the generator placed vertically on the ankle (for
a power density of 117 µW/cm3). Fig. 5.36 shows the results for the ankle location
with 382mV peak and 1.84mW peak,
Power generation for the average walking speeds is summarized in Table 5.2. It
can be observed that the tested generator produced between 100-200µW of power
at the ankle location, from 50-70 µW at the knee, from 4-20 at the hip, ~2µW at
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Figure 5.34: RMS voltage output results for the treadmill test of the µVPG-1.4 prototype.
the chest, ~0.3µW at the wrist, 2-20µW at the elbow, ~2µW at the upper arm
(shoulder), ~0.1 µW at the side of the head, and 0.4 at the back of the head. Upper
body locations produced power on the order of 1µW, except the elbow that can
produce up to 20 µW. Leg locations were able to produce up to 200X higher values.
As expected from the energetic figure of merit analysis from Chapter 3, the more
energetic the location, the more power produced. This explains why the lower limbs
(ankle being first and knee being second) produced a larger amount of power in
comparison to the upper body. The lower than expected power output at the wrist
location might be due to the generator orientation. On most body locations the
generator was placed vertically without much deviation from a vertical-plane and
aligned to the sagittal or frontal plane as described in Fig. 3.5 on page 37, but this
orientation could not be maintained on the wrist while walking. This in turn, reduced
the generator proof-mass movement decreasing the power generation. This seems to
confirm that this kind of topology is not adequate for the wrist location because it
is highly dependent on its orientation being as parallel as possible to the sagittal or
frontal planes.
5.3.7 Seventh Prototype: µVPG-1.5
The results in Fig. 5.35, indicate that optimized generators should be able to generate
a larger amount of power than has been found in the above examples. Therefore,
µVPG-1.5 prototypes were built with a coil with a larger radial dimension, 5.1mm,
matching the length of the commercial magnets. A new coil, termed as L200U51M4T
(linear ends, 200µm linewidth, 5.1mm radial length, 4 turns) was fabricated. Fig.
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Figure 5.35: Power output results for the treadmill test of the µVPG-1.4 prototype.
Darker-shaded region is for older pedestrians walking speeds (0.97-1.3m/s), while the lighter-
shaded area is for younger pedestrian walking speeds (1.3-1.5m/s). Average walking speeds
of older and younger pedestrians from [56].
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Figure 5.36: Results for the generator located at the ankle while walking at 3mph.
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Table 5.2: Power generation from Fig. 5.35 for the average walking speeds.
Body Older pedestrian(0.97-1.3m/s)
Younger pedestrians
(1.3-1.5m/s)
Location Power generation (µW) Power generation (µW)
Ankle 110-200 200-180
Knee 50-60 60-70
Hip 4-5 5-20
Chest 3-2 2-1.5
Wrist 0.09-0.3 0.3-0.5
Elbow 3-2 2-20
Shoulder 4-2 2-1
Side of the Head 0.08 0.08-0.2
Back of the Head 0.4 0.4
5.37 and Fig. 5.38 show the results from free walking using a 100µm thick 2-layer
coil with the generator at several body locations. Induced voltages were as high as
39.8mVrms (152.5mV peak) for the ankle location and 30.5mVrms (100.2mV peak)
for the knee location. The hip and chest produced similar results with ~13.5mVrms
(~76mV peak), elbow and shoulder also generated similar voltages with ~20mVrms
(~75mV peak), and finally the wrist and side of the head were found to provide
similar results too, ~4mVrms (~25mV peak). If a 10-layer 100µm linewidth coil is
used under these conditions, the induced voltages should increase around 10 times.
Therefore, the leg locations could provide more than 300mVrms (>1V peak), hip
and chest could provide more than 100mVrms (>700mV peak), elbow and shoulder
could generated ~200mVrms (>700mV peak), while the head and wrist could provide
~40mVrms (>250mV peak). This makes the leg and arm locations (except the wrist)
potential candidates for generators that could provide a DC voltage via semiconductor
rectification with Schottky diodes since their threshold voltages are on the order of
200mV.
5.4 Summary
Fabrication
• Multiple layer coils were fabricated by photolithography from commercial copper-
clad polyimide film. Coils were stacked and bonded with cyanoacrylate to man-
ufacture multi-layer assemblies. Two-layer coils were as thin as 80 µm thick
while a 10-layer coil was up to 430 µm thick (18µm thick copper and 20 µm
thick polyimide).
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(b) Open-circuit voltage results at the
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(c) Open-circuit voltage results at the hip.
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Figure 5.37: Free walking results for the µVPG-1.5 prototype at the leg and chest locations.
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(b) Open-circuit voltage results at the up-
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(c) Open-circuit voltage results at the side
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Figure 5.38: Free walking results for the µVPG-1.5 prototype at upper body locations.
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• The rotors and the packaging were machined from PMMA and/or polycarbon-
ate using CNC milling processes. Commercially available prismatic magnets
were used for the rotor assembly; brass was used for the proof mass while jewel
bearings completed the assembly.
Prototypes
• µV PG−0.5: Tested for proof of concept using two semicircular rotor discs with
disc magnets and wire-wound coils. Higher power output was found near the
resonant frequency using a matching load on a laboratory shaker test (0.09µW
at 5Hz).
• µV PG−1.0: A single layer planar coil (1.3mm radial wire length), single rotor
(20 pole-pairs and 2x1x1mm magnets), and single ball bearing design achieved
0.3µW of power on a laboratory shaker near its resonant frequency (2.5Hz).
The design was found to require an additional ball bearing to avoid an observed
shaft tilt.
• µV PG − 1.1: This prototyped used two ball bearing sets as suggested by the
previous design A 6X increase in power output was found for this design when
compared against the previous prototype (up to 2µW employing 1.5X larger
radial wires and a 4-layer coil, 3.3mm radial wire length).
• µV PG−1.2: This design used jewel bearings for reduced friction when compared
to ball bearings. A 2-layer coil prototype produced 1.5 µW at the hip location
and 2.3 µW at the ankle location when tested while free walking.
• µV PG− 1.3: This prototype used 5.1x1.1x1.1mm permanent magnets. Radial
wire length coverage by the new magnets increased to 3.3mm from 2mm, for
a calculated 50% increase in induced voltage. A 2-layer coil test at the ankle
location provided 3.9µW when free walking.
• µV PG−1.4: This design used two permanent magnet rings with a 4-layer planar
coil placed in between. At the average walking speed of 1.3m/s (~3mph) power
was found to be as high as 200 µW at the ankle, 60 µW at the knee, 5 µW at the
hip, 2 µW at the chest, 0.3µW at the wrist, 2µW at the elbow and shoulder,
0.08µW at the side of the head, and 0.4µW at the back of the head.
• µV PG−1.5: This prototype was tested with a 2-layer planar coil having 5.1mm
radial length wires. Voltage peaks as high as 152mV were obtained when free
walking with the device placed at the ankle location, and 100mV at the knee
location.
Next chapter will evaluate the results from the prototype testing and compare them
to the modeling analysis from Chapter 4.
Chapter 6
Discussion of Results
Power generation for this generator topology was found to be proportional to the
square of the induced voltage, and the induced voltage was described to be pro-
portional to the kinematics (angular velocity), the magnetic field, and the geom-
etry/configuration (the number of pole-pairs, the number of wires, and the radial
wire length) in the theoretical analysis of our electromagnetic generator design. The
experimental evaluation of these parameters and its relationship to the theory and
models in Chapter 4 is discussed in this section.
6.1 Model and Experiment Comparison
Due to the complexity of the pendulum design kinematics, the modeling and ex-
perimental comparisons were made for a proof mass released at a known angle and
followed until the oscillations were damped out for the generator placed vertically.
This approach provided useful information about the relationship between the gen-
erator geometry and its kinematics.
Fig. 6.1 compares the model and the experimental results for a proof mass re-
leased from a 45◦ angle (Fig. 6.2 shows an enlarged detail) while Fig. 6.3 presents
the results from an initial amplitude of 90◦ (Fig. 6.4 shows an enlarged detail). The
induced voltage follows the model given in Eq. 4.16 (on page 68), where it is pro-
portional to the generator angular velocity (kinematics), magnetic flux intensity, and
coil configuration/geometry (number of pole-pairs, number or layer and radial wire
dimensions). The model was elaborated for the L200U20M4T-4L coil, with 20 pole-
pairs, 0.2T of magnetic field intensity (from FEA analysis), and a damping factor ζ=
0.035.
It can be seen from Figures 6.1 and 6.2 that the simulated voltage waveform
describes well the experimental results, although the estimated voltage was 27% larger
than the measured value which led to a theoretical calculated power output 60%
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larger. For the 90◦ test, the expected voltage was 31% larger than the recorded value,
leading to a 72% higher power output.
It can also be observed in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.3 that the modeled signal takes
longer to decay than the experimental data. One can hypothesize that this difference
could be due to air damping, bearing friction, and electromagnetic damping, all of
which were not included in the model. This explains the larger calculated RMS
voltage (and larger power output) from the simulation when compared to the test
results. The different rate of decay between the experimental results and the model
can be explained by an increase in friction between the rotors and stator due to slight
misalignment of the generator components while performing the test. Therefore,
a model that includes this friction should account for a better simulation, but, of
course, the best solution would be to minimize this friction by better alignment of
the generator components. Further, friction from air damping can be minimized by
packaging the generator in vacuum.
Since this test was performed for an initial amplitude of 45◦, there is less than 4%
deviation in the pendulum period. The model assumes a constant period while the
actual period is varying, as discussed in Chapter 4 (page 63). This variation can be
better appreciated when the proof mass is released with a larger initial amplitude, as
shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, for an initial amplitude of 90◦. Fig. 6.4clearly presents
this frequency shift.
The model is also found to describe the beating due to the interference of the
oscillating pendulum frequency and the induced voltage frequency resulting from the
20 pole-pairs count (for a 360◦ generator rotation there are 20 voltage peaks due
to the 20 pole-pairs). Thus, for smaller pendulum amplitudes there are a smaller
number of these voltage peaks. This is more clearly depicted in Fig. 6.2. The slight
mismatch variations between the model and the test are thought to be due to the
varying period and to initial misalignments (the initial angle not being exactly 45◦ or
90◦; and the proof mass being released from an angle that does not necessarily made
the permanent magnet pole-pair position coincide with a coil pole-pair placement).
6.1.1 Kinematics
One of the prototypes (µVPG-1.4 ) was also tested in order to compare the experi-
mental results with the large amplitude nonlinear pendulum model. To evaluate this,
a recording with a high speed camera (Fastcam APX RS with Photron software)
was made using a 60mm lens at 1000 frames per second (FPS) and shutter speed of
1/1000 s. The prototype was assembled without a planar coil (to determine the me-
chanical damping) and released at a 90◦ angle. MATLAB was used for the processing
of the recorded images. The nonlinear pendulum model from Eq. 6.1 (on page 133)
was used to compare the results but using ω20sin(θ) as the restoring term leading to
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Figure 6.1: Comparison for a proof mass released at 45◦ (µVPG-1.3, L200U20M4T-4L-
20P2R1X5MM) with the developed model.
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Figure 6.2: Detail of the comparison for a proof mass released at 45◦ (µVPG-1.3,
L200U20M4T-4L-20P2R1X5MM) with the developed model.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison for a proof mass released at 90◦ (µVPG-1.3, L200U20M4T-4L-
20P2R1X5MM) with the developed model.
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Figure 6.4: Detail of the comparison for a proof mass released at 90◦ (µVPG-1.3,
L200U20M4T-4L-20P2R1X5MM) with the developed model.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of variable vs. constant frequency for a proof mass released at
90◦.
d2θ
dt2
+ a
∣∣∣∣∣dθdt
∣∣∣∣∣ dθdt + bdθdt + c sign
(
dθ
dt
)
+ ω20sin(θ) (6.1)
which needs to be evaluated by numerical methods in order to determine the angular
displacement as a function of time.
The experimental results are presented with the best model match from Eq. 6.1 in
Fig. 6.6a. Other than the mentioned artifacts the experimental results seem to follow
the model well. Although the frequency is not perfectly matched, the damping coef-
ficients found in the experiment do not accurately match the predicted displacement.
The data showed up to an 11% difference between the model and the experimental
results (the model being smaller). This might suggest that the damping coefficients
vary with amplitude rather than being constant for this generator design. Based on
the description provided in Section 4.3.2, the coefficient a is associated with turbulent
air damping, b with viscous damping and c with bearing friction. The modeling then
indicates a high dry friction damping coefficient with turbulent and viscous damping
contributions to a lesser extent.
A simplified analysis was performed using Eq. 4.26 (on page 75) for a damped
harmonic oscillator, as shown in Fig. 6.6b (with a constant damping ratio). Although
this model has a constant frequency (the output waveforms do not match) the match-
ing of the output displacement is slightly better than the nonlinear pendulum model
(up to 7% difference between the model and the experimental data, with the model
being smaller). Therefore, the simplified model of the harmonic oscillator can be used
to describe the kinematics of the large amplitude pendulum model.
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(a) Comparison of the pendulum oscillations from a proof mass released at a 90◦ angle and the large
amplitude nonlinear pendulum model. The experimental results show some artifacts (sharp peaks) due
to the image processing algorithm used.
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(b) Comparison of the pendulum oscillations from a proof mass released at a 90◦ angle and the harmonic
oscillator model. The experimental results show some artifacts (sharp peaks) due to the image processing
algorithm used.
Figure 6.6: Pendulum oscillations from a proof mass released at a 90◦ angle compared
against the nonlinear pendulum and the harmonic oscillator model.
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6.1.2 Magnetic Field
Several tests were performed to evaluate the average magnetic field for the fabricated
coils. A vertical milling machine was used to provide a constant speed source and
adjustable vertical distance.
The induced voltage was found to be proportional to the rotational speed, as
expected from Eq. 4.16 (on page 68), indicating a constant magnetic field. Since the
L200U20M4T coil had 18% longer radial wires when compared to the L200U15M4T
coil, then according to the Eq. 4.16 the induced voltage should be 18% larger, as
shown in the comparison between Figures 6.7a and 6.7b. The comparison of the
magnetic flux distribution for Figures 6.7a and 6.7b was found to differ by 7%. This
variation might be due to inaccuracies while setting the initial air gap separation.
The error bars show up to a 17% variation on the calculated magnetic flux values.
This larger variation could be due to vertical movement of the planar coil due to
aerodynamic effects (possibly by pressure difference resulting in an upwards lift force
from the rotor moving at high speeds over the coil) since the planar coil was not held
in place at the center region (it was secured with tape at the periphery).
Fig 6.8 presents the results for a 4-layer and a 6-layer coil design. Each 2-layer coil
set had an average thickness of 100 µm, the two sets of 2-layer coil (4-layer set) were
thicker than 200µm, while the three sets of 2-layer coils (6-layer set) were thicker
than 300µm (the increase in thickness was due to the tape used to hold them in
place). Since every 2-layer set had a thickness of 100 µm, the second set for the
4-layer arrangement received a smaller magnetic field, while the third set being the
most distant had the least strong magnetic field. It was calculated that the second
set of the 4-layer coil test had 15% less induced voltage than the set closest to the
magnets, and the third set for the 6-layer coil test produced 15% less voltage than
the previous coil set. This corresponds to a set of coils spaced farther apart than the
suggested 300µm assumption, near the 400µm for the third coil set of the 6-layer coil
test. Therefore, separation distance between coil layers must be kept at a minimum
to induce a larger voltage.
Another coil was evaluated and compared against the previous results. A 6-layer
(TC200U51M4T-6L) coil with 5.1mm radial length and a total thickness of 250 µm
was tested. The average magnetic field was calculated for the 6-layer coil using Eq.
4.17 (on page 68), the results are presented in Fig. 6.9. Since the coil thickness was
250µm, there is little variation between the magnetic flux from the bottom-most and
top-most layer and thus the calculated magnetic field was similar to that presented
in Fig. 6.7. This indicates that Eq. 4.17 can be used to calculate the induced voltage
(induced voltage is proportional to radial wire length and generator geometry) when
the angular velocity is known.
In addition, the radial wire length for the TC200U51M4T coil is 54% longer than
the L200U20M4T coil for a 54% increase in the induced voltage (measured as 45%).
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This increment can be observed when comparing the results for the 6-layer coil tests
from Fig. 6.8b for the L200U20M4T-6L test and the Fig. 6.9 for the TC200U51M4T-
6L coil. This 9% in difference (to 45% from 54%) can be partially due to inaccuracies
while setting the initial air gap separation for both tests, and possibly by the previ-
ously commented aerodynamic effects.
The magnetic field at a gap distance of 500µm was found to be near 0.2T, which
is similar to the results presented from the finite element model (0.19T) in Section
4.3.1 (on page 69). Although these results were calculated for 5.1x1.1x1.1mm per-
manent magnets, it verified the magnetic field solution for a single rotor with similar
configuration.
6.1.3 Q factor
The quality factor or Q factor is the dimensionless parameter that describes the ratio
of the stored energy to the energy dissipated in one cycle (or the ratio of proof mass
displacement to external displacement). It can be determined by the ratio of resonant
frequency to the bandwidth at half the energy level (described in Fig. 6.10) as
Q = f0∆f (6.2)
or by the evaluation of the parameters from Eq. 3.13 (Q = 1/(2ζ)).
From the results in Fig. 6.6b, ζm = 0.005 (subscript m for mechanical) represents a
Q factor of 100 for the generator without a planar coil or by dry friction damping. For
instance, the Q factor of a high precision mechanical clock is larger than 10,000 and
between 100 and 300 for standard mechanical wristwatches1. Thus, the Q factor of the
generator without electromagnetic damping is on the order of those from mechanical
wristwatches.
The model presented in Fig. 6.3 was based on the harmonic oscillator from Eq.
4.26 with a total damping factor (ζt) of 0.035 (from Fig. 4.14a). Therefore, the
electromagnetic damping factor for this system is estimated to be ζe = 0.030 (ζt =
ζe + ζm) for an overall Q factor of 14.
Following the definition of Eq. 3.15 (on page 33) and evaluating its last term leads
to the electrical Q factor term (Qe) of
Qe =
ζe
2(ζm + ζe)
(6.3)
From the previous results, this Qe is found to be 0.4. Then, when replacing this
term into the expression from Eq. 3.20 (on page 35) leads to
1http://www.orologeria.com/english/magazine/magazine004.html, Retrieved 2010 07 20
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(a) L200U15M4T-2L coil at constant speed test. Nominal radial length is 1.5mm
(2.8mm actual radial length). Error bars represent one standard deviation.
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(b) L200U20M4T-2L coil at constant speed tests. Nominal radial length is 2.0mm
(3.3mm actual radial length). Error bars represent one standard deviation.
Figure 6.7: Coil evaluation at constant speeds for two different wire lengths.
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(a) L200U20M4T-4L coil at constant speed
tests.
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(b) L200U20M4T-6L coil at constant speed
tests.
Figure 6.8: Coil evaluation at constant speeds for four and six layer stacks.
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Figure 6.9: Coil evaluation at constant speeds for a 6-layer coil (TC200U51M4T-6L coil).
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Figure 6.10: Energy versus frequency plot.
Pmaxgen ' 18mσω (6.4)
Equation 6.4 refers to the maximum electrical power that this generator can pro-
duce under optimal conditions. This Q factor was obtained from a system released
from an angle until the oscillations were completely damped. Different conditions
provide different Q factors. For instance, the evaluation of the Q factor from a sinu-
soidal input source at a constant frequency (laboratory shaker test) using Eq. 6.2 in
Figures 5.15, 5.19, 5.22, 5.25, and 5.27 reveals Q factors from 3.5 to 7.
Using this generator design at frequencies different than the resonant frequencies
would result in lower power generation. From Fig. 5.27, the operation of the prototype
at a frequency of 1.9Hz produces approximately 5% of the peak power. The 1.9Hz
frequency was chosen since it is associated with average walking speeds as described
on in previous chapters. However, the frequency components of body motion cover a
wide band as shown in Fig. 6.11, and will vary from individual to individual and will
vary as the activity (such as walking speed) varies. This figure shows the FFT analysis
from the acceleration results (forward axis) at the ankle on the treadmill test at
several walking speeds (1-4mph). Because of this, a generator with a larger frequency
bandwidth (or a smaller Q factor) could harness more energy from different gait
frequencies, rather than a generator optimized for a single narrow band of frequencies
based on average gait.
Considering that the actual generator topology is highly dependent on the gener-
ator resonant frequency (or its high Q factor) a design with a broad frequency range
(or smaller Q factor) would be desirable since its power generation will not be highly
dependent on a specific frequency. Generator topologies such as the commercial self-
winding wristwatch studied (Kinetic brand from Seiko wristwatches) provide useful
information. Applying the Eq. 6.2 to the experimental results presented in Fig. 5.12
(on page 105) reveals a Q factor of ~2. This topology provides a relatively high
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Figure 6.11: FFT analysis of the acceleration (forward axis) at the ankle location while
walking (1-4 mph).
power output for frequencies from 3 to 5Hz, with a peak near 4Hz, but with power
generation being less than 10% of the peak at frequencies below 2Hz.
When comparing the Q factors of the fabricated prototypes against the self-
winding wristwatch design, it is evident that a small Q factor is preferable over a
larger Q factor because of the larger frequency bandwidth. Although a relatively
large Q factor means a higher power output near its resonant frequency, a broader
frequency input would include most body motion activities. Then a Q factor near 2
would generate energy more uniformly over a larger frequency bandwidth as observed
from the self-winding wristwatch generator. Since the proposed prototype is based on
a pendulum mechanism it has a relatively high Q factor (~100 without electromag-
netic damping and 3.5-7 with electromagnetic damping), then generator topologies
such as the self-winding wristwatch could be useful. The relatively low Q factor of
the self-winding wristwatch could be due to the cogging torque between the perma-
nent magnet on the rotor and the iron on the stator. Further investigation would be
required to determine the low Q factor parameters for this design.
6.1.4 Power Loss by Eddy Currents
Based on the analytical model presented in Eq. 4.54 on page 85 (on page 4.54), the
eddy current losses were evaluated for a round conductor with an identical area as
the rectangular cross-section area coil wires. The electrical frequency was calculated
by multiplying the device’s resonant frequency (3Hz was used for simplicity) by the
number of pole-pairs (20). Table 6.1 shows the parameters used while Table 6.2 shows
the calculated results. Only the steady-state case (constant speed) was considered,
but actual results can be different since angular velocity on a pendular-design is not
constant. It is evident that the eddy current losses are significant, up to 5.6µW for
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Table 6.1: Eddy current loss parameters.
Parameter Value
Wire Length (mm) 2, 5
Wire Linewidth (µm) 100, 200
Equivalent diameter (µm) 48, 68
Peak Magnetic Field (T) 0.2
Electrical Frequency (Hz) 60
Copper Resistivity (Ωm) 1.68× 10−8
Table 6.2: Eddy current loss for various coil configurations at constant rotational speed.
Coil Eddy Current Loss (µW)
Condition 2-layer coil 10-layer coil
2mm wire and 100 µm linewidth 0.22 1.1
2mm wire and 200 µm linewidth 0.45 2.2
5mm wire and 100 µm linewidth 0.56 2.8
5mm wire and 200 µm linewidth 1.12 5.6
a 10-layer coil. However, as mentioned in the section 4.3.4 (on page 84), the eddy
current loss can have a larger component than Eq. 4.54 predicts and the actual loss
can be as high as twice the ideal model values summarized in Table 6.2. In the case
of the µVPG-1.4 prototype placed on the ankle (walking on the treadmill), an eddy
current loss of 2 µW for a L200U20M4T-2L coil from a maximum of 234 µW represents
a 1% loss (for an ideal model at constant rotational speed). Since power generation
is proportional to the rotational speed, then eddy current losses are expected to be
proportional as well and be a small fraction of the generated power. In this case,
the modeling of an oscillating pendulum (a varying rotational speed model) would
provide different results under more realistic conditions
.
6.1.5 Summary
The induced voltage for this generator topology was found to be proportional to the
kinematics (angular speed), the magnetic field, and the generator configuration (the
number of wires, and the radial wire length). This is summarized as:
• Kinematics: The modeling of the kinematics from 4 was found to describe
well the pendular movement for a proof mass released at a known angle. The
nonlinear pendulum model described the varying frequency for a large amplitude
pendulum model, while the damped harmonic oscillator model provided a simple
description. Both models were found to match the experimental results.
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• Magnetic field: The FEA analysis from Chapter 4 described a magnetic field
of ~0.2T at a distance of 0.5mm over the magnet surface (20 pole-pairs, single
rotor design). The experimental evaluation of a 20 pole-pair single rotor at a
distance of 0.5mm was also found to be ~0.2T. Thus, FEA modeling can be
used to determine the magnetic field of more complex geometries.
• Generator configuration: The magnetic field evaluation testing also compared
the induced voltage for several numbers of coil layers, and two different radial
wire lengths. It was found that the induced voltage was proportional to the
number of stacked layers of coils. The induced voltage was also found to be
proportional to the radial wire length over the range of 1.3mm to 3.3mm.
6.2 Evaluation
Chapter 3 described that the available power density for the ankle location was close
to 30mW/cm3 during walking at 3mph, yet only 234µW was produced when actual
measurements were made. Using the power density definition from Eq. 3.21 (on
page 35), the power density reached was 468µW/cm3 (0.5 cm3 proof mass volume) or
approximately 0.5mW/cm3. This is ~60X smaller than the theoretical limit, assuming
a sinusoidal driven input motion.
In addition, the theoretical limit was calculated assuming a Q factor of one and
with a design with a resonant frequency equal to the driving frequency. However, the
tested prototype had a resonant frequency other than the gait frequency. Considering
that body motion has a relatively broad frequency spectrum, energy harvesting from
body activities would benefit from designs that produce energy under a relatively
broad bandwidth (small Q factors).
A Q factor of 1, in the case of a linear generator, means that if the external motion
source moves 1 m the generator’s proof mass moves 1m as well which is challenging
for a small generator design. The theoretical limit will be smaller depending on the
achievable Q factor for this kind of topology. When the generator was evaluated
under a sinusoidal input waveform on a laboratory shaker the Q factor was found
to be relatively high (>4). Relatively high Q factors make energy harvesters better
suited for fixed frequencies, while body motion energy harvesters would benefit from
lower Q factors.
Sasaki et al. [109] described a similar mechanism based on the Seiko wristwatch.
The energy generation process was described as being produced by oscillatory or
swinging motion, by transient rotation due to wristwatch posture change, and by self-
excited rotation (the self-excited rotation mode happens when the rotor continues to
rotate due to an initial impulse). It was suggested that the primary mode for energy
generation in this wristwatch type was due to postural change rather than by the
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inertial forces of the arm’s motion. This can explain the reduced power output when
this wristwatch mechanism was used in places different than the wrist, as noted by
Gorge et al [41] when positioned on the chest.
Sasaki et al. [109] also described that the power output for this wristwatch mech-
anism can be up to 10 times larger when the rotations are maintained by means of
self-excited rotations. This also seems to partially answer the increased power output
when forcibly shaken as mentioned by Paradiso and Starner [87]. This self-excited
rotation seems to explain the power peak presented in Fig. 5.36 near the 25 s mark,
where the power output was twice the average peak magnitude. Therefore, in design-
ing a device with the parameters from Eq. 2.4 on page 13, at least twice the average
power output can be expected as evidenced by the self-excited rotations in Fig. 5.36.
6.3 Challenges
There are limitations that challenge energy scavenging at small scales such as the
energy generation efficiency, energy density, rectification, energy storage and man-
agement, manufacturing, longevity, and packaging. A summary of these challenges
is discussed to highlight some of the difficulties that need to be resolved in the near
future for energy harvesting to be a practical energy source for portable, embedded,
or implantable applications.
6.3.1 Power Generation and Efficiency
Energy generation from inertial approaches at smaller scales faces limitations due to
the reduced mass sizes because power is directly proportional to mass. For example,
a proof mass with a volume of 1mm3, according to the Fig. 3.4, has a maximum
available power of 1µW (volumetric power density of 1mW/cm3) for a generator at-
tached to a walking person. Yet, only a few reported devices are close to that figure of
the volumetric power density. Hence, generator size, placement, and power require-
ments must be evaluated. Parallel-plate electrostatic generators need to have air-gap
displacements between 0.5 and hundreds of µm in order to generate power compara-
ble to electromagnetic or piezoelectric devices, as estimated by Roundy [104]. This
displacement range severely challenges the implementation and stability of electro-
static generators. Electrical generators usually are more efficient with increasing sizes,
this means that efficiency does not scale well with smaller dimensions. Furthermore
Roundy showed that electromagnetic, piezoelectric, and electrostatic generation have
the possibility of high coupling coefficients (0.6 to 0.8). Therefore, the main challenge
is to design miniature energy harvesters with efficiencies as high as the models pre-
dict. Electrical generators are typically more efficient the larger they are, but trying
to recreate high efficiencies at smaller scales is a difficult task. Finding materials with
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the same properties as the bulk materials with tight tolerances, and same reliability
as the larger counterparts while being cost competitive is also difficult. Rectification
is still the biggest obstacle since the threshold voltages represent a large fraction of
the low voltages produced, and this fraction of these voltages is lost.
6.3.2 Fabrication
Electromagnetic generators at the MEMS-scale are typically limited by the permanent
magnet (PM) fabrication since MEMS-compatible processes cannot replicate bulk PM
material properties. For example, sputtering and electroplating are limited to produce
µm-sized thin films that exhibit weaker magnetic fields than the permanent magnets
used in this project. Research in this area aims to resolve this limitation. Chin
[23] showed that films made of PM powder have the potential for MEMS fabrication,
and Niarchios [81] reported the development of PM materials and processes (including
biomedical device applications). Considering that NdFeB is one of the more frequently
used PM materials due to its properties, there is broad research for using this material
at MEMS-scale. Pawlowski et al. [88, 89] reported NdFeB thick films (100-800µm)
by tape-casting (NdFeB power mixed with a polymer). Rieger et al. [98] covered a
vacuum-plasma-spraying process that fabricates up to 1.2mm thick NdFeB PM with
remeance as high as 600mT. Topfer and Christoph, and Achotte et al. [127, 128, 1]
have demonstrated mm-sized pole patterns.
Linear generators with free-sliding masses and rotational devices are also limited
by low-friction technology to minimize the mechanical damping. Rotational devices
are the most susceptible since low-friction MEMS-based bearings are needed. Several
new technologies are being developed to overcome this limitation: micro ball bearings
[38, 37, 138], rotating pivots [144], and magnetic bearings [28, 39]. In addition,
generators under vacuum present fewer losses due to air damping, but create the
need for special packaging. Packaging is also a constraint for devices operating in
harsh conditions, such as bio-implanted applications.
Fabrication techniques at the micro scale are well established for piezoelectric and
electrostatic generators because of the uncomplicated geometries they present. On
the other hand, electromagnetic generators are limited by the availability of high-
performance magnets and high-density coils at the micro scale, although they are
preferred for energy generation at larger sizes. Piezoelectric and electrostatic gen-
era¬tors are also characterized by their relatively high-voltages and low currents,
whereas electromagnetic generators provide the opposite. Therefore, the selection of
one of the transduction techniques is dependent on the energy source and the desired
output characteristics for specific applications.
Reliability is a point to consider since this energy harvester uses a moving part
(the rotor) and no long term studies were undertaken. Wristwatch technology can be
employed since the mechanics of the generator are similar to those from the wristwatch
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industry. Although being relatively complex mechanical devices, wristwatches are
considered a reliable and proven technology. Therefore, wristwatch bearing system
assemblies might be used and adapted to rotational energy harvesters to improve
reliability and performance.
6.3.3 Rectification
The output for most energy harvesters is usually a time-variant AC signal, how-
ever DC rectification and voltage regulation are needed to power most electronic cir-
cuits. The forward-bias voltage for diodes on bridge rectification circuits (>200mV
for Schottky diodes) can be high for the low-voltage generated from some devices. In
these cases, voltage multipliers have been employed to increase and rectify the output
voltages.
Some of the limitations faced by the use of semiconductor p-n junctions can be
overcome by the use of active electronics. Power-on-reset techniques and self-timed
circuits have been proposed to avoid the threshold voltages from diodes [114, 5].
Other techniques, such as Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) using low-
threshold voltage diodes with voltage multipliers can have footprints as small as
1mm2 [70]. Another approach that employs low energy dissipation circuits using a
piezoelectric transducer, an on-off switch, and a two-diode bridge (called Synchronized
Switch Harvesting on Inductor, SSHI) has been reported to increase the energy output
by 120% [67]. A recent approach utilizing CMOS technology proposes an active two-
stage rectifier (a negative voltage converter and an active MOS diode) [90]. The
negative voltage converter uses four CMOS transistors to transform the negative part
of the output into a positive potential, while the MOS diode controls the current
direction. This circuit had a power consumption of 1µW (1Hz to over 100 kHz) with
a voltage drop less than 20mV for a rectifier efficiency over 95% for input voltages in
between 1.25-3.75V. Mechanical rectification has also been investigated at MEMS-
scale for electrostatic devices [79]. A prototype used an electret parallel-plate design
where one of the plates also operated a mechanical switch for rectification purposes.
6.3.4 Energy Storage
Since the energy generation process from energy harvesting is heavily dependent on
the availability of the external energy source, the produced energy must be stored
for use when the energy source is unavailable. Capacitors and rechargeable batter-
ies are the traditional energy storage elements that have been used for this purpose.
Rechargeable batteries are preferable because of their high energy storage capacity,
but they have a limited number of charging cycles. Capacitors can be charged quickly
an infinite number of times, although the energy storage capacity is relatively low.
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On the other hand, electrochemical double-layer capacitors (supercapacitors or ul-
tracapacitors) provide almost unlimited recharges with relatively high energy storage
capacity. Supercapacitors with sizes resembling a postage stamp with capacities of
5-19F have been presented [31, 133]. Thin-film lithium batteries can also reduce the
size of rechargeable power sources for biomedical applications [11, 45, 2, 15]. Stud-
ies reporting the successful use of rechargeable batteries using piezoelectric energy
harvesters have also been carried out [118, 117].
Chapter 7
Societal Implications
7.1 Introduction
Any thought about electronics and their marvelous progress in the last few decades,
brings to mind the need to carry a power cord or a battery pack for its use along with
the device. However, the increasing cost of electricity and the pollution associated
with fossil fuels remind us of the price of that progress. In addition, the technical
marvels of modern life usually end up discarded in landfills, and the batteries that
power most electronic portable devices are an environmental concern for the haz-
ardous chemicals employed. Although recycling programs already are in operation
around the globe, several thousand of tons of batteries are still discarded in landfills
in the United States alone. What can be expected from the developing world? How
sustainable can the future be if the pollution and the consumption of non-renewable
energy resources continue their current trend? Environmental technology, or green
technology, promises an answer.
History shows that technology has helped advanced societies use fewer resources,
pollute less, and improve the standard of living. In the search for alternative tech-
nologies, energy harvesting is emerging as a new technology to continue this progress.
The main advantage of this technology is that devices powered by energy harvesters
have the possibility to diminish or even avoid battery use. This approach also pro-
vides a longer lifetime for portable electronic systems, as well as reducing the number
of batteries and chemicals disposed into the environment.
Energy harvesting, or energy scavenging, is the process of transforming energy
from external sources (such as wind, thermal, solar, or mechanical motion) into
mainly electrical energy for powering portable autonomous devices. Although this
technique has been employed recently in new technological developments for ener-
gizing miniature or portable electronics (e.g. shake-driven flashlights, solar-powered
calculators, crank-driven radios), the history dates back to the waterwheel and the
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windmill. The first energy harvester in history that is known to power a portable
device is the self-winding watch. In this watch, a spring is wound by a mechanism
using an eccentric mass that moves as the person walks. This idea was first described
by Swiss watchmaker Abraham Louis Perrelet in 17701, but it wasn’t until the 1960s
that this mechanism became better known.
New technologies have profound implications to society because, in addition to
the direct benefits they bring, sometimes there are some unexpected consequences or
environmental concerns, such as the case for oil, pesticides, or nuclear power plants for
their realized and potential hazards. Therefore, it is likely that society will embrace
promising new technologies but will also question them for their potential unwanted
outcomes. At this point of technology development, past experiences can be used to
highlight possible future scenarios for the case of energy scavenging and systems they
would power. Learning from history can help us understand the societal implications
and avoid missteps in the introduction of new technologies.
7.2 The Environmental Battery Reality
With the advent of the 20th century came power lines and power cords, then came
freedom from the cables only to be attached to batteries. This new marvelous wireless
world in the 21st century has brought simplicity and portability in the shape of
battery-operated devices (e.g. cellular phones, digital cameras, wireless keyboards
and mouses, portable videogames and music players), but this approach has made the
world addicted to batteries (disposable or rechargeable). Although battery technology
has evolved incredibly in the last decades since the voltaic pile in 1800 by Alessandro
Volta, it has not kept pace with other technological industries as shown in Fig. 1.1
(on page 4).
A battery is a combination of electrochemical galvanic cells that store chemical en-
ergy to be released as electrical energy. They commonly are classified into disposable
(primary cells) and rechargeable (secondary cells). Zinc-carbon and zinc-manganese
(alkaline) are the most used materials for primary cells. Battery components consist
of an anode, a cathode, and an electrolyte, which are made of an array of poten-
tially hazardous materials such as copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb), mercury (Hg),
cadmium (Cd), nickel (Ni), manganese (Mn), and lithium (Li).
In the past, zinc-carbon battery technology used to employ lead, cadmium, and
mercury, even though cadmium is one of the most hazardous elements. By 1995
more than 80% of the rechargeable batteries were made from NiCd. Although
this chemistry is being replaced by an environmentally-friendly one, nickel-metal-
hydride (NiMH), this newest system has higher manufacturing costs as mentioned by
1http://www.hautehorlogerie.org/en/players/famous-watchmakers/18th-century/abraham-
louis-perrelet.html Retrieved September 29 2009
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Figure 7.1: Relative environmental score vehicle battery technologies, chart adapted from
[131].
Bernardes et al [14] based on the work of Putois about the market of NiCd batteries
[93]. A European study presented in 2005 by Van den Bosshe et al [131] provided
an assessment of the environmental impact for sustainable battery technologies used
in electric vehicles (see Fig. 7.1). Lead-acid, the traditional car battery, was used as
a reference to compare against the others types. As a result, traditional chemistries
(Pb-acid, NiCd and NiMH) were found to have twice as much environmental im-
pact as the newest types (Li-ion and NaNiCl). Although the newest chemistries are
promising, several technical limitations delay their widespread adoption (safety, sta-
bility, and cost for Li-ion, and the need to keep a high operating temperature close
to 300ºC for the NaNiCl, even when not in use).
When batteries are depleted most are disposed of directly into sanitary landfills,
stabilized (chemically treated before disposed in landfills), incinerated, or recycled.
The problem with batteries in landfills is that heavy metals can dissolve and leach
into soil, leading to groundwater contamination, which can be a significant problem.
Recycling, on the other hand, can be difficult to build into consumer habits. For
instance, a study published by Bernardes et al. [14] in 2004 documented consumer
research in Germany, The Netherlands, and Belgium that showed 80-90% of the
population knew about battery collection systems in place, but only 30-50% of the
population used them. This is reflected in European battery collection rates of 32-
54% [13]. The volume of batteries produced can give an idea of the magnitude of the
battery disposal problem. For example, Europe produced 5 billion battery units in
year 2000 [14], whereas nearly 3 billion batteries were sold in the United States circa
2001 of which close to 180,000 tons ended up in landfills [33].
In the US, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has issued regulations
concerning hazardous waste (universal waste) to be separated from municipal waste
and managed in appropriate systems. As a result, most of the states have their
own waste programs. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) is the
legislation that governs the disposal of hazardous wastes materials (such as nickel-
cadmium and lead-acid batteries), but household batteries containing no cadmium,
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lead, or mercury are not regulated by RCRA. They can still end up in sanitary
landfills, depending on state regulations [13]. In emerging economies and developing
countries, the situation is more apparent. In Brazil, for example, only 2% of municipal
waste goes into a recycling process, and this is a country that consumes a billion
batteries per year (~30% alkaline batteries, and 2% automotive batteries). Brazil is
one of the few countries in South America with regulations for battery disposal, but
little is done to enforce the laws [13].
Therefore, the environmental situation around the world for the disposal of billions
of batteries is not ideal. Proven solutions that avoid using batteries that are disposed
of later can provide an environmental advantage. Since the world relies on two choices
for electrical power (either the power grid or batteries), alternatives that overcome the
limitations of being wired to a power grid or using batteries are more than welcome.
Maybe the 21st century will free the world from power cords and batteries; maybe
devices will be operated by scavenging energy from the surroundings.
Some examples of this technology have been available for some time. Examples
are the solar-powered calculator and the electronic self-winding wristwatch, which
produce enough energy to power themselves. Thus, the technology exists, but is
limited to the low power requirements of electronic devices (as shown in Fig. 1.3
on page 6). Solar cells and thermoelectric generators are more environmentally-
friendly but provide a lesser amount of power. They also depend on the availability
of enough solar light and temperature gradients to generate energy. However, they
have been found practical for less power hungry devices. On the other hand, the
human body provides a much smaller amount of power, but enough to be usable for
some applications where fuel-based devices, solar cells, or thermoelectric generators
cannot be employed.
Energy harvesting technology can help minimize battery dependency and, thus,
minimize environmental disposal problems. Energy harvesting from human activities
is one interesting research area because it can use body motion to energize portable,
wearable, or implantable electronic devices. This has real potential to increase the use
of biomedical sensors and instrumentation for monitoring patient health and treat-
ment, including wireless body sensor networks for health-monitoring as mentioned by
Jovanov et al. [50] and Hao and Foster [44]. Jovanov et al describes the Wireless
Body Area Network (WBAN) as a new enabling technology for health monitoring.
In order to showcase this approach, a prototype WBAN was built with off-the-shelf
components for physical rehabilitation applications and ambulatory monitoring. It
was claimed as an inexpensive, unobtrusive, and unsupervised ambulatory monitoring
technique. Hao and Foster in a study presented in 2008 [44] a comprehensive review
of the developments in wireless technology for monitoring human physiological re-
sponses. As a result, it is expected that this WBAN technology will make healthcare
more ubiquitous at home while lessening the load for clinicians in hospitals.
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7.3 Miniaturization, Pervasiveness, and Public Per-
ception
New developments in low-power consumption electronics increase the operating life of
devices while reducing overall dimensions. Hence, the merging of energy harvesting,
low-power electronics, and reduced sizes promises new applications for health, envi-
ronmental, and surveillance monitoring. Energy harvesting can also facilitate wide
deployment of sensors and autonomous systems for monitoring tasks that otherwise
would be too costly for battery-operated devices. Therefore, the pervasiveness of
electronic devices is something that can be expected in the near future. For instance,
advances in electronics, sensors, and wireless communications have made it possi-
ble to integrate devices for Wireless Body Area Network. This WBAN technology
is being developed for patient health monitoring, computer-assisted physical reha-
bilitation applications, and ambulatory monitoring. This type of system constantly
monitors the wearer’s condition and sends information wirelessly to a central unit. It
provides a relatively inexpensive, unsupervised, and wearable monitoring device for
remote patient observation since it does not require specialized personnel. In addi-
tion, as mentioned by Jovanov et al [50], the privacy of wireless communication of
health-related information (between sensors or between a sensor and an interrogating
device) can be a sensitive issue since legal regulation will be required for this.
Wireless networks, pervasive computing, smart networks, intelligent sensors net-
works, smart computing, mesh networks, cloud computing, or the “Internet of things”
are some of the terms often used in what is expected to be the next technological
revolution where electronic devices will be interconnected. Wireless devices and Ra-
dio Frequency Identity Chip (RFID) tags are today the precursors of the intelligent
sensors networks of the future. The world will contain more and more electronic de-
vices that communicate wirelessly and transfer information about the object or about
ourselves.
However, the same technology that helps to shape the world with its pervasiveness
can face privacy implications due to the surveillance capabilities it poses. In addition,
continuous scale downsizing and price reduction of electronic devices makes the public
aware of the feasibility of the Big Brother2 or Panopticon3 scenario.
2The Big Brother is a character of fictional novel Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell, where
society is under complete surveillance by the authorities, and people are constantly reminded of this
by the phrase "Big Brother is watching you" on telescreens.
3The panopticon is a prison building designed by philosopher and social theorist Jeremy Bentham
in 1785 where prisoners can be observed without them knowing if they are being observed. It is
also being used as a metaphor for the surveillance by closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras in
public spaces. This metaphor is also used by Shoshana Zuboff in his book In the Age of the Smart
Machine: The future of Work and Power, about how the information panopticon makes the user
more vulnerable [148].
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It is the tracking, the surveillance possibilities, and the misuse resulting from this
nascent technology, either direct or indirect, that concerns people and their sense
of identity and security, as discussed by Toumey about the pre-existing patterns of
technology-and-privacy [129], or by van den Hoven in his privacy implications of RFID
and nano-electronics, or the surveillance as a social sorting discussed by Lyon [66].
In this scenario the public should be able to enforce its privacy if they are aware
of the presence of monitoring devices. Thus, users and manufacturers dealing with
this kind of technology will have to worry about privacy in order to make it visible
and detectable in order to take appropriate measures. This is the case for the large-
scale video surveillance technology deployment in London initiated by the mid 1980s,
as summarized by the House of Commons report in [84] or by the crisis of London
essay from Thornley [126]. This Big Brother scenario, however, would be the price to
pay in order to enjoy the benefits of constant health, environment, and surveillance
monitoring.
Privacy concerns go hand-in-hand with new technologies such as the RFID tag
tracking. RFID tags are small integrated circuits with antennas for radio reception
and transmission of information either powered by batteries (active RFID tags) or
by RFID readers (passive RFID tags). RFID tags are expected to replace bar codes
in the future to speed up handling and facilitate tracking of goods. As technol-
ogy progresses, self-powered circuits can be a reality by means of energy harvesting
from environmental sources. This, combined with the ever decreasing size and low
prices, can open the door for mass production and mass adoption. Thus, tracking
of individuals can be an indirect result of the technology, where wireless technology,
while facilitating life, keeping medical records, or personal information handy, could
undermine privacy. Van den Hoven [132] summarizes some of the actual tagging pos-
sibilities, such as the FDA approval in 2004 for implantable RFID tags for hospital
patients, the trace of Japanese school children with subcutaneous chips, the track-
ing of government officials in Mexico in case of kidnapping, the use of implantable
chips to simplify ID verification in clubs and to trace runaway pets in the US, and
even an RFID tracking system has been suggested to monitor the movements of legal
immigrants in the US.
Public reaction and public trust are now at center stage when developing new
technologies. For instance, as mentioned when technology and society face each other
by Keller [54], the risk perception of nuclear power in the US has delayed devel-
opment for more than 30 years while public acceptance in France and Japan has
been practically the opposite (the US generates close to 20% of its electricity from
nuclear power, whereas France is close to 80%). Another well-known case is the sen-
sationalist news headlines of Frankenfoods4 (genetically-modified organisms) that has
4Frankenfoods is a term coined against genetically modified foods after Frankenstein’s character
in the novel of the same name.
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been in the eye of the hurricane of public perception as mentioned by Kulinowski
because of the controversies that some technologies have faced [57]. In the case of
Frankenfoods, a critical report was published in Nature by Losey in 1999 and titled
as "Transgenic pollen harms monarch larvae" [63]. After that, genetically-modified
(GM) foods were under intense scrutiny by the public, especially in Europe, as men-
tioned by Kulinowski. This controversy has been based on concern about the safety
of the products, or the health risks they can pose, and the benefits they promote,
although no adverse health effects have been documented to date. A book published
in 2004, and titled as “The Frankenfood Myth: How Protest and Politics Threaten
the Biotech Revolution”, relates how activists against GM foods have been spreading
unfounded and inaccurate stories to continue the controversy [75].
Often the public perception molds society decisions, otherwise how can we ex-
plain the differences between nuclear power development among the US and France?
Studies have suggested that the public relies on heuristics, or intuitive judgments,
in order to evaluate new technologies, as summarized by the study of Scheufele and
Lewenstein [110]. Citing their work: “people form opinions and attitudes even in
the absence of relevant scientific or policy-related information.” In addition, the in-
formation often provided by the mass media influences the public opinion on new
technologies to the point that it determines the level of support for funding research.
A rigorous regulatory system is often seen as a way to gain the public confidence
in new technologies, yet the system can be so rigorous that sometimes it can delay
improvements, such as the lengthy FDA regulatory process for new drugs approval5
that can take between 8-12 years, as summarized by Lipsky and Sharp [64].
Roco and Bainbridge [101] provided an insight of what future technology devel-
opment will mean from the view of societal implications. Although the analysis is
specifically elaborated for nanotechnology, the perspective of the implications of new
technologies can be used for other areas as well. They focused on the benefits of
nanotechnology to humanity; but also the risk, uncertainty, legal aspects, and public
interaction. Technology is seen as a tool to help solve some social problems, such as
healthcare, fertility, poverty and inequality, natural resources, and economic devel-
opment, where new developments will directly improve the life quality, and help to
boost the prosperity of nations. For instance, nanotechnology has been heralded as a
solution for solving many problems in the developing world where the developed world
see technological innovation as the main solution to alleviate poverty, as mentioned
by Salamanca et al [108], Barker et al [10], and Canton [19]. On the other hand, there
are situations where the social context is more important than the technology itself,
as pointed by Invernizzi and Foladori [47], Keller [54], Meaney [73], and Freeman [32].
5The FDA drug approval process starts with preclinical testing with an investigational new drug
(IND) application filed. After that, if successful, clinical trials follow later with three phases. Again,
if successful, the final step is to submit a new drug application (NDA) containing all the information
obtained previously. If approved, post market studies are conducted later.
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Thus, public perception, public trust, and technology awareness must be considered
when accepting or rejecting a new technology.
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) is an example of a relatively young
technology that had a turning point in 1982 when attention was centered on silicon
microstructures. Sensors have become a major point of MEMS devices, with pres-
sure and acceleration sensors the best known examples. Disposable blood-pressure
sensors have made their way into patient diagnostic surgical procedures, where their
social impact is direct, as summarized by Bryzek [18]. History has also shown that
new technologies involve a close relationship with society. Society is affected by the
introduction of new technologies, and society also affects how technology is developed
and perceived. MEMS and nanotechnology are not exceptions to this rule. For in-
stance, since nanotechnology has a broad potential of applications such as medicine,
biomaterials, electronics, energy generation, and others, it has opened the debate to
future implications of this technology. The implications are so intricate that ethical,
social, medical, legal, and environmental concerns have raised questions about the
benefits and potential risks, as commented upon by Smiley-Smith et al [116], Schuler
[111], Moor and Weckert [78], and Robison [100]. That is why it is important to learn
from past lessons. History often offers insights of sensitive social issues, unexpected
consequences, and pitfalls on how technology develops.
7.4 Energy Harvesting Implications
Energy harvesting by itself is a technology that enables some applications to run
without batteries or to extend battery life for others while diminishing the number of
batteries and the hazardous chemicals disposed in landfills. Energy harvesters rep-
resent a clean energy alternative because they don’t require consumables to function
and do not release byproducts from its operation. Since these generators employ en-
vironmental energy sources (such as light, temperature changes, or motion) there is
little to no interaction between the generator, the carrier, and the environment. Since
it has been challenging to get consumers to recycle household items such as batteries
[13], energy harvesting seems a viable alternative. In addition, this makes this type of
technology attractive, environmentally-friendly, and relatively safe to use. However,
since the use of this technology seems to be focused for biomedical application or
portable electronics, the potential market can be small or a niche market, then the
environmental benefits of using energy harvesters can be reduced.
Although power output for generators based on body energy is relatively low
(Fig. 1.2 on page 5), it is clear that the power envelope depends on specific applica-
tions (Fig. 1.3 on page 6). Therefore, the target market for this kind of technology
is in low-power electronics and/or biomedical devices. The advantages of this energy
generation approach are multiple, from the simplicity of operation, the reduced main-
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tenance, and a longer battery lifespan, up to the elimination of battery substitution.
Users of medical devices would need less frequent battery replacement, especially for
those with surgically-implanted devices.
Environmental monitoring is another area that can be the direct beneficiary of
this approach. Environmental monitoring requires the deployment of multiple sensors
commonly powered by batteries, but battery-powered devices need to be regularly
serviced for battery replacement. Deployment of sensors into remote or difficult-to-
access locations is therefore limited. Energy harvesting is then a technology that can
enable broader monitoring capabilities for environmental purposes.
However, the possibility of a wider deployment of monitoring sensors brings to
mind the surveillance and privacy fears discussed earlier. It is expected that the
WBAN technology for medical monitoring of patient whereabouts will raise privacy
questions as well. This is also a concern inherent in existing battery-powered devices
for continuous sensing and monitoring, not for a battery-replacement technology such
as energy harvesters. The development on electronics has enabled the reduction of de-
vices’ physical dimensions, but most of them are still limited as autonomous systems.
In these independent systems the battery still dictates the final size. Although energy
scavengers are intended to assist or replace batteries, their physical size can be in the
same order of magnitude as the batteries they intend to replace. Only autonomous
systems operating for several years could have reduced sizes since there is no need
for a large battery. In addition, power generation scales proportionally with size:
large harvesters produce a relatively large power output, while smaller scavengers
will produce a fraction of that. Particularly, motion-based energy harvesters do not
downscale favorably at reduced sizes. These scavengers generate energy proportional
to their internal proof mass, if the mass has dimensions 10X smaller then the energy
generation gets reduced by 1000X of the initial value. Although smaller generators
can drive smaller devices, their capabilities are reduced accordingly. Therefore, minia-
turization shouldn’t be a concern for this technology since it will have similar physical
constraints as batteries, and devices can be smaller but not invisible.
Conversely, RFID tags (active or passive) are a more pervasive technology. Eth-
ical aspects generally arise from misuse of a technological system not the individual
technological aspects by themselves, as mentioned by Toumey [129] and Van den
Hoven [132]. In the case of implanted biomedical devices, energy harvesters do not
differ much from batteries since both are energy sources but they use different energy
generation principles.
One important area to consider is the cost, from how much it costs to manufac-
ture to how expensive can be a final device. Low-cost devices can make a difference
for wide deployment of sensors or for portable electronics if the cost is competitive
with batteries (including its low environmental impact cost). New industries can be
derived from applications of this technology or new related services can prosper. How-
ever, the commercial aspect also requires us to know how reliable is the technology,
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especially for medical applications. This also brings the question of how accessible
the technology can be. Will it be for medical-related products or for consumer de-
vices? Although the technology is created for specific purposes, unexpected uses could
appear later.
It is important to carefully examine the advantages, as mentioned earlier, of en-
ergy scavengers over the technology it intends to replace: batteries. There is clean
energy generation with zero-to-little environmental impact, while making it possible
to create battery-less electronic devices. Since this technology is only a component of
a system, it is expected that society recognizes it as a useful technological tool that
can enable new applications to enhance life quality as pointed out by Keller[54] and
Kulinowski [57]. That is why public perceptions of this technology are what builds
public trust, and in the end, it is the public perception which dictates the success of
new technologies. The summary of findings include:
Advantages
• Environmental: Can alleviate the battery disposal problem, since less batteries
would be disposed in landfills. This would make it a green technology for
portable and/or medical devices.
• Extended operation: Since devices can be battery-less or hybrids (energy har-
vester + rechargeable battery), the operational lifespan can be extended al-
most indefinitely. Due to the extended operation or enhanced capabilities of
autonomous systems, technologies such as WBAN, could have increasing appli-
cations for health services.
• Cost: Since batteries are not required or less-frequently replaced, the servicing
cost or operational cost of electronic devices is expected to decrease. In the case
of surgically-implantable biomedical devices, health care cost would be reduced.
• Research: Energy harvesting could increase the research interest for new related
technologies or new set of solutions can be envisioned for multiple applications.
This could also lead to new industries and diversified markets.
Potential Obstacles
• Privacy: As new technologies enable wider monitoring, there is always the
cost of privacy. Especially if there is the need of a constant monitoring of a
person whereabouts. History has provided multiple examples about this topic
to consider.
• Reliability: Since this is a new technology, there is the need to know how reliable
it is in order to be accepted or evaluated. However, the generator presented
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shares similitude in operation to the wristwatches which can be helpful, but not
enough if it is not a tested technology.
• Accessibility: Depending on the applications, there is always the question of
how accessible is the technology to the public. If the applications are directly
focused into medical areas, it is highly likely that the cost will be high, but if
consumer products are the main target, the public will have better access to
them.
• Unexpected consequences: This is always a difficult point, since unexpected uses
can be given where implications were not envisioned ahead. There are always
unanticipated consequences of technology implementation.
The results from this technology and the societal implications are not deemed unsafe,
but there are some potential issues that could arise depending on the final appli-
cation. Since it is difficult to know all the side effects until a technology is in the
consumer’s hands, the only approach that is certain from history is that there will
be unanticipated consequences, either positive or negatives. This suggests the need
to avoid the traditional hype when a new technology is introduced, but recognize the
benefits associated for humanity while still being aware of possible future concerns
after implantation.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Body motion is an attractive energy source for powering portable, wearable, or
surgically-implantable devices. Although energy harvesting research has been con-
ducted before, little has been presented on energy generation from body motion.
Energy harvesters can also make it possible to use hybrid designs for powering elec-
tronic devices. Such hybrid designs, consisting of a rechargeable battery and an
energy scavenger, can enhance the operation of actual devices for longer operation
without replacement.
The Conclusion Chapter is divided in three sections: The first section describes
the overall general summary and derived conclusions; the second part provides specific
findings, while the last section draws recommendations for future work.
8.1 Conclusion
This dissertation has investigated the possibilities of harvesting energy from body
motion and has developed a generator to generate electrical energy from body move-
ments. In order to do that, a review of the field was performed to determine the
best techniques for energy harvesting from body motion, models were elaborated to
establish the power generation limits from walking and running at different body lo-
cations, and a generator was designed and fabricated to study and evaluate the device
performance. In addition, this research is not limited to body motion applications
since movement from the natural environment (such as ocean waves or animals on the
wild) or others that are low frequency and irregular can be used for energy harvesting.
Electromagnetic and piezoelectric transduction techniques were both found to
produce a relatively high power output, with power densities as high as 1mW/cm3
from body motion. A preliminary study was performed on 10 test subjects walking
and running on a motor-driven treadmill to evaluate the available energy from several
body locations (ankle, knee, hip, chest, wrist, elbow, shoulder, side and back of the
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head). The treadmill provided an analysis of the energetic figure of merit, σω, which
is the acceleration-squared-to-frequency (ASTM for simplicity) term. The larger the
acceleration changes when performing an activity, such as walking, the higher the
energetic figure of merit. As a result, leg locations, especially the ankle, were found
to have higher energetic figure of merits, σω. In contrast, upper body locations with
smaller displacements, such as the head, were found to have smaller σω values. High
energetic figure of merit, σω, is an indicator of body locations for energy harvesters
with relatively high power output generation.
The treadmill analysis suggest that power densities on the order of hundreds of
µW/cm3 for the upper body locations, and several mW/cm3 for the leg locations are
available from walking at average speeds for single-axis (linear) generators, whereas
the running tests suggest power densities 10X larger when compared against the same
locations while walking. The results also suggest that harnessing motion from two
axes at the same time should provide at least twice the output of a single axis design.
Results from the state-of-the-art survey and the treadmill analysis suggest the
availability of power densities on the order of hundreds to thousands of µW/cm3 from
body motion. A generator design was then chosen to evaluate the power generation
potential. A rotational design was chosen in order to have a small footprint and to
harness angular motion from body joints. Electromagnetic generation was preferred
since it was easier to implement for a rotational design as opposed to piezoelectric
transduction that needed a mechanical deformation. The pendular-based mechanism
chosen was found suitable for body motion since it oscillated with light external
motions and body position changes. Physically, the chosen design resembled that
from self-winding wristwatches. The generator has two main components an iron-less
stator and a rotor with an eccentric mass. The stator was realized by stacking layers
of planar coils, while the rotor was composed of rare earth neodymium (NdFeB)
permanent magnets with an eccentric mass attached. The assembly was finalized
with jewel bearings and a PMMA package.
The prototype evaluated was able to harvest kinetic energy from human walking.
Generators placed on body locations with high σω values presented larger power
output. An average of 234 µW of power while walking with the generator placed on
the ankle was found, for a power density of 117 µW/cm3.
8.2 Summary of Findings
The research presented in this document investigated techniques for energy harvesting
while choosing a technology that would allow the generation of electrical energy from
normal movements of the human body. The main contributions of this dissertation
are the description of available power density at several body locations while walking
and running at several speeds, and the pendular-based rotational electromagnetic
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generator design for harvesting energy from body motion. The summary of findings
includes:
Available Power
• A study of the field showed that electromagnetic and piezoelectric generation
can produce power densities as high as 1mW/cm3 from body motion.
• Available power from a system can be estimated from Eq. 3.19 on page 34
(Pavail = 1/2mσωQ) for a given massm, the energetic figure of merit σω (acceleration-
squared-to-frequency term), and the Q factor. From these terms, the mass m
and the Q factor are design parameters for the generator, whereas the σω term
represents the energy source. Therefore, the energetic figure of merit σω can be
used to evaluate locations or systems for energy harvesting.
• Acceleration waveform recordings from 11 test subjects on a motor-driven tread-
mill were evaluated. Nine body locations were chosen located preferably at the
joints (ankle, knee, hip, chest, wrist, elbow, shoulder, side and back of the head)
for energy availability assessment. Measurement were made for walking tests
from 10 subjects at several speeds (1-4mph), running tests were elaborated on
10 subjects at several speeds (2-5mph).
• The energetic figure of merit, σω, was evaluated from the walking and running
tests. The σω values ranged from small values as 0.1m2/s3 at the head while
walking at 1mph up to as large as 27m2/s3 at the ankle while running at 5mph.
Leg locations were found to have larger σω than upper body locations, especially
the ankle. Larger σω indicated body locations where energy harvesters could
produce a relatively high power output.
• The energetic figure of merit analysis for power generation suggests the avail-
ability of power densities from average walking on the order of hundreds of
µW/cm3 for upper body locations, and several mW/cm3 at the leg locations
(for single-axis generators). The running test suggests power densities 10 times
larger than that from the same locations while walking.
Prototype Generator
• An oscillating (pendular-based) rotational design was selected because of its
small footprint. The pendular design is sensitive to oscillation from body joints
rotations. Electromagnetic generation was chosen for its compatibility with a
rotational design.
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• The generator optimization was elaborated in two stages. The first phase opti-
mizes the generator geometry to match a resonant frequency and to maximize
the generator’s potential energy. The second stage optimizes the coil and per-
manent magnet geometry to maximize the power generation. The findings were:
– First: Stacked proof mass designs were found to provide similar power
levels as protruded proof mass designs. Thinner applications can use pro-
truded designs at the expense of a larger footprint while stacked designs
can be employed for smaller areas allowing thicker profiles. Generators
harnessing energy from walking were determined to require a resonant fre-
quency of 1.9Hz while for running this design frequency was determined to
be 2.5Hz. Larger generators were found to produce a larger power output.
– Second: Optimal radial length for a 25mm diameter rotor was determined
to be 6.3mm, and this varies proportionally with the rotor diameter as
shown in Fig. 4.18 (on page 83).
– Third: The optimal number of pole-pairs number was found to be 10, for
an optimized 25mm diameter coil, as shown in Fig. 4.20 (on page 85).
• Seven different prototype iterations were designed and fabricated. The findings
were:
– First: Wire-wound coils are difficult to fabricate in a cost-effective way
with overall dimensions smaller than 2mm and with shapes other than
circular. Planar coils were considered to provide a cost-effective fabrication
technique for coils with thicknesses less than 1mm.
– Second: Power generation was found to be higher when the driving fre-
quency matches the generator’s natural resonant frequency. Due to the
non-linearity of the system (pendular-based with large amplitudes present-
ing a foldover effect), 50% of the energy can be extracted at a frequency
±0.5Hz from the resonant frequency. Power generation for frequencies
higher than the resonant frequency was found to be 10% of the peak value.
– Third: Subharmonics near 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 of the generator resonant
frequency offered up to 50% of the peak energy. Power generation was
found to be as high as 25% for frequencies higher than the resonant fre-
quency. Induced voltage was found to be proportional to the total radial
wire length, to the number of coil layer, and to the number of turns per
coil.
– Four: Jewel bearings were found to provide less friction than ball bearing
sets while proving relatively smaller structures.
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– Fifth: Larger magnets were found to increase proportionally the induced
voltage. When compared to the previous prototypes (3.1mm wire radial
length) the larger magnets (1.1x1.1x5.1mm) provided a 50% increase in
induced voltage over the previous set (1x1x2mm).
– Sixth: Dual rotors with the coil in between provided a 50% increase in
the induced voltage due to the increase in magnetic flux for this geometry.
A test performed with the generator attached to the body while walk-
ing at several speeds on a treadmill provided a power output of 234µW
(137mVrms) for a power density of 117 µW/cm3 (2 cm3 generator volume)
using a 4-layer coil.
– Seventh: Optimized coils (10-layer 100 µm linewidth) should provide RMS-
voltages over 250mV (>700mV peak) for semiconductor rectification.
• The generator power output increases proportionally with the generator mass.
• Multi-stacked coils were fabricated with thicknesses as low as 430µm for a 10
layer coil.
• The generator produced a higher power output when the external motion fre-
quency matched the pendulum-based generator natural frequency. Generators
operating at frequencies other than the resonant frequency were found to pro-
duce ~5% of the power at the resonant frequency.
• Generators placed on the lower body were able to produce ~10 times as much
power as devices located on upper body locations.
• The induced voltage output was as high as 137mVrms (382mV peak) and the
power was as high as 234 µW (117µW/cm3) for a four-layer coil generator placed
at the ankle while walking.
Societal Implications
• Public perception is an important component that usually determines the suc-
cess of new technologies. History usually helps us to understand the societal
implications when embracing promising new technologies, as the case of en-
ergy harvesters for body motion. Some advantages and potential obstacles are
highlighted.
• Advantages: A direct environmental benefit is the reduction of batteries dis-
carded in landfills; almost indefinitely operation of electronic devices; reduction
in cost since there is no need to frequently service devices for battery replace-
ment; and increased research in alternative energy sources and/or applications
of new derived technologies.
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• Potential Obstacles: Privacy cost for surveillance or monitoring applications;
reliability of the new technology; the accessibility to the public; and the unex-
pected consequences for not foreseen implications.
8.3 Recommendations
Energy harvesting could be an ideal solution to continuously power portable elec-
tronic devices or surgically-implantable biomedical applications. Although this field
encompasses more than motion-to-electricity conversion for portable or wearable en-
ergy generation, there is a wide variety of applications that could benefit from this
research. However, this research only represents a first contribution to low-frequency
and non-resonant energy scavenging and highlights the work that can be done to
advance the field. Some recommendations for future work are presented below.
• Generator Design: Since only one prototype configuration was evaluated (a
free-rotating rotor with an iron-less design) other design configurations could
potentially produce a higher power output. Designs such as the ones presented
by Wang et al [139] or the ETA watch mechanism presented by [87] are able to
produce higher power output, although operating in burst modes. Therefore,
some designs with a soft-magnetic material could be envisioned.
• Higher-density coil: A higher density planar coil can produce larger induced
voltages. In the actual prototypes, limited coil density was achieved due to
the use of commercial copper-clad polyimide substrates. Since the planar coil is
etched from the copper-clad laminate, enough gap space between the wires must
be left to avoid undesired undercutting. Techniques such as micro electrodepo-
sition can be used to fabricate the planar coil structures with smaller gaps and
more uniform cross-sectional area to further reduce the electrical resistance.
• Multiple-poles magnet: A permanent magnet axially magnetize rotor with multiple-
poles offers a simplified fabrication design. Due to proof-of-concept evaluation
purposes, only rotors with individually placed magnets were employed, thus ax-
ially magnetize magnets with the proper pole pair distribution will simplify the
design while providing better area coverage for the permanent magnet material.
The permanent magnet modeling section from the generator design chapter sug-
gests a 20% increase in magnetic flux when using sector-shaped area magnets
over prismatic magnets.
• Microfabrication: Microfabrication can allow tighter tolerances for increased
power generation. As magnetic field decreases with distance, a smaller air gap
between the planar coil and the permanent magnet surface could provide a
higher magnetic field for an iron-less coil design. Bearing systems from the
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wristwatch industry were employed for the proof of concept evaluation. These
types of bearings are also used in sensitive measuring equipment because of
their low friction and their ability to operate without lubrication. Although
these systems were found to perform better than commercial ball bearings,
they might not be suitable to keep air gaps on the order of tens to hundreds
of micrometers for an increased power output. Recent research on microball
bearings, as presented in [38, 37], can fill this gap.
• Mass production: Prototypes were built using standard precision engineering
techniques with hand assembly, which translates to relatively high fabrication
costs. Mass production may be used to reduce this cost. The generator consists
of three main components, stator, rotor, and packaging. The stator can be mass
produced following the same fabrication steps and materials as flexible printed
circuit boards. Packaging can be also mass produced by injection molding
of the parts. The rotor can also be mass produced since it is composed of a
permanent magnet ring, which can be axially magnetized as described in Section
6.3.2, with a shaft and eccentric mass attached. Therefore, a final device could
be mass produced with relatively low fabrication cost and capital investment
for commercial applications.
• Low-power rectification: Since electromagnetic-based energy harvesters produce
low AC voltages that need to be rectified, standard rectification circuits with
semiconductor technology cannot deliver high efficiencies. For instance, Schot-
tky diodes have threshold voltages over 200mV, thus generated voltages below
the threshold voltage are not rectified. Several techniques can be employed to
overcome this problem as mentioned previously in the Section 6.3.3.
• Dynamic electro-mechanical performance: Further analysis for the dynamic be-
havior can be studied in order to study the effects of the mechanical damping,
the electromagnetic damping, and the electric loading system circuitry. This
study is necessary to develop an adequate electrical system to maximize the
generate power output under several loading conditions.
• Generator reliability: Although no analysis or studies were realized for the reli-
ability of prototypes fabricated, the generator should be highly reliable. Since
the prototypes use technology developed for the watch industry, and because
the generator operation is at low rotational speeds with similar conditions as
wristwatches, then it is highly likely that the reliability similar to that of wrist-
watches should be able to be achieved. Further generator improvements such
as precision and reliability can be adapted from the wristwatch industry.
• Generalized body motion analysis: The research presented in this dissertation
only focused on walking and running activities, but activities such as walking
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comprise only a fraction of the everyday actions of the human body. Other
types of motions or activities, physical condition, or age range can provide a
more accurate description of how much energy is available daily at different body
locations for an energy harvester. This can help to determine appropriately the
power generation for a given user condition.
One of the expected revolutions in computing technology is the widespread deploy-
ment of low cost and low-power wireless sensor networks, as mentioned by Rabaey et
al [94]:
“One of the most compelling challenges of the next decade is the
‘lastmeter’ problem—extending the expanding data network into end-user
data-collection and monitoring devices.”
However, in order to make it a reality a cost effective way to power them must be
achieved. Although batteries have been successfully used, battery replacement is not
cost-competitive for large sensor deployment. In order to solve this problem, energy
harvesting technologies to power autonomous systems must be developed. Body
motion is one energy source that can be employed to power autonomous systems or
even body sensor networks
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